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PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen an upsurge in research on the
cognitive processes of young children. Bloom (31), Hunt
(202), licbb (188), Bruner (44), and others have stressed
that the amount and nature of early experience significantly
enhances the development of the child's intellectual and
percerual capabilities. Deutsch (94), Jensen (371), Sigel
(351), and others have found that, in the absence of suf.
ficient environmental stimulation, learning disabilities accrue
cumulatively and affect significantly the performances of
children in school and in tests of intelligence.

In view of the importance of early experience and its
effect on the development of young children, it is

appropriate to examine what information is available for
developing policies concerning the early formal education of
young children that is, policies which delineate the
school's responsibility in providing organised educational
programs at the preschool level.

This report seeks therefore to define whether a need
exists for estib.ishing a statewide policy of early education
in Ohio. Exactly what that policy should be will be deter-
mined on the basis of the (Wowing: whether the state of
the art resulting from research and implementat;on programs
in this area permits the development of a sound theoretical
and empirically defined base for early education for young
children and the extent to which a program so defined will
affect subsequent school achievement. This lattet point is
significant insofar as it suggests that the criterion for measur-
ing the success of preschool programs is the successful
bchievement of children during the formal school years.

Objectives

The objectives of the study are to

Determine whether a need exists foe establishing a state-
wide policy of early education in Ohio

Define what priorities, if trot, foe preschool education ate
implied by the need

Suggest whet tecommendatiom are relevant to end
apptcpciate foe the establishment of such a policy.

Procedures

The procedures include a thorough and detailed analysis
of the existing state of the sal contelling the development

of the capabilities of young children which are thought to be
linked to subsequent school achievement. In addition, the
procedures include an analysis of the research findings
determine if the integration of such knowledge can serve as a
base for the develcpment of a formal educational program
for preschool children in Ohio.

Assumptions

The assumptions underlying the procedures are that

The acquisition of skills and abilities sampled by
established measures of tests of Ir:^Iligence mediate sigt.l
ficantly achievement during the early foam, years of
school

The availability of the skills now measured by tests of
Intelligence are the direct result of the child's prior
opportunities to learn and to experience

The patterns of development of the skills ate characterired
by qualitative changes over time

The absence of certain opportunities fot learning will kid
to a depression of the skills and, subsequently, the
development of disabilities to learn

The development of learning disabilities will be char-
ionized by a cumulative deficit in patterns of school
achievemer t.

In other words, the skills sampled by tests of intelligence are
skills which the chid needs in order to achieve in school. It
is assumed that the skills can be learned.

Strategy of Analysis

The strategy of the analysis is to link the development
of a preschool education program to subsequent school
achievement on a logical and empirical basis. The logical
analysis nil include a consideration of the ski as which
are sampled by mice tests of intelligence. The consideration
to be indettakee OS the basis of coke*e salvos that the
Airs oppotteairy to kern the skits measured by tests of
Intelligence has a positive and substantial relationship to his
school achievement. the empirical analysis wi NA the
depression of time *Oh to cumehtive deficits in pastern of
01001 Xhienliferd became of the absence of avettnessental
oppottetaies.
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I a. h Questions

The report will . itself specifically to the follow.
ing questions.

Is the measure.: mce of preschool children re-
lazed to the Erwin): :al experiences of the home and
neighborhood in v -1. hildren are reared?

The major thru of s question is to examine the
evidence suggesting witc h or not the enrichment of the
environment will result r improving significantly the per.
formsnces of children o :sts of intelligence. There is little
question today that th cvel of genera: intelligence of a
child as now measured E' age six has a positive and highly
significant relatiorship h academic achievement in
school. If it can be clemoto,trat d ?hot it might be feasible to
raise the avatar level of wasured intelligence of children
aged three to five, the implications for a sound scientific
educational psychology of early experience would be quite
substantial.

What we the [mil
school child whi
suro:I intelligerJ.
chameteristks de,

experiences for the.

gocal characteristics of the pe-
t to relate tc the level of inee-

, to who: extent are these
it upon early environmental
-4 development'

litre we are prima, i, Interested in the early preschool
development of u coltnition processes*, language,
socialitation skits and tt-, self oricept behavior" of the
preschool child. The intent here is to explore the evidence
which suggests the presence of a multiplicity cf factors
underlying the performances of young children on tests of
intelligence, and to locos on the environmental experiences
which bring them into play. The major purpose is to obtain
a safffsient understanding of the conditions at work in the
development of behaviors which ate thought to be highly
related to the messud level of general intelligence and
subsequent future academic achievement. Attention veil also
be given to what happens to these areas of development in
the absence of the desired environmenta conditions. and
large, the approaches to preschool education (e.g., Head
Start and nursery schools) have been content simply to ,het
in and do something, particularly lot children from pmert,'.
depressed areas. There arvioaches are thought to be good
and probably are, but there ha% been Pik effort to gear the
programs to a solid theoretical and metrical base. A close
amity* of the quality and kind of environmental
experiences known to be related to the development of
psythololcti chasseteristics ankh relate to the average keel

-1"Mak-ognitive peocesses include such thins as the
ability to discrimbsate forms, Woes, etc.; the ability to
classify elects on he basis of their Intrinsic (Le., color)
as will as Ithet;0611 (Lt., use testutes).

"Selfcceicept behaviors inclode such things as ..he child's
lease of competency and feelings of adequacy, particulany
as they relate to school activities.

of measured intelligence of the preschooler will provide a
reasonable framework for establishing the theoretical and
empirical base necessary for devi;ing actioroorknted policies
for early educational programs.

Mit are the basic ;rlationships between the biological
needs of the growing child and his capacity to benefit
directly from an active hiteracti,..n with his
environment?

Plans for the experience of learning, no natter how
well drawn, usually presuppose the existence of normal,
healthy, energetic young children. To satisfy the criterion of
a thorough and eolid theoretical base for preschool %duce.
lion, an examination must be made which takes into account
not only the consequences resulting from insufficient satis
faction of the child's basic biological needs but, in addition,
any physical impairment, particularly those of a sensory
nature which are linked directly to the learning and abilit)
toachieve capabilities of the preschooler.

What is the nature of the learning disabilities of
children who do no: experience the COPAlkIll of the
development of behaviors contributing to performance
on tests of intelligence?

The purpose of this question is to consider the
II-potence of deprivations in environment by comparing in
great detail the exact nature of the deprivating conditions
and the resultant kaming disablitks accrued by young
children reared in such environments.

To whet event do subcarin.res trig which chariteterfte
the deprived conditions relating to the type of
bradequele development suggested by the peecederg
question?

The purpose of this question is to isolate specific pop,.
haws of people whose conditions of living are ckarly detri-
menial to the healthy development of the young chid.

What is tare pattern of acniernic achievement of
children who he not been exposed to or have not
interacted 'lath the specified ertrironrerental processes
Mitred to be related to general intelligence?

The purpose of the question is to examine the relation.
ship of the behaviors thought to be Meted to inteRigenct as
now measured and the academic abilities of children who for
one reason or another have been defiler: the very experientei
needed foe the efficient and effective development of these
beltrion.

Whet is the mato* as wild of exit*. tonsil Mom
Hasid morons at thk keel and Whit if sny, mikes's
is twailabk to suggest what impact the prorate hope
on the arbteotat acteemement in school?
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The purpose of this question is to examine what impli-
cations for early education can be derived from the successes
and failures of existing Institutions of early educational pro-
grams for young children.

Are there populations of preschool-aged children for
whom formal early education programs are required In
order that the maximal development of the children,'
capabilities can be realized?

This question deals with priorities In the education of
young children and requires a careful consideration of posi-
tive advantages to the general public at large and to the
children, in particular.

What is the extent and relevancy of present legislation
dealing directly or indirectly with the educational
process of the very young child?

The purpose of this question is to examine the extent
of control of the education of the preschooler by the Ohio
State Department of Education. An examination will be
made of the existing laws governing the standards for
nursery and day care centers In terms of their relevancy to
the educability of the very young child. Also, an examina-
tion will be made concerning the status of kindergarten in
Ohio This status will be determined on the basis of its
co,:eibutory impact on the future academic success of the
young child and on the basis of whether or not Ohio is in
line with the national trends of kindergarten education.

In our effort to answer these questions, the point of
departure will be to examine evidence being collected from
research on the disadvantaged as well as the advantaged
child. The emphasis will be on the development of the
young child's capabilities and subsequent achievement during
the early school years. Attempts will be made throughout
the report to link the capabilities and achievement to
environmental variables and then to compare and contrast
the availability of relevant early experience within both
groups.

Organization of the Report

One of the best predictors of school success is the
intelligence test. Therefore, Section II of the report, Intel-
ligence, will examine the effects of environment on the
intelligence of children as now measured. The purpose of the
s,;:ction will be to identify the studies which have been
successful in delineating what specific environmental
processes appear to be related to the performance of
children on tests of intelligence. A modern view of the
concept of intelligence will be presented in order to give
more meaning to the findings. A further purpose of the
section will be to analyze the performances of children on
tests of intelligence in order to arrive at a better under-
standing of the perceptual and cognitive abilities being
measured. The tests employed for this purpose are those

most widely used: the Merrill-Palmer Scale and the Stanford
Binet.

Section III of the report, Perceptual-Cognitive Processes
of Young Children, will seek to explore the antecedent
conditions affecting the development of perception and will
examine with some degree (.f specificity the cognitive
processes involving classificatory skills, formation of con-
cepts, and conserving abilities. The section will place great
emphasis on the importance of the sensory-motor activity of
the young child to the development of the efficient and
effective perceptual processes. It will also integrate the way
in which the emergence of preverbal cognitive processes
affect the discrimination processes of perception itself. The
underlying purpose of this discussion will be to emphasize
once again the importance of general experience and motor
activity of the child in the development of the perceptual-
cognitive processes which relate to the intelligence of pre-
schoolers as now measured.

Section IV of the report is entitled, Language Develop-
ment in the Preschool Child. The purpose of this action is
to demonstrate the inter-relationship of the cognitive
processes and the formation of language skills. This will be
accomplished by focusing on how the young child acquires a
language system and how this language system facilitates
thought. Factors related to the acquisition of language will
be discussed and, subsequently, the importance of their
influence on cognition will be specified.

The general purpose of Sections III and IV will be to
elaborate in greater detail the development of the abilities or
skills as applied and measured by tests of intelligence havinr,
a high correlation with school achievement. If it then
becomes possible to draw inferences concerning the kinds of
experiences which enhance many of the skills now measured
on tests of intelligence, a preschool program could be
planned which would have a greater likelihood of developing
skills relevant to school achievement.

Section V of the report, The Socialization Skills of
Young Children, will emphasize the ways in which children
learn to cooperate and relate to each other in play and
school activities.

Section VI, The Self-Concept Behavior of Young
Children, will emphasize the importance of the child's
development of a sense of competence. Here, the focus of
attention will be on the home in developing the child's
notions of identity as they relate to his own ability to
achieve and to be successful. In other words, this section will
seek to demonstrate the Impact of the parents' involvement
with the young child in relation to his achieving behaviors.
The emphasis, therefore, clearly rests on components of
development which contribute significantly to school success.

Section VII, Nutrition and Learning, will examine the
effect of malnutrition on both the ability to learn and to
achieve. The purpose of the section will be to underscore the
importance of physical well-being as a significant



contributing factor to the success of an educational process
that seeks to bring about desired changes in the capabilities ,

of children.

Section VIII of the report, Learning Disabilities: The
Effects of Environmental Deprivation, focuses attention on
what happens to children who are not exposed to many of
the environmental features either known or thought to be'
related to the normal development of perceptual-cognitive
and language processes. The purpose of this section is to
delineate with some degree of specificity the nature of the
learning disabilities (e.g., inadequate language development,
low achievement motivation, etc.), and how they are ,

acquired.

Section IX, The Culture and School Achievement,,
attempts to explore the patterns of school achievement of
children who develop disabilities of learning. Particular atten-
don is given to the impact on the child's sense of
competence when confronted with school tasks in which he '61
has little preparation for completing successfully.

With this examination, the analysis is complete in terms ,
of meeting our intended criterion of relating the relevance of' r
environmental experiences to later achievement in school.
Sections I to W attempt to explore the environmental fen-
tures which bring about the development of skills normally
sampled by the major tests of intelligence. Because of tt.e
relationship between performance on tests of Intelligence and
success in school, the relevance of the experiences arc
logically related to the school setting. On the other hand,
Sections VIII and IX link the limited achievement of young
children to disabilities which accrue as a result of not
experiencing environmental features known to be related to
success in school.

Section X, Cultures Characterizing Deprivation Condi
Lions of Learning, attempts to document from an
anthropological point of view, the premise that there are
subcultures that have more than their share of the conditions
relating to the development of learning disabilities among
young children. These subcultures are then defined rural -;.:;
white, white inner-city ghetto, and black inner-city ghetto
and the deprivating conditions characterizing the popula-,
Lions are documented.

Section XI, implications for Education, holds for
educating children in the poverty-depressed cultures. The
purpose of this section is to suggest what implications for,`...IY
educating children in the poverty-depressed cultures can be ,:':.
derived from the research on learning disabilities and school
achievement in the broad areas of school-home relationships,; 6

teacher values, and the testing of chlldrens' progress in
school.

Section MI, Organized Programs for Preschoolers,
examines the contributions of institutionalized programs

such as Head Start, nursery and day care centers and kinder.
garten to the sub.,equent achievement of young children.
Particular emphasis is given to the degree of success which
has accompanied the programs and what has been learner'
from them in terms of making future efforts more efficient
and effective.

Section XIII, Priorities in the Education of Pre-
schoolers, concerns itself with policy decisions concerning
kindergarten and prekindergarten programs for the state of
Ohio. Specifically, this section will deal with establishing a
rationale for deciding what population of children might
show the greatest promise for a thoroughly planned and well
organized vreschool program and why. The "why" is par-
ticularly important here and will be derived directly from
the documented conditions affecting the normal develop.
merit of the young child and the extent to which these
conditions are available during the course of his d, velop-
ment. In addition to defining the populations of children
Who may benefit most in terms of an organized program of
preschool education, Section XIII provides estimates of their
total number, together with a regional analysis of where they
are located in the state.

Following the discussion, there is a consideration
whether kindergarten and prekindergarten programs should
be compulsory or omissive at the school-district level in
Ohio.

Relevant to the discussion of priorities is the availability
of teacher manpower. Accordingly an analysis will be made
as to the present pictu.-e of supply and demand in grades K
through 8.

Section XIV, Preschool Legislation, will focus attention
on existing laws or laws being proposed which deal directly
with the preschooler Particular attention will be given to
Day Care Legislation and proposed legislation concerning
prekindergarten and kindergarten programs. The laws will be
interpreted in terms of the extent to which their provisions
allow for the establishment of the priorities called for in
Section XIII. In addition, an examination will be made
concerning the extent to which revisions of the laws
(existing or proposed) permit the State Department of
Education to exercise advisory leadership concerning the
nature of the educational experiences lawfully provided to
preschool children. Finally, statistics will be presented which
illustrate national trends in the area of kindergarten.

Section XV, Conclusions and Recommendations. The
purpose of this section is to recommend a policy for Ohio
concerning preschool education. Specifically, the recom-
mendations will list priorities in the area of prekindergarten
and kindergarten and suggest guidelines concerning both the
nature and duration of experiences which should be made
available to preschoolers in a formal education/1i setting.
Finally, recommendations will be made concerning the impli-
cations that the guidelines hold for teacher training.
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II. INTELLIGENCE

Changes In the Concept of Intelligence

The selection of intelligence as an introductory topic
was largely influenced by the recent interest among develop-
mental psychologists in the role of early experience as it
relates to the measured intelligence of young children, partic-
ularly those from disadvantaged homes. The resulting re-
search activity has brought about several changes in the way
intelligence is now viewed and in turn has resulted in many
significant implications for the early education of young
children. Formerly the concept was that intelligence was a
general, fixed entity which characterized an individual
throughout his lifetime. It was thought to be fixed by
heredity in terms of amount, rate of growth, and patterns of
development. Litelligence was viewed as something quanti-
tative whose growth over time involved, merely, the addition
of increments to a basic quality or ability. Its emergence was
thought to be predetermined in the sense that it simply
involved a kind of maturational unfolding, totally deter-
mined genetically. Burt (50) reflects this double assumption
of predetermined development and fixed intelligence held
widely by many psychologists during the era of intelligence-
test development in the 1920's and 30's.

By intelligence, the psychologist understands inborn,
all-around, intellectual ability. It is inherited, or at least
innate, not due to teachirg or training; it is intellectual,
not emotional or moral and remains uninfluenced by
industry or zeal.

By contrast, the view generally accepted today holds
that intelligence is a network of a tightly interrelated set of
abilities whose patterns of development depend on and re-
quire an active interaction with specific features of the
environment. Implicit, also, is the notion that as the child
develops and interacts with the environmPnt, the changes in
the networ, of abilities are qualitative as welt as quanti-
tative. Qualitative changes are reflected by the manner in
which the child organizes his experiences and in the way he
uses that organizational mode to cope with and adapt to
even newer encounters with his environment.

Consonant with the view of qualitative changes in devel-
opment is that no distinction is drawn between the motor
behavior of the young child and his mental or intellectual
processes per se. Stott and Ball (381) characterize this point
of view as follows:

The infant begins to know and cope with his environ-
ment through his motor responses to stimulation. His
eyes follow a patch of color. He responds to the sound
of a person's approaching steps. He kicks and thrashes
about with his arms in a random, disorganized manner,
bringing his- hands in contact with objects within his
reach. He grasps, mouths, shakes, and bangs them, and
thus 'experiences' them with his various senses. It Is
quite clear, however, that, in the beginning, these

simple, sensorimotor experiences do not involve the
awareness of the objects from which the stimulation
comes. There could be no central representation of
them, as such, .t first. But developmental change is
rapidly taking place. Soon, with further maturation and
experience, the child learns to differentiate objects, and
to respond to them as objects as he sees, grasps and
tastes them, and hears them fall to the floor. His motor
behavior now Involves the cognitive awareness of things
and persons. His functioning, with respect to them, has
become meaningful. All his motor manipulations
eye- hand, fine motor, and gross motor coordinations
appear now to be centrally mediated and are directed
toward some kind of adjustment to, or coping with, the
environment. In that sense, therefore, they are 'intel-
lectual' in nature. In short, the motor behavior of the
young child is mental behavior.

The impact of this point of view has brought psychologists
to the realization that the growth of the young child's
intelligence as now measured begins very early and requires
sufficient opportunities for a very meaningful sensory-motor
involvement with the environment.

The more significant outcome of this 1:,e of reasoning
is the opinion now held widely by psychologists that stimu-
lation from the environment during the very early years, two
through five, is crucial to the measured level of intelligence
obtained at maturity. Bloom (31), Deutsch (98), Bruner
(110) and others have presented findings recently which
suggest that the longer a child develops in the absence of a
stimulating environment with which to interact, the raore
difficult it becomes to help the child reach the full poten-
tiality of his mental or intellectual processes. Ausubel (133),
however, carefully plays down the notion that the absence
of an early stimulating environment implies irreversibility in
development here. The problem, as he sees it, is that the
child becomes more resistant to positive changes in the
environment as he grows older merely because of the dis-
abilities to learn disabilities that have accrued in the
absence of earlier, more beneficial or favorable opportunities.

Finally, the cognitive awareness of things and persons
mentioned earlier in the discussion of the sensory-motor
activity of the young child implied a concept of motivation
clearly excluded in earlier definitions of intelligence. "Moti-
vation" in this context is viewed as a kind of curiosity
behavior. That is, the more the child has /tad opportunities
for seeing and hearing, the more he wants to see and hear.
(138) It also has a cumulative developmental feature in that
the more the child sees and hears, the greater the develop.
ment of his capacity or capability for seeing and hearing.
(415) This latter consideration suggests that part of motiva-
tion involves a kind of competency 1 ehavior in which the
child feels capable of seeking out and exploring new aspects
of his immediate surrounding environment and that it is

because of that feeling coupled with the desire to learn more
about his surroindings that he learns more.
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The most slgnificant aspect of this newer view however,
is the promise it holds for the educability of intelligence as
now measured, primarily because it requires the very im-
portant condition of environmental stimulation to account
for and to nurture to maturity the development of the
young child's mental and intellectual processes.

In summary, therefore, the concept of intelligence is
characterized today by the following features:

A network of interrelated abilities that have both qualita-
tive and quantitative properties

A resolution of the dichotomy of motor versus mental
behavior of young children

A meaningful interaction with specific environmental
processes, particularly during the very early years of the
child's development

Motivational components of a learned competency and a
propensity to learn.

The Educability of Young Children's Intelligence

The remaining part of the section will discuss research
findings which call attention to the credibility of the
interaction-with-environment property of this new concept
of intelligence. The procedure will be to analyze and draw
inferences concerning why some children perform better on
tests of intelligence than others. The central purpose of the
analysis will be to suggest a clear look at the proposed
network of abilities property of intelligence, particularly
along the qualitative dimension of development.

A more detailed qualifying rtmark should now be made
concerning why the author has chosen to focus on the
intelligence of young children as now measured as a first
step in the analysis. To avoid any misconceptions, it should
be noted at the start that it is not the position of the author
to consider changes in the measured level of performance on
intelligence tests as a final measure of the effects of an
interventional educational program for preschoolers. Nor is it
the author's intent to suggest that preschool curriculms
themselves should rest specifically on the development of
abilities measured by the content of the existing tests o'
intelligence. Rather, the emphasis on measured levels of
intelligence among growing children has three purposes:

To analyze the types of abilities and skills the tests of
general intelligence appear to measure as possible sources
of behavior which can be linked to the presence or
absence of specific features of the child's environment

To use this information to establish a rationale for looking
more closely into areas such as the development of per-
ception, cognition, language, and motivation and to

examine the:r antecedent conditions, as a basis for es-
tablishing theoretical and empirical bases for preschool
education,

To demonstrate the importance of the skills basis of the
positive substantive relationship between performances on
tests of intelligence and later school achievement.

Also, it should be noted that the author Is not content
with the measure' of intelligence that evaluationat instru-
ments such as the Stanford Binet and others provide. There
is a clear need for a new body of useful normative develop-
mental information on the growth of such things as
perceptual-cognitive and language skills against which the
effectiveness of preschool work can be measured more ade-
quately. Although the measures, themselves, are absent, a
coherent blending of these types of characteristics in
children's learning and cognitive development can be of use
to help define a theoretical and empirical base for preschool
curriculums. It is the considered opinion of the author,
therefore, that the best point of departure toward this end is
through an analysis of intelligence measures in terms of the
three stated purposes.

Cultural Disparities and Performances
on Tests of Intelligence

The performance of children from poverty-depressed
areas (urban and rural) on intelligence tests has been 4uite
well documented. In general the test scores of children from
these homes have been found to be consistently and signif-
icantly lower on the average. The differences are present as
early as age three. (20, 170, 296, 31) The test scores of
these children, also, tend to decrease over the years till at
the start of adolescence the mean differences between them
and children from more affluent homes is much larger. (31,
202, 73, 165, 87, 220, 70) Studies of this type, however,
generally deal with group differences, and all children raised
in such environments do not fall below their more advant-
aged counterparts in terms of their performances on intel-
ligence tests. In fact, a number of recent studies have found
and studied poverty-depressed children who are able to
perform as well as their more affluent counterparts. (221,
259, 268) The significance of this overlap in the spread of
obtained test scores from among children in the two groups
is that it suggests th3t the more visible features of the child's
environment such as occupation of the father, source and
amount of income, and type of dwelling are not adequate
predictors of his performance on tests of intelligence. More
importantly, however, is that this overlap has led to a
consideration of a more specific set of environmental
features, within a given social-class status, which relate more
directly to test scores on measures of general intelligence.

Curiously, the evidence supporting the specificity of
environmental process variables and their relationships to
performances on intelligence tests has come from two
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separate directions, One such study by Wolf (426) success
fully linked the presence of certain features of the environ-
ment to the test scores of children from home environments
of middle- or upper-class families in medium-sized Mid-
western communities. Inferences were made concerning what
would happen if the features were not present (i.e., lower
performance on intelligence tests), but no evidence was pro-
vided. However, other studies conducted by Deutsch and his
associates (94) were able to relate the absence of certain
environmental features to the test performance of children.
The studies also emphasized the notions of duration and
intensity of deprivation conditions in the home and found
that the longer a child experienced the absence of key
environmental features the more pronounced its effect would
be on his test performance. An important outgrowth of this
research was that it not only supported the importance of
environment in relation to test performances of children, but
that it specified features of the environment which were
critical to that relationship.

A wide variety of environmental feahnes involving the
parents' interactions with the child were found. These
include:

Expectations for the child's achievement

Amount of information about the child's intellectual
activities

Encouragement of the child in the exploration of his
world in a wide variety of situations

Nature of rewards for learning tasks well done

Aspirations for the child's future.

Several inferences might be drawn here concerning these
five features as they appear, generally, to mediate or help
develop the child's interest in learning and exploring his
environment. It was pointed out earlier that the more the
child sees and learns about the environment, the more he
wants to see and learn. First, it is possible to draw the
inference that parents who expect and encourage this type
of behavior on the part of the young child promote it most
significantly. Second, a close congruence between the
parents' knowledge of the child's intellectual activities and
the nature and frequency of rewards for tasks well done can
be extremely helpful in stabilizing the very capabilities the
child needs and uses in exploring and expanding his knowl-
edge of the environment. It might be possible to infer that a
very perceptive and observant parent could be extremely
helpful in developing that feeling of competency mentioned
earlier. However, even though one might interpret these
features as promoting the motivational component of the
newer concept of intelligence, we have noted the features
themselves do not shed much light on the types and kinds of
abilities the child is developing nor how the abilities are
related to performances on general intelligence tests,

The physical features of the environment which were
-slated to intelligence appear to be more helpful in this
regard. For example, consider the f Wowing features:

Places to study

Variety of objects available

Types of learning supplies books, periodicals, magazines

Number of children in the home

Trips to museums, libraries, zoos, etc.

An inference could be drawn immediately that the skills
and abilities the child develops appear to be dependent for
their development, on the quality of physical surroundings.
In other words, the relationship between the kind and
quality of the physical features of the environment and the
child's performances on tests of intelligence makes sense if
one interprets this relationship from an interactionist point
of view. Intelligence as now measured does seem, from these
studies, to be dependent upon the quality and variety of
objects and things which the child encounters.

Finally, another feature of the environment found to be
related significantly to the test performance of young
children was the quality of language models availably; to the
child. This quality was analyzed along three dimensions, as
follows:

Amount of encouragement in the expressive use of
language as a vehicle of communication in the home

Provisions for expanding and enlarging the child's vocab-
ulary

Provisions for helping the child achieve a syntactical struc-
tural system appropriate to the expression of his language.

It was found that the extent and quality of parental
interaction along these three dimensions were significantly
related to the child's measured level of intelligence. It is well
known that most tests of intelligence are highly verbal and
require some symbolic manipulation, and it is safe to assume
that the presence or absence of ke, features of the environ-
ment which tend to promote language development, in turn,
affects performances on tests of intelligence.

In summary, therefore, studies by Wolf and Deutsch
promote quite nicely the motivational and interactional
properties of the newer concept of Intelligence since they
did successfully link specific features of the environment to
obtained measured levels of intelligence among children.
Accordingly, the probability is quite high that a deprivation
of favorable environmental features, particularly those con-
tributed by the parent, do have an impact on intelligence as
now measured and account for much of the disparity of
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performances found between the children from lower-class
homes and those from more privileged home environments.
This goes a long way in explaining the results of studies
which clearly show that moving children from an impov-
erished environment to an enriched environment substan-
tially increases the childrens' performances on intelligence
tests. (356, 358) The most important outgrowth of this type
of research activity is that no one today would seriously
challenge the premise that the nature of the environmental
experiences afforded a growing child holds significant con-
sequences for his performance on tests of intelligem e and
subsequently his achievement in school.

The most significant aspect of the research on environ-
mental factors as they relate to general intelligence is the
implications it holds for the interpretation of intelligencetest
performances themselves. That is, intelligence tests, per se,
could very well be interpreted as samples of learning based
upon opportunities for specific interaction with the environ-
ment, and the child's score can be viewed as an indicator of
the variety, kind, and quality of experiences to which he was
exposed during the course of development.

Intelligence-Test Content and the Early
Experience of Young Children

Although the specificity of environmental processes or
features and its relationship to intelligence have been investi-
gated with some thoroughness, it is not clear how the
features relate to the development of a network of interre-
lated abilities proposed by the new concept of intelligence.
To arrive at a better understanding of this relationship, one
must examine, in some detail, the content of preschool
intelligence tests and young children's abilities which the
tests measure, and one must consider these matters in the
light of what is known about environmental processes. In
this way one might draw some very critical inferences con-
cerning the impact of environmental features on the develop.
ment of the abilities measured by tests of intelligence.

For example, items used to test preschoolers for intel-
ligence on the Merrill Palmer Scale and the Stanford Binet
generally require children to engage in activities such as the
following:

Building towers with blocks

Copying circles

Cutting with scissors

Placing pegs in a hoard

Matching colors

Ordering objects in space

Reproducing form patterns and other related activities.

Tasks of this type generally require the child to make use of
many perceptual-cognitive skills. For instance, the child at
age three has to discriminate visually a variety of forms,
displace objects in space, make po itioning judgments, and
display a refined sense of hand-eye coordination. As the
tasks become more complex for children of ages four and
five, the successful completion of these tasks is contingent
upon abilities involving memory, time-sequence patterns,
quick recognition of form and patterns, reproduction of
auditorially perceived word patterns, right-left ordering of
objects, foresight in the perceptual ordering of objects, and
knowledge concerning the abstract as well as the concrete
features of objects (i.e., the functions they serve).

It can easily be inferred that the presence or absence of
the environmental features previously discussed might affect
the development of these kinds of abilities. The development
of the cognitive awareness of things and objects noted earlier
in the discussion of intelligence requires the existence of
these kinds of abilities or skills. Their development, however,
is contingent upon the opportunity to interact, i.e., manip-
ulate and have access to a variety of toys, games, colors,
form patterns and many other objects of various shapes and
sizes.

In addition to the presence or absence of certain
physical features, significant interaction with the parent is
also related, particularly, as it affects language development.
Although the tasks described in these tests are not highly
verbal, some of the items do require verbal directions and
verbal problem solving such as distinguishing sets of word
patterns and reproducing them in appropriate sequences. As
the child grows older, however, his performance on tests of
intelligence becomes increasingly dependent upon his ability
to handle verbal and symbolic materials of a highly abstract
nature. If, because of the absence of e .tier enriched environ-
mental opportunities, a child fails to achieve some of the
basic preverbal skills described here, his ability for
abstractive thinking or symbolic manipulation will in turn be
affected.

Thi3 inference is supported by research findings re-
ported earlier which suggest a widening disparity in per-
formance on intelligence tests between groups of children at
different level: of socioeconomic status. This fanning-out
effect is thought to occur primarily because the upper- or
middle-class children had opportunities for acquiring the
basic skills essential to the development of highly abstract
thinking whereas, typically, most of the lower-class children
did not. That is, there is an absence in the availability of
objects (toys, etc.), parental interaction, and quality language
modett. Tests of intelligence that present abstract content
and require skills in the symbolic manipulation of ideas,
relations, and things place these children at a disadvantage.
The tests are probably not reflecting, as previously suggested,
a capacity to learn as much as calling attention to
perceptual-cognitive and language skills which have not had
the occasion to develop at the preverbal level.
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Conclusions and Summary

The preliminary findings reported in this section and the
analysis of the tests of Intelligence at the preschool level
tend to support the importance of the environmental
variables, in general, and the interaction hypothesis, in

In all tasks on intelligence tests, it is the items involved
and the child's responses to them that are recorded, and it
is always the child's level of acquired abilities that is
available for testing.

A child who has been deprived of an environment that
would stimulate and allow the exercise of basic skills,
particularly those of a preverbal nature, may well perform
at a relatively los, level on tests of this type.

l'he low level of performance occurs not necessarily
because the child is unable to acquire the skills, but
simply because he has not learned to do the things re-
quired in the test performances although he might well he
able to acquire the necessary skills.

The network of abilities tested at the preschool ages
appears generally to be of perceptual-cognitive preverbal
variety, not very well organized, but with a tendency
toward increasing the number of items of a more abstract
or symbolic nature by age five.

Many if not most of the behaviors measured by these two
tests of intelligence can be reasonably linked to the
presence or absence of environment. ] features, particularly
those physical features to which the child is exposed
during the course of his development.

The impact of physical features, as noted earlier, suggests
the importance of early and systematic interaction with
objects of wide variety of form, color, and size as a
necessary condition for the development of preverbal skills
needed to perform successfully on the tests of intelligence.

Accordingly, this analysis of intelligence snd its mea-
surements suggests that a closer look at the preverbal abili-
ties measured by these tests is needed.

Function of Preschool Education

One function of early education, therefore, would be to
maximize the probability of the occurrence of the broad
general experiences which promote the development of skills
needed for school success by providing them directly to the
children in a formal preschool educational program. In order
to do this, however, a more detailed analysis of how the skill
areas sampled by these tests develop is required. Accord-
ingly, the next two sections of the report will specify in
some detail how the child comes to acquire skills measured
by tests of intelligence.
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Ill. PERCEPTUAL-COGNITIVE PROCESSES OF YOUNG CHILDREN

Introduction

The discussion on intelligence suggests that many of the
preverbal perceptoal-cognitive abilities being measured by
Intelligence tests were the direct result of specific inter-
actions in the environment. The purpose of this section is to
examine the reser ch findings which tend to support this
view and to suggest in somewhat more detail how the sets of
skills mentioned in the analysis of the tests are acquired.

Four basic sets of skills will be discussed in this section
as follows: perceptual processes, formation of concepts, clas-
sification skills and conserving abilities. The development of
the perceptual processes is extremely important for all of the
child's knowledge of the external world and the way in
which he organizes it, is dependent upon and obtained from
his immediate sensor), experiences.

The child needs to organize and classify the experiences
that nature provides. The first step towards this goal is the
formation of concepts such as form, color, and size. The
function of such concepts is to allow the child to sort or
classify his experiences with objects, things, and events in en
efficient and effective way. When concepts are so employed,
they reflect the availability of classification skills. Conserving
abilities, on the other hand, enable the child to understand
the invariant properties of objects such as mass, quantity,
volume, sic., as a basic first step toward logical or scientific
thinking. These four groups of skills, therefore, provide the
child with a more effective means for coping with and
adapting to his environment in an intelligent way.

The Development of the
Perceptual Processes

Although a child may be born with the tissues for
biological intelligence (brain), these become useful to the
child on when he moves and acts, explores and manipu-
lates, sees and describes, and makes use of the contents of
the world. These experiences are what Getman (155) calls
the blocks for cultural intelligence. It is now thought that
the child learns all he knows. Very little comes with him at
birth except the basic machinery for learning; children must
even learn how to learn. The fact that an infant must learn
how to walk and talk is fully accepted. It is just as im-
portant to recognize that the infant must !earn to see, hear,
feel, smell, and taste even though the receptive equipment
for each activity is present at birth. It is through these
perceptual processes that the child learns of his environment
and how he needs to function in it.

Perception can occur at two levels: it can come either
from the external environment or from the organism intern-
ally. External stimuli might be noise, light, or odor, while
internal stimuli would be kinesthetic or organ oriented.

Other than the internal stimulus of hunger, we will be most
concerned with the stimuli that occur in the environment of
the individual and how the availability of those stimuli
prompts perceptual development; if there is no envi-
ronmental stimulus, there can be no perception. Further, we
will be concerned with the way the motor activity of the
child interacts with the environmental stimulus to further
the development of the perceptual processes.

The Importance of Sensory Stimulation
in the Development of
Perceptual Processes

Deprivation studies point up some Interesting data with
respect to the importance of the availability of the environ-
mental stimulus to the perception development of the child.
Hebb's experiments (187) in sensory- deprivation studies
using college students as subjects point up some interesting
findings. Subjects were deprived of a variety of kinds of
stimulation for as long as 3 days. Many experienced halluci-
nations, and some became so uncomfortable in this situation
that they resigned from the experiment. Generally, subjects
reported feelings of apathy, low energy, low motivation, and
difficult) in concentrating. The implication is that the
absence of the constantly varying stimulus environment
impaired the subject's ability to be aroused; it resulted in
later resistance to sensory input and perceptual activity. An
analogy might be drawn to the fact that unused muscles
tend to atrophy.

Other studies involve deprivation of particular experi-
ences. For understandable reasons, when the deprivation was
experimentally induced, the research was done with animals
(except in short-term adult deprivation studies). The human
studies took advantage of cultural patterns or accidents
v.,?-_!.h resulted in deprivation.

Riesen (26) who studied chimps reared in the dark
from birth and then placed in a normally lighted en-
vironment found that the animals were unable to learn visual
tasks. He also gives evidence that for pattern vision to
develop, there must be early pattern stimulation. Another
researchers of visual deprivation, Von Senden (404), studied
humans who had had congenital cataracts and had undergone
successful surgery to remove them. After the restoration of
sight, pattern discrimination was very difficult for the
subjects who resorted to such tactics as counting the number
of corners to identify a si.-uare. The quality known as
"object constancy" was also very difficult for them; an
automobile would look like an automobile when seen from
the ground but would be unrecognizable when viewed from
above. Here again, deprivation of early experience resulted in
diminution of later functioning. Other visual-deprivation
studies provide a case for sensory training before age four.
Dreyer (120) found that those children who became blind
before age four had Impaired space perception, while those
losing sight later had retained this ability.
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Motor involvement and
Perceptual Processes

Another dimension of importance is the motor involve-
ment of the child. The early simple games of the child are
intended to develop his sense organs and his motor system.
The child sometimes carefully and sometimes randomly
experiments with things, looking at them, feeling angles,
smelling, and tapping to produce sound. These so-called
games of experience are the background upon which the
young child will begin to build his ideas of the world. By
the manipulation of things and of his own body in relation
to things, he is perfecting the sensory-motor process and is
learning to match sensory data to motor data. This adaptive
sensorymotor process which Is developed will allow the
child to fit his behay. to a variety of situations with which
he will be confronted.

An enormous amount of such random experimentation
is necessary. (230) The child needs first to try out all the
possible muscular responses of which his body is capable in
order to find out what his body and its parts can do, and,
through this process, the child establishes neurological
patterns. He must observe how he can obtain sensory data
and learn how his body position can vary his information.
Then, he must learn to make the appropriate motor re.
sponse. The child must also have the opportunity to take
things apart and experiment to discover how they function.
Perhaps a later step would be the reconstruction of the
items. Soviet research, (434) additionally supporting the
importance of this kind of motor involvement, found that
the processes of perceptual activity are not developed in
isolation. Rather, they noted the processes are developed as
a result of the subject's practical activity. It appears that
perceptual processes develop in connection with the child's
increasingly complex motor activity.

Developmental Properties

Getman (155) states that the development of the
sensor -motor activity for most children proceeds as follows:
general movement patterns for action are the processes by
which a child learns to use his head, body, arms, legs, and
feet to mare about and explore his world. The eyes become
useful in steering him about (i.e., visual discrimination). The
development of special movement patterns of action is a
derivative and an extension of the previous process. The
child now learns to use his body parts in unison to control
and manipulate the things in his world. Each part or group
of body parts with neuromuscular patterns (bone-muscle-
nerve involvement) must be developed through use before it
can make a contribution to perception. The early, extremely
complex activity of hand-eye coordination is a prime con-
tributor to the development of perception.

The next stage involves the development of eye-
movement patterns to reduce action. Practice and experi-
ence in this process assist the child in learning to use vision
to obtain information about his world without the move.
ments previously needed for exploration and manipu' lion.

The hands seem to be less and less involved in manipulations
for information and can be said to increasingly use informa-
tion obtained through vision. This is a stage that would
occur in first- or second-grade children, and it is mentioned
here in order that the reader will see where the child Is going
in terms of developmental abilities. Renshaw (318) stated
the concept most clearly: "Vision develops under the
tutelage of the active touch." Thus, vision serves the child
early in his development till the gross body movements
become refined. Then motor activity dominates and mediates
a more efficient and effective visual-discrimination process.

The Experiences Objects Provide

It is quite possible that solid objects that are tactically
distinctive as well as visually distinctive, provide richer stim-
ulus information, because of the built-in redundancy.
Stevenson and McBee (378) have compared the differences
in learning rate of young children when the stimuli for
discrimination were solid objects (cubes), planometric objects
(cardboard cutouts), arid patterns. The children in the group
trained with solid objects performed significantly better than
the other two groups. For the most difficult problem in the
series, the older children (age six) were able to learn with
both solid and planometric stimuli, but not at all with
painted patterns. it is Important for our purposes that this
particular problem was too difficult for the younger group.
Why were the solid objects more effective for learning the
discrimination tasks? One interpretation is that solid objects
provide more redundancy of stimulus information than the
other two sets of stimulus materials because the children
both handled the stimuli and looked at them. Whatever the
reasons, we must view this information as an important key
in considering the kinds of tools and materials that are
developed for use with young children. It would seem that
traditional workbooks and pictures of objects would not be
nearly as useful in helping the child discriminate the features
of objects as would a three-dimensional form. Rather than
looking at pictures of animals, a preschool child might gain
much greater understanding of what the animal is by
working with a strong motor-laden task such as building or
painting a papier-mache or clay representation.

The Necessity of Experience

Clinical research now provides evidence that a child's
ability to discriminate differences in sounds (tones, noises,
etc.) and his ability to produce more acceptable speech
sounds are closely related to his ability to integrate the
special movement patterns of the visualtactical mechanisms.
It is precisely at this stage that we find the preschool child

learning to adapt himself to the vast world of experiences.
The findings of Koltsova (374) corroborate evidence suggest-
ing this trend in development. She found that classificatory
concept labeling is learned more readily when accompanied
by conditioning In tactile, visual, auditory, and kinesthetic
areas than when learned on a verbal or tactile level alone.
Zinchenko and Ruzskaya (436) show that, where an
adequate perceptive image In small children cannot be
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created by means of visual and tactile acquaintance with an
object, such an image can be formed in the course of
practical manipulations with the object.

Although we see random experimentation with solid
objects for the child as being necessary for the development
of perceptual processes and fixing labels to objects, it
becomes more and more difficult in our present everyday
life for the child to do this. First, because the child is now
surrounded by complicated gadgets and equipment, he is
seldom allowed to manipulate and explore his environment.
Second, because these technical things are so complex, if the
child succeeded in taking them apart it is doubtful that he
could gain much understanding about how they work.
Physical danger is another aspect to the restrictions that
today's children face. A child in a modern apartment or a
crowded city home cannot run at will. These conditions tend
to depress the opportunities for the kinds of sensory-motor
activities needed in the development of the perceptual
processes.

The Motor Development of Young Children

Knowledge of motor development is needed to match
the practical activity that the child's motor skills can enter-
tain in order to better affect the development of the per-
ceptual processes. Thompson' and McCandless** note the
following developmental trends The child when faced with a
new task reacts to that task rrith a number of general, gross
body movements and odually moves to more specific
patterns of movement. The child also first uses large-muscle
groups and with maturation gains control over the small-
muscle groups. Another trend to be noted is the cephalo-
caudal; muscle control and coordination begins at head and
moves to the foot in an orderly fashion. In addition, growth
in motor skills seems to be proximodistal; development pro-
ceeds (tom the axis of the body outward to the periphery.
These latter two trends describe primarily the first 2 years of
life. Early motor development is also marked by its bil3t-
erality; the child first uses both arms, both legs, etc., and
with increasing age begins to be able to use only one arm,
hand, or whatever independently of the other. The child in
his early actions also uses a large number of muscles rnd
then gradually a smaller number, differentiating their use to
the task involved. It has also been found that development
in motor skills follows an orderly sequence. Shirley (350)
found that each stage of development was a prerequisite for
the immediately following stage. However, deviations are
found with the individual child who can skip a stage so that
the sequence of development cannot be said to be rigid in its
structure. (15) Finally, McCandless*** points out that the
child will abandon skills he does not use and continue to
refine those skills he does use, thereby developing an Increas-
ing level of adroitness in his actions.

'Reference (390), pages 225-230.
"Reference (269), pages 378.380.

"'Reference (269), page 379.

The Infant

(Postural-Locomotor Abilitks. The infant child develops
in motor skills in two primary areas: as noted earlier, he
begins to be able to move his body In relation to objects
(locomotion) and he begins to use his body, specifically his
hands, to move other objects (prehension). Development in
locomotion follows the trends described above. The child
first undertakes antigravity movements by lifting his head,
arms, and eventually his torso, following the cephalo-caudal
pattern. Next he begins to move in prone progression accord-
ing to three stages, as described by Burnside (49): crawling,
creeping, and hitching (locomotion in a sitting posture).
Next the child develops his skill to walk, which progresses to
a deliberate stepping movement, then heel-toe progression,
and finally into the integration of movements that is walk-
ing. As the child grows older his precision in walking in-
creases with developing length, width, and variability of step.
Once the child has begun to walk erect, his hands and arms
are free to do more-advanced manipulation activity.

Reaching, Grasping and Manual Manipulation. Before
the child walks, however, he shows advances in manual
manipulation which follow the mass-to-specific trend. He
first begins to grasp objects, until finally he opposes thumb
and finger which allows him to perform finer manipulative
tasks.

There are various theories of why a child turns out to
be right-handed or left-handed. Included in these are the
cerebral-dominance theory and theories on the influence of
genetic, social, and intelligence factors, none of which have
been established unequivocally as the cause of handedness.
In any case, by the time the child is 2 years of age lie has
shown fairly well his handedness preference. Also, according
to Munn*, the 2-year-old child has developed quite a variety
of motor skills. He runs, piles six blocks, imitates vertical
and horizontal strokes; tries to make a circle, nests four
boxes, places blocks in a row, points to an object on a card,
creases paper in imitation, and unwraps paper front candy.
McCandless" gives the following landmarks concerning the
development up to and including 3 years of age; hand
control, torso control, rolling over, sitting alone, creeping,
standing, walking, running, tricycling, and thumb-finger
opposition. With the acquisition of each skill, the child
continues to widen his perceptual field. He is able to see
more, to contact what he sees and to manipulate what he
sees.

Development of Motor Skills
During Later Childhood

Speed and Strength. Speed of response has been shown
to be highly correlated to chronological age; the older the
child, the faster the speed with which he reacts. The upper
limit of speed Is prof- Ibly reached in later childhood. (287)

'Reference (287), page 316.
"Reference (269), page 414.
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Motor Coordination and Skills. Jones (218) has found
five stages in the development of the use of wheel toys as
follows: discontinuous play at 21 months, attention to sepa-
rate parts of the toy at 24 months, improved skill at 26
months, merging of skills at 36 months, and continuous
imaginative play at 48 months. Gutteridge (175) in a study
of 1973 children has found several norms for development in
motor skills. He found that at 3 years 50 percent of the
children could climb well and that at 6 years 92 percent
could. Approximately 42 percent of 3-year olds were profi-
cient in jumping and 81 percent were at age 5. Nearly 17
percent of the children could tricycle at age 2, and by age 4
all children could. Finally, in ball-throwing, 20 percent of
the children at age 4 were proficient, and by the time they
were 5.1/2 years old, 74 percent of the children were skill-
ful. In writing skills, Townsend (394) found that copying
geometric figures was more related to perceiving and dis-
criminating between forms than to motor abilities as such.
As can be seen, a child's ability to perform a motor task
increases in proficiency with age.

Factors Influencing Development

While development in motor skills is primarily a func-
tion of maturation during infancy, the integration during
later years of the basic skills acquired at the infancy stage is
dependent upon environmental influences. Munn charac-
terizes the process as follows: development of locomotion
depends directly upon assumption of control of muscles by
the growiiig cerebral cortex and the growth of the cere-
bellum. General environmental conditions and amount of
exercise have little to do with the appearance of the child's
ability to walk. However, in beginning to walk the child
must rely on the following sensory cues: tactile cues trans-
mitted by the feet; kinesthetic cues from movements of
muscles, terkions and joints; and visual cues that indicate
direction. It has been found that blind children, who do not
receive visual stimulation, are significantly retarded in begin-
ning to walk. Furthermore, they are inhibited by earlier
injuries they may have received when they first tried to
stand or walk. Even at this early stage in motor develop-
ment, the amount of stimulation provided by the environ-
ment is seen to be a factor In motivating the child to
progress.

Similarly, in the development of prehensile behavior,
while maturation of neuromuscular coordination plays an
important role, visual and tactile stimulation are significant.
McGraw (273) finds six phases in the development of pre-
hensile behavior: passive phase, no evidence of object vision;
object-vision phase, donvergence and accommodation are
elicited by an object but no hand movement is associated
with it; visual-motor phase, arm and digit movement appear
to be reflexly aroused by visual stimulation; deliberate-

Reference (287), pages 317-326.

manipulative-movement phase, object is continually fixated;
visual-release phase, look at object and start reaching
movement; final phase, reductic n of muscular and visual
activities to a level required for reaching and grasping. These
phases clearly illustrate the necessity of objects for visual
stimulation to elicit grasping and reaching behavior. Finally,
however, thumb-finger opposition, perhaps the most impor-
tant single manipulative skill, appear, according to Halverson
(177.), to be a product of both maturation and learning.
Handedness is seen to be learned depending on training, the
task involved, and social pressures on the child to be
right-handed.*

According to the norms as established by Jones and by
Gutteridge in the use of wheel toys, climbing, jumping,
tricycling and ball-throwing, growth depends on the child's
level of neural-muscular maturity. In addition, the child must
have attained a certain weight ar.d height, and he must have
been allowed to observe the play activities of other children.
Furthermore, these skills depend on the kinds of equipment
available for the child to use and the kinds of experiences he
has had at home. Overall environment is seen to have a large
effect on the development of motor skills after the age of
two. If a child is restricted in his opportunities to experi-
ment with and integrate his motor skills, he will remain
underdeveloped. (218, 175) In a study by Williams and Scott
(419) lower-class black children were found to be more
advanced in motor-skill development than middle-class black
children probably because of the more permissive and less
exacting conditions in the lower-class home. At the same
time, however, the lower-class home has a paucity of play
equipment for the child so that he may not match the
middle-class child in specific types of motor skills. Neverthe-
less, some motor skills depend little on the amount of
practice, and practice is of help only when the required
maturational level has been reached and the child is suffi-
ciently motivated to act.

As we have previously noted, a child's later develop-
ment in writing depends largely upon his ability to discrimi-
nate between forms and then upon his level of motor skills.
(394) Motor functions also depend on certain patterns of
physical development such as amount of weight gain or loss,
growth in the lower extremities, and shifts in the center of
gravity; however, more research is needed in this area to
determine the extent of dependence on physical growth.
(390)

In summary, it is apparent that development of basic
motor skills is primarily a function of maturation although
sensory cues and practice are also necessary. Development
after 2 years of age depends on a number of variables,
including perception, physical growth, and environment. The
latter has the most Influence on level of proficiency in
specific types of motor skills and opportunities for practical
manipulative activity.

Reference (269), page 414.
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Cognition and Its Relationship to
the Perceptual Procezes

Wohlwill (423) has provided some :ngiedients that
extend the relationship between the sensory-motor activities
of the child and his perceptual development and provide a
systematic framework which focuses on the continual inter-
play between perception and the cognitive processes (e.g.,
concept formation, classification skills, etc.) of the young
child. He suggests three dimensions along which perception
and cognition can be related: redundancy, selectivity, and
contiguity.

Redundancy

As the child grows older, he not only needs less redun-
dancy In the display and frequency of a certain type of
sensory information, but also stores enough information
about the features of an object that he can recognize what
the object is and its shape on the basis of partial cues. Thus,
according to Wohlwill, the dimension of'redundancy appears
to run a course of a decreasing perceptual dependency on
the frequency of sensory data of a certain type about
objects or things towards an increasing dependence on a
memory function. This is a function in which the identifica-
tion of objects and things are mediated by a kind of cogni-
tive activity which heirs the child remember. The increasing
reliance on memory capability and the decreasing reliance on
perceptual cues is thought to characterize the young child's
development and occurs as a result of an interplay between
maturation and learning.

Selectivity

The dimension of selectivity bears light on the diffi-
culty a young child has in his ability to disassociate relevant
from irrelevant information at the perceptual level. One of
the most dramatic of the major developmental changes of
the young child is the development of the cognitive pro-
cesses which allow the child to select and abstract relevant
information from the environment in a systematic and effi-
cient manner. The characterization of the child's develop-
ment here Is that his notions and ideas about the world
remain invariant even In the face of some rather distorted
perceptual experiences. At the beginning, however, the
young child cannot accomplish this act; and until he has the
opportunity to develop cognitive classificatory functions, he
cannot deal adequately with the bombardment of
experiences which he encounters daily.

Contiguity

The third dimensbn that Wohlwill proposes concerns
that of contiguity. Here the spatial and temporal factors
affecting sensory experiences play an important role in the

perceptual life of the child. Stimulus information sehilh is
widely separated in space or time is difficult for a child to
handle, Concerning this point, Wohtwi I noted, however, that
reviews of the literature on perceptual development do sug-
gest that as the child develops he increases his ability or
tendency to relate objects in the stimulus field indepen-
dently of their spatial or temporal contiguity.

In summary, therefore, the child's development is char-
acterized by the following:

The emergence of /Memory which replaces the need for
redundancy of sensory experiences

Cognitive processes (e.g., concepts, classificatory skills,
etc.) which provide for a more efficient and effective
pattern of discriminating the features of objects and things

The development of time and space concepts which per-
mit the child to draw relationships of objects indepen-
dently of their spatial or temporal contiguity.

Wohlwill states:

It is of no little significance that errorless perceptual
discriminations of length, size constancy, and number in
the growing young child appear to develop in close
interdependence with the gradual developments of con-
cepts which tend to help mediate accurate discrimina-
tion of these more abstract features of objects.

Relevance to Educational Planning

The relevance of these dimensions for educational plan-
ning, is to assure that the growing child is provided a
systematically organized program for helping him remember,
discriminate, and generalize his notions about the world of
objects and things by carefully permitting the blending of his
perceptual products with a more highly refined and more
accurate accounting of his world of objects and things via
the more-advanced cognitive skills.

Several implications for educational planning can be
drawn concerning the way the growing child comes to inter-
act with objects or things. Early in the educational experi-
ence of the child, simple objects of different shapes, forms,
and clear distinctive features should be made available and
presented to the chile. There must not be an overloading of
multiple characteristics, for the child is at a preconcept stage
and will be unabl- to incorporate a variety of characteristics
into a simple classification. In addition, an understanding of
objects should not be contingent upon concepts of time and
spatial relations. The child must also be given many oppor-
tunities to interact repeatedly with the objects at the very
early stages of perceptual development.

During the selectivity dimension, an active effort should
be made to help the child develop concepts of objects such
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as form, color, ai,d size in order to facilitate or mediate a
more accurate perceptual sense of discrimination and a more
accurate selection of relevant features of objectives.

In summary, therefore, we see that there is a theoretical
frame of reference which reveals 012 cognitive processes as
they relate to the child's perceptual interaction with objects
and things. Moreover, we see how these processes lend to
increase favorably the child's perceptual accuracy in discern-
ing the nature of his world and how they tend to decrease
errnrs of perceptual judgment about his world of objects and
things.

The Formation of Concepts
in Young Children

During the time the child is developing the perceptual
processes through sensory-motor experiences, he begins to
develop concepts with which to organize his ser.ory expc-
riences. Regarding this point Sigel' states:

Sounds, lights, textures, shapes are among the innum-
erable sources of stimulation consistently impinging on
our senses. For us, as adults, diversity is neither distress-
ing nor chaotic, foe we have created order out of the
seeming disorder. Having acquired this order, we are
able to move *out our environment with considerable
accuracy and security. By learning to behave appro.
p:iately toward the many objects, events, and people
with whom we come in contact, we adapt and function
in ow environment with the necessary precision tend
confidence.

Sigel further proposes that the major reason the chid learns
to cope with his environment more efficiently Is that he is
able to develop a system of concepts which permit a system-
atic and efficient way of selecting and organizing the sensory
data (i.e., the dimension of selectivity). Concepts are learned
through experience and ate employed to form classes or
categories, but their main function is to help the child
identify and classify sensory data.

The following paragraphs discuss the way in which
concepts develop, the environmental conditions surrounding
their development, and the types of concepts which charac-
terize the child through the course of early development.

Object Permanence

The chid first has to learn to recognize and identify
objects. This nom* occurs during the sesmotyenotor
period is *filch eats seisurryinolot activities help him s

learn that objects ad things have a stability and are di-
remelt one from another. Soon be learns to distingaish not
only the object it'll but the features which define it.

'Reference (3 21), pis 209.

Sigel notes that Piaget and Wallach point out the
world of the child is egocentric and that initially, an object
is viewed by the child as an extension of himself. (321) At
approximately 2 years of age, if the child has had appro-
priate sensory-motor experiences, he begins to conceptualize
the objects in his world as having substance, as taking up
space, and as being permanent. It is at this point that
Wohlwill's redundancy dimension becomes relevant because
it is during this stage that the child is able to remember the
object on the basis of ill parts. That is, the identification of
a part or particular feature of, say, the leg of a doll .a

adequate for the child to know what the whole object is.
The last stage of object permanence is characterized by a
child's awareness that an object could be in any number of
places and still exist hi the form that he knows it to be.

Space

In line with the development of object permanence is
the acquisition of spatial concepts. Puget (304) theorizes
that the infant's earliest ideas are that there are many kinds
of spaces, each of which depends on where the chid happens
to be standing. A series of stages of experience follows in
which he learns to comprehend a single objective space that
encompasses objects, persons, and events. As the child
searches for objects, he is able to perceive the spatial rela-
tionships between himself and the place of the objects. If an
object is behind the screen, he distinguishes between it and
the screen, or if it is under a pillow, he makes a similar
distinction.

Thus, the child Is beginning to show an awareness of
very primitive concepts of a distance perspective and thereby
maintains a certain notion of constancy concerning the size
of the object. Subsequently the child shows an Increase In
his understanding of the relationship among the objects in
space. He begins to stack objects, put them into containers,
etc. Sigel" points out that both the concepts of space and
object permaneoce are closely interrelated because of the
child's continual differentiation not only of spaces, per se,
but of the objects in the spaces. (31) Moreover, the child
begins to separate himself from objects and realizes that he,
too, is an object in specs.

Meyer (276), postulates three developmental stages in
spatial concepts as follows: up to ,bout 2.1/2 years the chid
responds to what Puget has called practical space, in which
objects are present only to satisfy his needs; between 3 and
4 years of age the chid responds to a subjective or empirical
space, Mowing interest in the objects themsehm but he is
sail preoccupied with his own activities, though adjusting his
berifiriei, 10 spatial materials; after 4 years of ate the child
revels& to objective space, considering himself as one
object among many and attempting to adjust his behavior to
the relative positions of all available objects.

'Reference (321), page 224.
Remote (321), par 226.
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There is some evidence that spatial relations continue to
be coordinated to the human body even into the elementary
school years. Michael, Zimmerman, and Guilford (277)
found that older children understand the elements in a .=

spatial pattern largely on the basis of reference to their own
bodies (right and left, high and low, and so forth).

J.

Piaget (150) categorizes the concept of space in three
ways: topological, projective, and Euclidian space. Topo-
logical space relics to such things as order, enclosure, and
continuity. Projective space refers to the perceptually Weld-
ant featutea of the object when the point from which it is
viewed changes. Euclidian space deals with such concepts as
angularity, rectangularity, and parallelism. lie notes that
topclozical properties are distinguished rather early in life, or
at about the ageof the preschooler. Projective and Euclidian
space concepts usually occur much later in the development
of the child.

In support of these hypotheses, Sigel describes a situa
lion in which Plaget tested them:

In one experiment, the child was seated in front of ,a
screen behind which were objects. He could handle the
objects through an opening in the screen but could not
see them. He was 'dad to match the objects behind
the screen with dc; Licata which were visible. In a
second experiment, the child was asked to draw plc-
tures of the unseen objects after handling them. It was
found that between the ages of three and four the child -
was able to discriminate objects in his drawings ma* ,
on the basis of the topological characteristics. He was
able to identify objects that were open compared to
those that were closed. The abfdty to discriminate
between curvilinear and rectilinear forms occurred later. *

Plaget concluded that the child of 3 or 4 years can
readily distinguish an open from a closed circle, but Is
unable to discriminate between the dosed circle set!'
dosed rectilinear Nuns such as squares. The iMpliCS-t,.
Lion of these cross-sectional studies is that the chifil
passes through a sequential order in his acquisition oil
these space concepts.

It is important to note, however, that the development
of a conception of space is more than a visual perceptual; it
is a cognitive activity resulting from manipulative &WW1s of
the chid in space itself. Flave (ISO) states a

Adult representation of space ... result ;nom SCVYt
manipuls ors of the spatial environment by the percep-
tual apparatus. For example, we eventually come to
"see" objects as together or separated M space, much
kin as a function of past visual uwegistrations of the*
proximity or separation than from Ng actions of
placing objects ethet and separating thrall.

Related to spatial concepts is the ability of children to
respond to relationships between objects in space. Unto

*Reference (3 21), page 217.

(247), in a study of spatial concepts, describes the following
experiment:

...twenty-one preschoolaged children were asked to
locate a particular pill box in a series. The children saw
the experimenter place a piece of chocolate in a box
and arrange it in a line. A circle, a square, or a triangle
with five to twenty other boxes. The child was per.
mitted to eat the candy if after I minute he could
select the correct box on the fiat trial. It was found
that children of all ages were most successful when the
goal box was placed at the end of a series, at the apex
of a triangle, or some other position for which position
concepts are most easily established. The fewer the
elements in the configuration, the greater children's
degree of success. Some children pleaded with the
experimenter, "Please put the chocolate at one of the
ends." Only one of the children mentioned counting as
a basis of choke. Most of the children, however,
seemed to respond on a "general region" basis, demon-
strating that a general position concept was being used
at these age levels.

Smith (369), in an exteneon of the Leubfitudy, found this*
children begin to develop a directionalodentation concept
during the preschool yetis.

Form

Form is one of the most salient features of objects, and
since it saws as a basis for discriminating objects in spurs
as well as for distinguishing the differences between objects,
it has received a great deal of attention. Thompson' noses
that several investigators have found that form discrimina
lions are among the first, if not the first, made by the
growing child. For instance, Fantz demonstrated that per.
Segall preferences for visual patterns were made as early as
the first 2 months. lie presented the infants with separate
patterns containing horizontal strips and concentric circles.
He found that pattern preferences tend toward a preference
tot complexity. Ling presented two or mote blocks differing
io shape (i.e., circle, cross, triangle, and others) to infants
between 6 and IS months of age. Discrimination of the
forms was found to be present as early as the sixth moms
of life. In fact, infants were able to differentiate triangularity
and circularity from other forms, even when the form varied
in size and color. On the basis of this study and others, the
infant at the age of 6 months appears to have some concept
of form that is independent of absolute site. Thompson
further reports that other investigators, tong and Skeels,
hart found ttat reilattre position or site seems to have very
titre effect on fotendiscriminstioa performances of children.

It is during the sentorymolot perod that a consistent
and rapid development occurs in which the :leant is learning
to make reined and precise ju4neets, sods as reaching for
arnl hicuttying objects visually and physically. A chid can

*Reference (390), pages 314314.

*
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also identify corral even when the background content
within which he sees the form changes. This ability clime.
terizes his concept of object constancy. That is, the features
of the object do not change because of changes in the
surrounding background in which the abject is placed. Thus,
in the early years, children are able to acquire concepts of
object constancy as well as object permanency.

The degree to which a child can generalize form con-
cepts has not been thoroughly researched. The evidence
which ha.; been collected by Long (253) suggests the

younger child does experience some difficulty here. Most
results indicate that the child can distinguish form quite
readily, but that the preschooler has some difficulty consenve
ing the '..,neness of objects (knowing the form of the object
remains the same) when the object itself is placed upside
down or on its side. Thus, object constancy is a function of
the child's ability to conserve both in the face of changes in
the background and in the way the object itself is placed.

Color

It is also true that children are able to discriminate
color early. Sigel' reports that many investigators have
found that, by age four, approximately 90 percent of the
children can match basic colors and that 80 percent can
name them. Such discrimination also appeals prior to any
verbalizations about color. In the drawings of children
between 4 and 8 years of age, Hurlock and Thomas (203)
found a steady increase in the ability to perceive and use
color correctly. Smith (365) also found that color dis-
crimination increases steadily until an age between 20 and
30 -years, after whkli it slowly declines. At all ages, dis-
crirrdnation of hue and saturation is more highly developed
than that of brightness.

There is evidence that discriminations are made more
on the basis of color at t.xne developmental levels and more
on the basis of fors at others. Very young children (21
months) evidently perform matching tasks on the basis of
form, not color. Brian and Goodenough (40) suggest that
color provides the basis for separating things into broad
categories (genus classification). They found that children
aged 3 to 6 years prefer to ditcrhninate on the basis of color
rather than form. There is wide agreement that, for children
between the ages three to six, color dominance increases for
awhile and then begins to decline till, by age six. form
dominance again penis and increases until maturity.

There may be a reason for the preference of color over
wean during the ages three through six. In making early
ditfettatiations and classticetions, structure (form) and fume.
tio* are of primary herporlassee, and toot can unsay be
ignored. Abet the chid has developed some facility in mak-
Mg the form judgments, he then Mika ine of color concepts
to further timely objects. IA other words, a tow is a cow
widen of what cola it is. Later the chill perceives a red

Reenact (321), Me 230.

cow as being quit.: a different animal from a black cow. At
approximately age six, however, there is a gradual shift back
to form.

Size

3ize is a s4l'icnt organization than color or form for
the very young alga. This is largely attributed to the fact
that the size of an object is relative to an external measure
or to other objects, v nereas color and form are judged %),
intrinsic attributes. Thrum (392), working with subjects of
ages two to five, found that this age group of children has
difficulty working with size concepts. She found the most
difficult concept for children to select correctly was middle.
sized; the next most difficult was biggest and the easiest was
littlest. It appears that the child cannot conserve size that
is, the child is not able to tell that the size of an object
remains invariant independently of its relationship to objects
which are larger, smaller, or of differing distances from the
observer. Also, it appears that the concept of relativity is not
well established since he hts difficulty relating bigness, etc.,
of an object In terms of Its relation to other objects of
varying sizes.

Related to the size concept is the ability of the chgd to
respond to positioning relationships between objects and
things. Miller (279) found that }oung children have diffi-
culty Meting objects in the environment because of the
lack of the concept of middkness. It is not until about the
age of seven that the ability to form a generalized concept
of middkness Is acquired. (169)

Hicks and Stewart (197) employed ten children in the
es: groups of 2, 3, 4, and S years to Investigate the ability
of children of different ages to learn to select the middle
sized of three boxes. The children were motivated to select
the rtiddle-sized box by the experimenters always placing a
and toy under it. After the chid has learned to choose the
middle-sized box choice, he was then presented with a new
serfs of three boxes in which the largest box of the previous
series was dropped and a new smallest box added. Those
thirty-one children who were able to learn the first series (IS
coasecutive trials with successes) were able to apply the
cfncept of middle-shedness to the succeedits series. Only
one of the 2year-old children was able to complete the
training series. it is interesting that the successful subjects
confused the middle-sized with the largest box twice as often
as they confused the middk-sized with the smallest box.

It may well be that relative-she concepts haw sanity
prerequisites to relative positionkg, et, zniddleness. The
chid west be able to abstract the site and ore its relativity
(width requites the ability to oaten and relate).

Three

The ability to concepesalire and use the formal dime*
Was of time to skiing wide objects deselects slowly for the
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child, and research in this area has not been extensive.
Although research has demonstrated that infants make
responses to feeding schedules in regular intervals, there is
little evidence that they are aware of time intervals; they are
quite possibly conditioned by internal sensory cues. In fact,
other researchers (162) have demonstrated that standard
time concepts related to the estimation of very short inter-
vals appear rather abruptly at approximately 8 years of age.
There appears to be a developmental sequence which
emerges in the young child. In a study by Ames (6), with
children ranging from 1.1/2 to 4 years of age, the following
trends were noted in the verbalization of the children: words
indicating the present occur first, words sib it the future
next, and finally words about the past. Ames states, "Thus
`today' (24 months) precedes 'tomorrow' (30 months),
which in turn precedes 'yesterday' (:5 months)".

In an investigation by Friedman (152), primary children
were asked questions related to the concepts: "Tell some.
thing that happened a long time ago" and "a short time
ago". It was generally found that responses were more ade.
quote with a short time ago than they were to a long time
sgo

These findings suggest an interplay between verbaliza-
tion, memory and time which confounds the study of time.
concept formation itself. The child's notion of time may be
preverbal, but his tendency to remain in the present may be
a function of the lack of language skills for rne4lating
memory or recall of events.

Striation

Sedation is the ordering of objects based on similar
attributes. In the discussion of size concepts and positioning,
we noted that the child had difficulty relating to a sedation
of objects from largest to smallest, and in positioning.
middleness sits a problem. Elkind (250) sees sedation as
having three distinct stages. In the fast stage the child
annot discern the parts from the whole. In the second step,
or at approximately age five, he begins to understand a
concept of Wet or that things can occur in a sequence but
that there is no reversibility (i.e., smallest to larger, but not
the other way iroussd). There is mach trial and error at this
stage but he obtains an understanding provided that the
ordered materials are perceptually present. By ages six to
seven the child can make a mental progression of order and
does not rely on concrete experiences.

Numeatios

This mopt concerns the application of emesesals to a
set of steels which are tionaltaewsly classified and
ordered. At age foot the child does little mote than imitate
the tooth of numbers. He is hot Miff that neatibers thus

fro:sent things, altisougli he may be able to count. Irr stage
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two, at about age five, he knows that numbers can be
classifiers of things, but he is unable to order and number
simultaneously. At ages six and ses in, the occurrence of
counting behavior implies an understanding of classification
and ordering simultaneously. Thus the concept of numera-
tion is obtained. (252)

Classification Skills

Once the child has developed concepts, then becomes
possible for him to use the concepts to group and sort
objects on the basis of their physical and abstract features.
Earlier we noted that there is a dose interrelationship
between the development of object constancy and space, but
more importantly, we saw that interaction with objects and
things in the environment is a necessary condition for the
development of all of the concepts. The motor involvement
was essential and was limited only in terms of development
from gross bodily movements to finer hand-eye coot-
dinstions. Another important condition noted was the avail -
ability of stimuli to help develop the capabilities of sight,
hearing, feel, smell, and taste. We also noted that the child
develops certain concepts such as form and color. Size and
the more abstract cowepts of time, striation, and
numeration are difficult for the preschooler to develop, but
some eventually do develop them.

The development of the child's classification skills
generally reflects this past experience and falls into the
following pattern: laming to form one class (45, 2S4), to
change the titled.% for categorization (186, 254), and to
compare the size and content of the things or objects which
have been grouped and sorted (117, 302).

A great variety of ways to classify or sort objects on
the basis of concepts has been viewed in the literature. They
can lot. best understood when grouped under the broad
topics of resemblance sating and functionil sorting.

Resemblance Classification

Resemblance classification is a method of sorting objects
which contains within it all the ways to compare objects
having at least one COMIC* sensory property. Within this
type of sorting, the prt.school child would make use of such
concepts as color, shape, material, and to some extent
size and number.

Shape sorting, which is sometimes refuted to as form
satins, is the fiat concept Out a child ma to sort objects.
Shape eon refit to the geometric shape, to edge mulching, at
to a specified part of an object. Here we OW eat all balls
together, all carts with triangles on them, u a square and a
triangle stooped as the *serration that they both had
angles.
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Color sorting dttelops after the child learns to sort on
the basis of form. This developmental trend in sorting paral-
lels quite nicely the sequential development of form and
color concepts. Some examples of color sorting would pair a
green frog and a green vegetable, a red flower and a red
crayon, a blue car and a blue hat.

Material sorting is not so easy as simple shape and color
sorting. The child needs to have some background of expe-
riences with texture and tactile discrimination on which to
base his judgment. An example of material sorting is seen
when a dress and a towel are found to be in the same class
because both are made of cotton or when a baseball bat and
a pencil are grouped.

Site as a criteria for grouping is progressively difficult
for the preschool child. It requires that the child use as a
basis of comparison a concept of relativity which, as noted
earlier, is not a concept easily acquired by the preschooler.

Number as an item for classification also develops later
for the preschooler. An example of using number as a
method for ordering items would be the placing of three
balls into a group. Number can also be employed for group-
ing heterogeneous objects, although this is difficult for the
child.

Functional Classification

It is during the preschool period of development that a
gradual shift occurs away from the resemblance function
of classification, in which objects and things are sorted on
the basis of one sensory property, to the ability to classify
objects on the basis of abstract features such as the function
of the object. In addition, there also Matt an increasing use
of language to facilitate a more economical classification
scheme via symbols to represent both the physical and func-
tional features of the objects being classified.

This second type of du:illation, therefore, implies
that the preschooler has functional concept In the sorting
and categorization of objects and things. Functions' classifi-
cation, here, refers to such things as the child's abaity to
group objects and things together because of the relationship
between them. Pot instance, paper and penci would be
grouped together because of the implied relationship be-
tween them. Another type of classification which implies the
awareness of a functional concept would permit grouping by
similar use. Using this classification *in, suds things might
be matched as follows: pen and typewriter, clock and
calendar, eye and ear, match and lights. Both classification
skits iensity that the Aid an learn what the function of
testa* objects are. Most preschoolers can use this concept
for objects with width they are familial (i.e., they have had
some experience in maropulatizig the object) and whose fate-
tion is one with which the chid has had some repeated
experience recognires that a spoon is weed to eat ice
mom).

The Dynamics of Classification Logic

A more detailed explanation f the steps by which
children learn classification logic is offered by InhcIder and
Piaget. (207) They contend that classification begins when
the child groups two objects that are equivalent because they
look alike in some way (e.g., shape, form, color, etc.).
Slowly the child begins to extend the scope of Lis grouping
from two, to more than two objects or things. He then
moves to the point where he can conceptualize that all
objects can be considered equivalent in some respect (i.e., all
objects have a shape or all objects have color).

Experience in constructing one class at a time prepares
the child to recognize that objects do not belong exclusively
to separate and different categories. He then actively tries
out different groupings of objects (207), choosing first one
and then another, using a single attribute as the criteria for
grouping. At this point he is unable to combine them to
form a higher class. This is strictly a horizontal classification
skill. Thus, he can shift criteria for grouping the same
objects and things but only on a single dimension. When
children begin to recognize that objects and things can
belong to more than one class, they begin to describe the
way in which the classes overlap by using terms lace "some"
or "all". lie* lies the importance of language. It helps the
child in the construction of classes via labeling the features
of the objects being classified and describing the extent of
their inclusion in a given data by a single feature of the
objects.

As his classification abilities develop, he selects single
features of objects and then classifies the objects using
multiple criteria (i.e., ooiortonn combinations). The pte-
ochooler begins to have difficulty in leaning to perform this
type of task, however. Once he accomplishes this skill,
though, the chnd can then experiment with the comple-
mentary poetises of joining subclasses to fans a higher
order class or dividing a higher ceder class into separate
subclasses. Constructing a higher order dam from subclasses
involves finding some carman feature shared by the groups
that allow them to be grouped together at a higher level. By
focusing on the common properties between subclasses in
oda to form a higher mutt class, the chid soon lam to
recognize the logical relationship between the two levels of
classification. It appears that this logical operation must be
mastered first before a clad can group higher order classes
that can be broken down to the subclasses which define it.
To do this, the child must be able to discriminate the
attributes tisich distinguish the subclasses from each other
and from the Newt Wee claw This emphasis on the dtild's
ability to distinguish properties and thereby to separate sub-
dimes tends, by the eery Wiwi of the lei, to depress his
abiky to handle the concept of saneness wrong objects in
foaming a higher class. The child advisedly ibteds thinks to
the voapiewe on sameness criteria to a higher abstract level
prior to learning to **divide classes and the* to rejoin
them.
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Thus, there &ppm. to be distinct stages In the develop.
ment of classificatory logic for the growing child. Research
by Kofsky (251) indicates that several of the stages for
learning the skills fall well within the preschool child's capa-
city to acquire. Children are able to group and match objects
on the basis of form, color, and function (i.e., the use of the
objects or things). They are also beginning to use size and
number, although this takes much training and probably
does not occur till around age five, at tl-e earliest. They can
learn that groups of objects can share common features (I.e.,
all objects are considered equivalent In some respects). Five-
year-olds can learn the concepts of some and all as they
relate to an understanding that objects do not belong
exclusively to separate and different categories (i.e., group-
ings of objects first on the basis of one attribute and then
on the basis of another).

As noted earlier, preschoel children, however, he dif-
ficulty classifying objects using more than one criterion, a
skill which is a necessary condition for understanding the
complementary processes of joining subclasses with distinc-
tive features to form a higher order class and then for
dividing a higher order class into subclasses.

The Conserving Abilities of Chldren

There has been considerable discussion concerning the
notion that a child can be taught a principle or concept at
any age. This position has been advanced by Bntner (44)
wry eloquently. Considerable research suggests that Bruner's
theory is faulty, particularly in the area of what Nagel (150)
labels as conservation skills. This has implications fot the
education of the preschooler because we do not wet: to try
to teeth the child concepts which may fall outside of his
capacity to acquire. Consider, for example, the following
study dealifig with the ability to conserve.

Karen is a 5.year-old preschooler. She is alert, commu-
nicative, and interested in what is before het. The
teacher has just filed transparent plastic Containers A
and B with orange juice. Both containers are the same
size and have been filled with the same amount of
orange juice. The child readily admits that both A and
B are the same size and that the amounts of Juice in
them are the same. The teacher then picks t o Container
B and pours the contents Into a taller, more slender
Container C. Nothing else is added so that we know that
the StIOatit of joke ir, the taller Container C is Identical
with the ammnt M the memptied Container A. We now
ask Karen If IM Matrant In A is the MMe as the amount
of fake in C. Astoohhlogly, like most children of her
age and developmental period, she replies that they are
not the same and that there is more juice in Container
C becswe that container is taller than the other and
thus the Intl of the liquid is higher than that of A.
TM answer Is the more surprising because we pouted

the liquid from B into C right In front of the child with
her watching at every moment.

Karen has not acquired the concept of conservation (in
this case, the conservation of quantity) because she was
unable to tell that the two amounts were the sane.

Michael is a 6year.old fa:tirade pupil. We ask Michael
if the two amounts A and C are the same. At first he
says no. If we ask why, he might say something lite,
"because your Container A is bigger." But if the
teacher points out that C Is a taller container, Michael
might then believe that there is more juice in Container
C. And sow let us make these results even more con.
fusing. If the leacher asked Michael who would have
the most juice if the contents of C were poured back
into B (the original container) Michael would probably
answer that then the two amounts would be the same.

Michael is simply unclear about where he stands on this
matter. He realizes that both the width of one con.
gainer (A) and the height of the other container (C)
must be taken into account, but he is not able to
consider both of these aspects at the same time. He
knows that if we pour C back into B that both
amounts will be equal. We will recall that Karen. knew
right where she stood on the issue and that subsequent
questioning did not change her mind. She "knew" the
two amounts were different.

Janet Is seven-year old elementary- school child who is
taking our orangejuice test. She is convinced that the
two amounts are the same.

Teacher: "How do you know that the two are the
same?"

Janet: "Well, because they were the same before."

Teacher: "But the new container is higher."

Janet: "Yes, .5ut %Se old one is wider."

Janet knows that the two ere the same because, unldte
Michstl, she has understood the compensatory relation-
ship between height and width.

Janet has proven that she has acquired the concept of
conservation, because she was not fooled when certain
properties of the two equal amounts were altered. She
remains vnshakrn in her belief, but, unlace Karen, her
belief is wont*.

The perforiamoes on the conservation task by Karen,
and Janet reflect a three-step process. First, there is

no ability to totem! (as with Karen). Sewall, there is
on -gain off -again iretionsisteetcy (consider Michael). And
third, there is the actuate, ettettaftlitat ability to conserve
(as 4itelettsted by Janet).
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Developmental Properties

There are, however, types of conservation skills dif-
ferent from the sort seen in this example concerning
quantity. Reviews of research in the general area have been
conducted by Wohlwili (424), Goldschmid (161), and Flayed
(150) with young children concerning their ability to con-
serve number, substance, weight, length, area, volume, and
distance. Definitions of the conserving ability, the age at
which they ate typically acquired, and additional research
findings follow:

Number. The concept of number permits the child to
understand that the number of elements in a collection
remain unchanged, regardless of how the elements are
displaced or spatially rearranged. Conservation of number
is typically acquired at 6 to 7 years of age. (250, 252,
425, 116, 117, 406, 407)

Substance. Acquisition of the concept or vonservation of
substance permits the child to know that the amount of
deformable substance such as dough, soft day, or liquid
remains unchanged regardless of how its shape is altered.
Conservation of substance is normally acquired at ages 7
to 8. (235, 143,360,361, 362,363)

Weight. Acquisition of the concept of conservation of
weight provides the child with an understanding that the
weight of an object remains unchanged regardless of how
its shape is altered. This normally occurs at ages 9 to 10.
(143,360,361,362,363)

Length. When a child acquires the concept of consecration
of kngth, he knows that the length of a line or of an
object remains uncharged, regardless of where it is posh
lipoid or displaced in space. Consemtion of length occurs
at ages 7 to 8. (16)

Area. In the concept of conservation of area, the child
comes to understand that the total amount of surface
covered by a set of figures such as small squares remains
unchanged independently of whether or not the figures
are grouped together or spread out over a surface. This
ability is normally acquired at ages 8 to 9. (16)

Volume. In the concept of conservation of volume, the
child has acquired an understanding that the volume of an
object (in terms of the water it displaces) remains
unchanged, regardless of changes in its shape. This ability
occurs sr or around the beginning of adolescence. (256,
143)

Distance. The acquisition of the concept of the toasters-
tion of distance permits the dad to know that the dis-
tance between objects remains enthused regardless of
objects that may Wetter. with estimates of that distance.
For example, two doffs are placed on a table SO anti-
tutees from nest another. The clad is asked ullethet tlw
dolls are neat each nthet ot fat sped. A cardboard votes
is set between thee, and the dad is asked it they ate

as near or as far (depending on the previous response of
the child). At first the young child seems unable to
establish a distance relation between the two dolls with
the screen interposed. in the next stage of the develop-
ment of this form of conservation, the child thinks that
the distance between the dolls is less with the screen
present because the space occupied by the screen is not
viewed as part of the total distance. And if a small
window is put in the screen, :ho distance seems less to the
child when the window is closed. Conservation of distance
is normally acquired at age 7. (334, 359)

Problems Surrounding the Role
of General Experience

Piaget (ISO) firmly believes that the concepts of con-
servation cannot be taught much earlier than the ages indi-
cated, and the evidence apparently supports this view. He
believes, however, that general experience is what kids to
the unfolding of the conserving abilities. On the other hand,
he also believes that trying to teach a child a specific
conserving ability before he is ready to assimilate it and
accommodate to it will probably be futile. Kohlberg (239) is
in agreement with Piaget on this latter point and cites
research which tends to support this view. It is the position
of the author that the research appears to be unequivocal.
We are reasonably certain that the consemtion abinies
cannot be taught (ot otherwise acquired) to more than an
extremely small percentage of children under four and only
for certain ones (eg., number). Where there have been
reports of conservation abilities at extremely early ages, the
investigators have probably been pity of not asking the
child to explain his conclusion. The child can state that two
things are the tame but not ready understand why, as
further questioning would probably reveal. The reader should
see hart (303) foe this ClitiCiSM as applied to the work of
Bruner. There are also problems related to the child's ability
ro understand such language concepts as more and same
(172) and the way questions are phrasel in the inquiry of
the child (307).

We are not so sure, however, as to the kinds of general
experiences a child should have so that he veil be able to
learn the conserving abilities at the time they are typically
acquired. Nagel and others have offered very little in the
way of specifying ultra kinds of environmental experiences
are important at the preschool level in terms of their facilita-
tive effect on the subsequent development of the conserving
abilities. Paget provides the theoretical perspecceee, but not
the "Mike.

Tire state of the art dots not appear to be adequate to
show *hat specific kinds of experiences the child needs in
order to facilitate the development of COMerfitt abilities
The he* Go is only theoretical and 111 suds awn be Woe-
paved into a preschool education program. Its significance
lies, hairnet, Is erateing vs not to construct leaning tasks
for a clad which dearly fill outside his capacity to cow
plete. We hat seen the importance of success experiences in
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terms of developing the child's Anse of competency. A
knowledge of the conserving abilities and when they typi-
cally appeal to be acquired will prevent the teacher from
inadvertently trying to teach a child something that he may
not be ready to acquire. This could seriously impair his
motivation to learn.

Summary

In the discussion of the perceptual-cognitive processes
of the child, we noted the importance of sensory-motor
activities and the kinds of concepts and classification skills
the child typically acquires during the preschool years. We
also noted that conserving abilities appear to fall outride of
the abilities of the preschooler. The significance of the
snow+ presented In this section was the direction it pro-
vided by developing programs which are responsive both to
the child's readiness to learn and to the kinds of experiences
he needs in order that he may learn the skills which will
help him achieve in school. We noted that the skills the
preschooler can acquire are similar in kind to the skills
measured by tests of intelligence. There appears to be a
direct link between the child's sensory -motor activities, for-
=lion of concepts, and classification skills, on the one
hand, and his performance on the Stanford Binet. This can
be seen when one realizes how much of the test measures
the same skills and abilities desabed throughout this sec-

tion. The Stanford Binet has items involving such skills as
stringing beads, drawing forms, manipulating blocks, and
classifying and matching items.

The higher level of classification skills which involves a
concept of order is also seen in the Stanford Binet in the
task which requires the child to remember a series of num-
bers. Too, a child's spatial concepts are measured by first
showing hint an object, then hiding it and asking him to find
it.

The list of items can go on, but the important point to
note is that intelligence, as now measured at this level, rests
heavily on the child's ability to manipulate objects and to
organize and clatsify their features on the basis of the
concepts and classification skills noted in this section. We
have attempted to demonstrate the importance of experience
in bringing about the development of the very skills that
now characterize children as being Intelligent.

The significance of this point ties in the fact that tests
of Intelligence such as the Binet at this level provide evi-
dence of early school success. In fact, the curriculum of the
early grades rests on the assumptions that many of the skits
are developed price to entry Into the first year of school.
The logic is simple. It conditions are established which
enhance the potability of a chiles developing fully the
skills sampled by tinctures of intelligence, the probability
that be will succeed in school wit be similarly enhanced.
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IV. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT IN THE PRESCHOOL CHILD

Introduction

. The preschool-aged child is able to acquire the concept
that words can represent things and objects. Several condi-
lions that appear to be Important before the child can fix
labels to objects are

He must have had past experiences which permit the
maximal development of auditory discrimination skills; he
must have heard sounds and he must have learned that
sounds can be distinguished one from another

He must also be able to reproduce the sounds he hears

He must have developed the concepts previously noted as
well as the basic classification skills.

In other words, the child must be able to hear and
reproduce the sounds of the labels being attached to the
features of the objects and things features which have
been learned through sensory-motor experiences and which
have resulted in the development of concept. and classifies-
tion schemes. Once the child has these 'lulls at his disposal
he can begin the development of language via labeling.

In addition, the child of three is also at the stage where
he begins to form inks regulating his verbal expressions and
an benefit from experiences directed toward bringing about
the development of correct language structure.

Accordingly, it b the purpose of this section to explore
how these two very Impottant aspects of language we
squired and how their acquisition mediates thought itself.

Fundamental to a discussion of Itiaguilt in the pre-
school age child is a determination of patterns of develop-
ment chewiest** nonml children. Language development,
however, is not an area which cow can dims In absolute
terms. Different cultures have developed such a large variety
of language and speech patterns that one is forced to
acknowledge the intrinsic Rectuatiork of knew. Language
cannot be characterized as a static system; it is In reality, a
vital process that is constantly undergoing change. It does
fulfil one constant function e. communication. Certain
stable structures and rules in language regulate its rberat100
in such a way that language an be used to factitatt patterns
of toosimiettloo Woe.* too at more people. TM, to
fact, sprotkunits the Adinition of halm. as it va be

used M this week*:

law* Is sytandk some c repeeteresitios thrt
tortsists of risks that tegulete wed perterite its case; blast
Ices eras* r system of argon to eo*ey MI
bulteriron reterterrietiort of natty.

Ti,. first area of investigation is to examine how, under
normal conditions, such a symbolic system develops in the
very young child and to provide an analysis of how the
system mediates and interacts with the development of
perceptualcognitive processes and other forms of abstract
thinking of the child. Following the analysis concerning the
normal pattern of development of language skill, a delinea-
tion will be made of the language differences whkh char-
acterim children who do not develop comparable systems.
We are not speaking here of the handicapped child; we refer,
instead, to the %had whate physical development is relatively
unimpaired but who, for some reason, has failed to develop
his language skills to the same degree as the normal child of
the same age. It is not enough, however, simply to see where
this child differs from the norm. Why he differs is a matter
of more concern. Accordingly, the third area of this section
will delineate, in some detail, features of the child's environ-
ment which may have brought about ianguage-skill
ogiciencies. By specifyin: features which are absent in the
environment of this child, we are, in effect, underscoring the
central role environment plays as well as isolating the condi-
tion' which are critical in the normal development of
languore skills in the wry young child.

The relationship between patterns of language
deficiency and children's performances on tests of Intel-
firm will be examined. The purpose here will be to all
61101100 to the Importance of language as a mediator of
intelligence as now measured.

Patterns of Language Acquisition
Clistoeterking Normal Children

It is important to note here that the child's develop-
ment in langusge skill can progress only to the extent that
his preverbal abilities - perceptual, conceptual, and
classificatory skik have developed. Thus, language
development rests inkialy upon the amount of preverbal
sensory-enotw experience a child has had.

Fist, he must have had enough experience with sound
so that be knows that sounds can he dist/wished one from
another he most have reached a certain level of
auditory disaktskution skiff Second, his vocateenescular
development must have *Mooed to the point ohm the
chid earl stptodote the vocal woods he heat. Fifth, be
tirasst have developed the concepts of foto, odor, site,
object petossoessee, etc., as well as classificatory gals.
Possessed of these Alb, he as thee use language as a tool
to repented the information abaft his world *Oh sottish his
Witater400Sot, conceptual, and classificatory systeere have
provided his.
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These skills are of great importance in two areas of
language development:

The labeling process, in which the child attaches a verbal
label to an object or event

The syntactical system, in which the child forms
generalizing rules that permit the formation of simple
sentences.

How do such processes develop in the very young
child? The first area to be considered in the analysis of
language acquisition is the prelinguistic stage, the period in
which the child's utterances have no grammatical or
semantical regularity. Following this discussion will be a
treatment of the linguistic stage in which the child develops
in phonology and grammar, which includes syntax and
semantics. A final discussion will concern the interrelation-
ship between the development of thought and language, with
a special emphasis given to the concept of verbal mediation
as the basis for explaining how this interrelationship becomes
est ablihed.

The Prefinguhtic Stage

The prelinguistic stage usually tAes place from 4 to 10
months of age. The sounds a child makes at this point in
time are not thought to be learned and do not function as a
system regulated by rules for common:cation; that is, they
have no semantics] or grammatical regularity according to
Carroll*, and Jecobon (209). Here the infant utters both
vowels oval consonants as in the familiar consonantvowel
CO(00MR1401Vti pattern e.g., "Ma," "mama," (Ervin.

Ahhosigh these patterns are largely unlearned,
there is evidence that suggests that their occurrence may be
influenced somewhat by irritation and reinforcement.*

The significance, however, of the prelinguistic period is
that it marks the beginning of the process of increasing
differentiation among sounds. In other words, the child
begins to filter out the sounds that he can make and that
have some correspondence to the sounds around him. He
picks from what most seem to him an Incessant buzz and
roar around him those sounds *Sikh he can produce. This is

gIncleed a phenomenal step for the infant child, for with this
t'minute beginning of finding a few constants in she chaos of
sound surrounding him the child begins the development of

his hilisisti.

Mort this patties of bewails differentiation of
trounces an omit, and the transition made to the com-
nearalestive sage, *dab conditions mint be present as
follows. The chid mast be able to wide* sounds. His
vocakbannel facilities must be developed to reticabte
property, and his auditory cseebiltke must (WOO to

*Adam* 043), page 741.
Iftefeetrice (128, page 3i.

perceive differences in sound. (46) Then, he must have the
opportunity for an active involvement or interaction with
the adults surrounding him (154). A child is able to refine
and increase the number of sound un is he produces only if
he is guided by an adult model representing the standard
language of a particular environment. Here it should be
stressed that the child does not merely imitate and karn to
articulate sour,ii more accurately; because of the involve.
ment with int model, he also begins to learn that sounds
may be symbolic In the sense that they convey a kind of
communication to another person. In othe, words, sound
units (phonemes) are now bzginning to be combined into
units with meaning thus creating a bond between listener
and speaker. This obviously entails more than imitation; it
involves an active interaction between child and model. The
final condition affecting this increasing differentiation of
sound and, subsequently, the development of meaning is the
establishment of the internalization of the conventional
grammatical rules of the language system.* Grammatical
ruks are required because the vuiability In aitkulation is so
wry great in a given language system. For example, when
one hears the sentence "Look at that men," he probably
perceives "men" as "man" 'oecause grammatically the
modifier "that" precedes a singular noun. The young child,
however, is not aware of this grammatical rule and will
consequently perceive "men" as "men" resulting in con-
fusion when he later ',iodates it himself.

The Linguistic Stage

During the prelinguistk period discussed above, the
child is learning primarily the phonetic (sound) aspects of
the language. As he develops in his discrimination of sound
types through mote highly developed vocal and auditory
skills, increased Interaction with adults, and the beginning of
structure in sound he starts to determine the connection
between sound and extunal references (objects, etc.) and he
begins to learn the symbolic function of sound the
phonemic aspect of the language. A phoneme is a construe
lion that denotes formal contrasts between words. For
example, the phonemes /d/ and It/ are contrasted in the
11413e4 "Anne and "time". Phonemes combined may form
woofs In a particular language system so that, when the child
contrasts kends, he comes often to contrast words. Thus,
the child's utterances become something more than a
random, mechanical reproduction of sound. Once a chid
realizes the symbolic aspect of sound. he can begin to use N
as a mote efficient tool in extending his language skits. But
he most ham the symbols and their referents just as he must
lava the *nations M which they are applicable in order to
aids this *who.

The elevelopmett of comprehension in the chid
pteleb his development of phoneme dice ratio*.
Evidence appears that shalt that the chili comprehends

'Reference OM. page S6.
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symbolic gestures, intonations (i.e., pitch differences), and
word and plum structure at the age of 8 to 12 months.
Unfortunately, comprehension appears to precede the child's
own systematic production of the language, so we know
little about the degree of comprehension at this stage
through the use of present techniques of measurement.
The evidence indicates, however, that the child progresses
from an understanding of Large units, such as words and
phrases, to smaller units, such as similar words distinguished
on the basis of minimal phonemic differences (fin and pin,
for example).

Finally, at the age of one to two, the child begins to
make systematic utterances that convey meaning in a regular
fashion to those around him. This is the beginning of the
linguistic period. It does not proceed in any dearcut
developmental stages from this point on. The child's progress
is so rapid that it is almost impossible to divide into
sequential phases so overlapping and swift are the various
developments that make their appearance at this time.

Hence, tither than attempt to break up the continuity
of development into stages, it is more fruitful to analyze the
various aspects of development by examining how they
approech a mature-language system. We will investigate,
therefore, how, from the age of approximately 1 year, the
child progresses in phonology and grammar.

Phonology. Phonology, as it will be discussed here, is
the study of speech sounds and their changes In a pilikular
system of language. It includes both phonetics and
phonemics. As previously listed, phonemic discrimination in
the child proceeds in the direction of increasing differentia-
lion. The child seems tint to contrast vowel with consonants
in his CVCV construction. The exact order of the develop-
ment of this phonemic dbcrimination pattern in the young
child is not known. However, from the work of Ervin and
Miller (19), we can state that there do exist some generalize-
lions in the order of phoneme discrimination that may prove
to be universal. For example, the chid early kerns the
differences in sound between vowels and consonants. In
addition, early consonant contrasts perceived are those that
are articulated in the initial position in the mouth, es., /pi,
/m/, /V, rather than those articulated further back in the
mouth, e4., N and 14. A Old is able to discern the
difference between those vowels articulated high and low in
the mouth, e.g., the "i" in "bit" contrasted to the "a" in
"bat", before Fie eat petceire the diatence between vowels
articulated in front and beck positions In the month, e4.,
the "I" in "bit" contrasted to the "I" In *per. Foe a more
detailed 1st of sods wand discrimination the serious student
should refer to Vita-Tripp." This Wiwi is not a detailed
linguistic discessien; its impottsrice is that the AN begins

brtetence (141), page /it
"Reference (SD), page Si, 64

"Reference ( I tH, pages 741, 7411.
* **Itefermice OM Peter 611, 69.

to distinguish between sounds in an orderly fashion,
approaching finer and finer discriminations among sounds.

In addition to the order of basic phonemic discrimina-
tion, several other characteristics of the child's early
phonological system can be stated. Because the phonological
system of the child is relatively simple, homonyms such as
"pool" of watts and "pool", the game, are frequently found
in his speech. The child also develops various substitution
rules (i.e., rules thst children use in replacing an adult
utterance with one they are more able to produce) which he
uses to apply what he has already developed to newly
encountered words. For example, if the child can utter the
comonantvowel-comonantvowel construction rind if he has
mastered the phonemes It/ and /b/, his substitution rule
would be bitty to replace the adult words "dog" with 'la ta'
and "father" with "ba ba". Systems of substitution give an
indication of the child's individual structure for the language
and are not simply carbon copies of rules passed on to him
by adults. However there is no universal substitution system
for children since the phonological representation itself is a
condition affecting the child's sound discrimination and,
therefore, varies according to the individual child and the
nature of the conditions prevailing.

In the phonological development of the child, stress
(the amount of emphasis a word receives resulting in relative
loudness) and intonation (variations in pitch) play a role. It
has been shown that the child early develops sensitivity to
patterns of stress and intonation in adult speech and come-
quently adapts them to his own system. (280) Children seem
to adapt the stress patterns of adults, and this adaptation
may influence phonemic development in that different
substitution rules are used for stressed and unstressed
syllables. Moreover, children begin early to follow adult
intonation patterns as in questions.

It is relevant to emphasize at this point the importance
of the development of phonology in the young shad.
Essentially, if a child does not learn to distinguish between
sounds at this level cot development, he win have difficulty in
distinguishing between words. The child does not have a
completed grammatical system until the age of six although
he does have a rather highly developed one at age three and
a half. As Cbomsky (60) has pointed out, English speakers
rely to a large degree upon the voneisatical order of words
to distinguish them, especially when they sound similar. But
since the child does not have this strongly developed gram.
WWI system he most rely on sounds to di tingehh words
to a large extent. If the chili does not distingehis between
phonemes such as ith/ and le, he is in for trouble. He snit
learn wotds such as "death" and "dear as homotims and
consequently have difficulty In spelling them. If two words
sound alike to his but bee different ok*, he may
experience confusion M understanding the statements of
others particularly if he does not have the grammatioal
system completely 'Mkt command. basically, then, the child
at the early stages of development mast fins distirweisli
Wove* tostis before be can distinguish between meanings.
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In summary, this section has discussed how the child's
phonology develops: the pattern of increasing differentiation
and a few characteristics of his early phonological system.
The importance of the development of a sound phonological
system is seen to lie in the fact that this system establishes
the foundation upon which the child begins to distinguish
between words as combinations of sounds formally, and
eventually between words as meaningful units.

Grammar. In the above treatment of the phonological
development of the child it was seen that, by contrasting
sounds, the child comes eventually to the point where he
distinguishes words.

But sound is often not enough to distinguish between
words as one can observe by trying to understand a regional
dialect with which he is not familiar. In the sentence "I will
see you tomorrow at the sea", how does one differentiate
between "see" and "sea" if not on the basis of sound? Tile
answer is usually obvious to the adult. He replies that
through context he knows which meaning to apply to the
respective word. More specifically, he probably means that
through his experience with language he has drawn up
certain rules (perhaps not rotmalized to him) that state
which words go where in a sentence, how they function, and
In what various guises they may appear. This Is his grammar,
which is a set of rules that generates all possible sentences
but never any impossible ones. (62) For English, grammar
helps to Identify classes, to specify relations betive-v4 words,
and to point out contrast in meaning'. Grammar, from this
definition is rnuch more than simply knowing rules such as
where commas should be placed in a sentence. It involves, in
linguistic terms, syntax and semantics. The discussion of the
child's development of grammar, then, will be treated as a
function of those two areas. Significant research regarding
the acquisition of grammar by the young child has been
carried out primanly by Brown, ErvinTripp, McNeil and
Millet. The following discussion will be an attempt to com-
bine the results of the research into one cohesive unN.

In general, all grammars seem to be made up of two
classes of words; the ce tent classes, which contain nouns,
verbs and adjectives; and the marker classes, containing
prepositions, conjunctions, art;cks and suffixes. In the

sentence "We are going to the grocery store and bank,
'erne ", "are go", and "grocery" are content words, wheress
"-del", "to", "the", and "and" are market words. The con-
tent dames tiny Most of the information and include a
gnat many Members M each this. II* ROAM are more
difetentiated and operate 'pot the content classes. Prosody

that is, tht pitch, accent and voice modulation given to an
utterance also has a significant bearing on grammat. Note
the two interpretations of the same sentence when one word
h serer nil M one sentence and left unstressed in the other.
'Mit less really a witty remark" and That was realty a
aitly remark". Questions, where pitch rises at the end of the
sentence, provide another example of the effect prosody has
on the understanding of an utterance. The logical ordering of

classes, the functions that markers serve, and the effects of
prosody are treated in all grammars. in English, where order
seems to be the main support for tae grammar and where
markers are of lesser importance, syntactical ability seems to
appear in children before they are able to distinguish
between variations in word formation due to case, number,
gender, tense and mood.

Syntax. It has been stated that syntax is fundamental
to grammar, but a discussion of the chard's development of
syntax requires a more precise definition. Syntax is that part
of grammar that deals with the way in which words are put
together to form phrases, clauses, and sentences. The
development of syntax, then, can be seen as a development
of structure and order for words; in English, for example,
syntax involves the placement of verbs and nouns, the posi-
lion of an adjective or clause to modify a specific noun, etc.

The first evidence that the child hu acquired some
rudimentary form of syntax In his language is the appearance
of pivot and open classes in his speech, which has been
documented by Ervin and Miller (280), Brown and Fraser
(43), and Brent (38). The child's syntactic structure consists
of two classes: the pivot or fixed class and the open or
freevarying class. The open clau words are many and vary in
position around the pivot words. Thus, a typical sentence
may take the structural form S (sentence' (P)Ipivut word)

(*pen wordl . For example, a pivot word for a child in
Maine's study was "allgone", around which various open
words such as "sock", "boat", and "Daddy" varied, produc-
ing "sentences" such as "allgone sock", "boat allgone", etc.
It can be seen that the chid at this stage, from 2 to 2.1/2
years, has red:Ked adult speech to words which seem to him
to carry the most information (43), in this we the pivot
classes, and then used words from open classes to signify
variations in meaning. This is clearly an advancement from
the holophrastic stage, in which one word may convey a
whelk complex of ides., and varies randomly with the
situation. In general, however, pri-sody or the situation stns
define the chid's utterances more than oaks does.. Nested
constructions, that is, modifiers on various pivot words, e.g.,
"that rabbit" and that finarny rabbit" are found In the
child's speech at this point, indicating that the child is
beginning to develop a phrase structure. "Slot" grammars
also begin to be present in the chid's speech at this time.
Here the pivot word is std in a fixed position but mote
highly developed structures are seen to vary around N. tot
example, the meaning is the same for the utterances "Hach",
"there torch", and "there's a troth" sad they may appear at
the same time, but the position of the pivot wurd is fixed
and there is the presence of a more developed 'trainee In
the opesdass words ".

With the base structure of this pivot- and opetkims
ornmar, however, the chid can advance only so far in his
syntactical development. The nether of special cases that
begin to be demanded of him II order to oominamicate
needs and desires necessitates a teethes refinement of his

!Nolo 11111 him
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syntax (154). The English language provides the marker
classes which aids this refinement to a considerable extent.
The child first begins to understand markers if they have a
meaningful place in the sentence. Then he varies different
forms of markers randomly and finally contrasts forms of
markers to contrast meaning*. For example, the sentence
"The boy jumped on the box" might be contrasted to "The
boy jumped in the box" in order to acquire the two markers
"in" and "on". In the end, the child encounters enough
experiences with markers that he can begin to generalize
rules governing them and apply these rules to unfamiliar
forms and contexts. Therefore, some pattern operates in the
child's linguistic activity.

What the child has accomplished at this point in his
acquisition of language is quite significant. He can now apply
his new rules to all the pre..rious knowledge of language he
initially had and formulate entirely new utterances or
elaborate upon old ones. (43) Phrase structure and trans-
formational rules have been found to be absent at the
3year-old level, but after that age they begin to appear and
operate to increase sentence length (275). Transformational
rules are those rules which allow one to change a basic
sentence such as "The man bought the book" to a passive
sentence, "The book was bought by the man", or to a
negative sentence, "The man did not buy the book",
depending upon the rule used. The child can now see that
words have different functions and can categorize them
accordingly (e.g., as nouns, pronouns, etc.).

Through maturation and increased experience with
words, the child can comprehend more of the detail in adult
speech, continue to expand and revise the rules he has
devised for the generation of his own language, and
ultimately become capable of a wider range of meaning. (43)

In this discussion of the development of syntax, we
have seen that the child first develops a base structure of
pivot and open classes. He then begins to add markers
through random variation, contrast, and, finally, generalizing
rules. Those riles facilitate the adoption of other rules of
phrase structure and transformation which in turn begin to
expand the structure of the child's sentences. A discussion of
how a child actually formulates these rules, what motivates
him, what forces act upon him and what specific capacities
he has will be discussed after the section on semantics.

Semantics. While semantics, the study of the develop-
ment of word meaning, involves a set of linguistic skills,
these skills are unlike those of syntax and phonology in that
their development in inextricably bound up with concept
formation. Just how semantics is connected to concept
formation will be discussed under the section on language
and thought.

The treatment of semantics here will be primarily one
of word meaning as a denotative rather than connotative

Reference (332), page 76.

function that is, word meaning will be viewed as having to
do with a specific object, one that is visible or tangible
rather than word meaning having to do with intangible
concepts like time and distance. However, even in its denota-
tive function, word meaning can be seen as having a
hierarchial structure in terms of classes and hence, have an
abstract nature but not in the same sense as concepts, per se.
For example, a dachshund belongs to the category dogs
which belongs to the category of animals.

Roger Brown (313), the linguist, takes the position that
meaning for the child is first acquired by the naming
practices of the surrounding adults. Adults usually apply the
name most commonly used and the one that signals its
utilization in a particular context most accurately. Brown
continues by stating that with the child, a vocabulary may
be built sometimes from abstract to concrete, sometimes
from concrete to abstract, but always in the direction of
increasing differentiation. That is, the child may first learn
the word "beagle" and then "dog", or he may learn first the
word "car" and then "Ford", depending on which words are
used most frequently by the adults the child interacts with
and on the purpose with which the wort is used. But no
matter which word is learned first, the child's vocabulary
grows by making finer and finer discriminations between
words. Let us examine how this process takes place.

The child first gives a label to an object. As Vygotsky
(4061 theorized and Bruner (46) concurs the label first
appears to the child as a sum of the characteristics of the
object he is observing. According to John and Goldstein
(105), he matches the word to the requirements of an object
as he visually perceives it. In addition, the child first per-
ceives the contrast between words as contrasts in sound not
meaning. The child is still most able to find contrast on a
direct sensory basis, and will not readily do so when he lacks
sensory stimuli.

How a child originally perceives an object Oe.
all the circumstances involved with an object: U.
inflections, the people attending it and the qu
chiid's sensory modalities. The first words a
seem to have a global characteristic. That is, v,

salient in the objects to which a child gives a la
what that label means to the child. For the yo
single word generally has references to many
many features of a simple object. Hence, the w
can apply to a button, a round object, an objet
an object attached to a garment or all of these It.
meanings attached to single words are characte
following:

Instability, a tendency to change with the sit uat

Concreteness, for nouns, their reference to ,

sizes and contours; and for verbs, their
human and animal movements.*

'Reference (332), pages 62, 63.
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Thus, the child's first words are lied in with his basic
perceptual processes at this stage of development,

At this point the amount of experience a child has with
a word begins to broaden. He hears the word used in
association with a variety of other words and events often
lacking association with a visible referent, The importarce,
then, of visual perception begins to recede, and the variety
of verbal contexts in which a child hears a word pre-
dominates in the development of the child's ability to
discriminate between words.* With an increase of
experience in the growing child comes an increase in the
number of items the child comes to know." By nuw the
holophrastic system has outlived its utility, for the child's
memory span and/or cognitive processes at this stage has not
developed enough to cope with the massive amount of words
and experiences he has to handle. (154)

Fortuitously for the child at this time, he is acquiring
the basic syntax, S = (P) + 0 discussed earlier, such that he
can begin to order his words into classes and then store
them. Nouns, verbs, and interjections seem to be the most
typical classes of words found in the child's vocabulary.*
The child is using his basic syntactic structure to categorize
his words at this point. Words are becoming more specific
and relational rather than remaining as another physical
attribute of an object as in the early stages of semantic.
development."* Fundamentally what the child has done is to
symbolically encode, through the use of words, a set of
experiences into a structural system, his syntax, governed by
rules which he can use to extract those experiences for use
outside of the time and situation in which he first en-
countered them. Additionally, with the aid of his syntax he
can vary sentence order and produce an original utterance
while conveying a meaning consistent with the initial
experience.

Now the child is at the period of his syntactical
development that he begins to acquire markers. Part of the
force behind his acquisition of these markers is the continu-
ing need to free his memory from the burden of too many
interpretations for one sentence (154). With an ever-
increasing amount of experience, the child feels the pressure
to economize and at the same time approach a higher degree
of differentiation and expression in the use of his words.
This he can do, according to McNeil, by compiling an
internalized dictionary with the aid given by his developing
syntactic rules. The fact that the child's vocabulary greatly
increases at the end of his third year gives evidence that he
forms such a dictionary (see Table 1)."" Finally, with the
acquisition of a full set of markers the child has progressed
from the holophrastic sentence, to a base-structure sentence,
to differentiated sentences with markers and phrase struc-
tures. Instead of defining words in a global fashion, he is
able to use a large variety of words in a variety of situations.

'Reference (322), page 61,
"Reference (322), pages 62, 63.

"Reference (322), pages 63, 64.
....Reference (390), pages 367, 368.

TABLE I. VOCABULARY GROWTH(390)

Years-Months Number of Words Gain

8

10
0
1

1

1

1 0 3 2

1 3 19 16
1 6 22 3
1 9 118 96
2 0 272 154
2 6 446 174
3(a) a 896 450
3(a) 6 1222 326
4 0 1540 318
4 6 1870 330
5 0 2072 202
5 6 2289 219
6 0 2562 273

(a) In Thompson adapted from Smith, M. E., "An
Investigation of the Development of the Sentence
and the Extent of Vocabulary in Young Children",
Univ. Iowa, Child Welfare, 3 (5) (1926).

Note: This table is valuable only as a tentative guide
to evaluate the growth of individual children
and to show developmental trends.

It has been shown that an increase in vocabulary
depends on two other developments in the child: his per-

'. ceptual abilities and the syntactical structure he is developing
for his language. The child's linguistic growth, apart from
vocabulary, depends on the variety of objects he encounters,
the number of verbal cortexts in which he hears the word,
and the ways the word is used, in other words, the number
of experiences the child has with a word. It has been shown
that ay age three the child's vocabulary begins to expand
rapidly and that by age six he has, on the average, a
vocabulary of around 2562 words. (390)

Language and Sensory-Motor Experience

While growth in language skills is important in and of
itself, it cannot be divorced from the child's preverbal
growth in perceptual-cognitive processes. Indeed, early
sensory-motor experience is necessary for the development
of language skills.

As previously noted, the child must have developed his
auditory skills so that he can distinguish between sounds and
eventueiy between words. He can develop this auditory skill
only ic he is exposed to a rich variety of sounds and sound
types. This is not to say that the child must be bombarded
with sound. On the contrary, an environment which provides
only noise has been found to lead to inattention in the
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child, a tuning out of sound rather than a selection of
different unds. (91) Especially for language development,
sounds should be experienced in a situation which fosters
attention and excludes irrelevant or interfering noise. In such
a situation, auditory experience will enable the child to
detect variations in sound to an increasingly finer degree.
Once able to do this, the child can isolate vocally produced
sounds and begin to produce them himself.

At this point the child's level of maturation is

important, for it is only when the child has mastered control
of his vocalic muscular structure that he can reproduce the
vocal sounds he hears.

It has been pointed out that, once the child can dis-
criminate between sounds and produce them himself, he
advances to labeling objects, and with a supply of words, can
eventually begin to order these words with the basic

sentence structure S = (P) + 0. Once again, preverbal
sensor/ .otor experience is vital to the growth of labeling
and syntactic skills, The only way a child learns about the
external world is through his senses of sight, touch, taste,
smell, and hearing. These sensory modalities define an object
for the child by isolating significant features of the object
how it looks, smells, tastes, and feels. An object is further
defined by the kind of motor activity the child undertakes
with it. In addition, along with sensory-motor experience
comes the formation of crucial preverbal concepts which
include object permanence, space, form, color, size, seriation
and numeration. With the acquisition of these concepts, the
child can further define the objects he encounters. Thus,
when he is supplied with a label for an ubject, that label
becomes a symbol for all the features his sensory modalities
have given him. Research has shown that as sensorymotor
experience increases so does the child's ease of learning
labels and understanding them. Katz (223) found that labels
are more easily learned if given with the referent object and
in a variety of situations. Jensen found that ease of learning
labels is facilitated if the child can play with or touch the
object being labeled. Finally, Luria (257) states that, if a
label is applied and the referent object is perceived at the
same time, the essential features of the object are isolated,
and that these conditions facilitate understanding.

In addition to concept formation the child also

develops classificatory skills at the preverbal level. In order
to classify, the child must have highly refined perceptual
processes and the concepts necessary for classification. It has
been found that preschool children can learn to group and
match objects on the basis of color, form, and function.
These children can also learn that objects have features in
common. With such a skill the child can begin to organize
the world around him, and when he acquires labels he can,
in turn, apply a label to the group he has formed.

Even in the acquisition of syntax, the child's growth
depends upon his earlier sensory-motor experience. Quite
obviously, it would be impossible to construct a sentence

Reference (371), page 128.

without a supply of words. Therefore, all of the conditicis
necessary for libel learning hold also for syntax learning.
Moreover, the importance of fine auditory discrimination is
again underlined. Having moved beyond mere initial
phoneme discrimination, the child has to distinguish between
words and various word forms as they appear surrounded by
other words in sentences as produced by adults. It is neces-
sary for him to contrast various words in order to contrast
the functions they serve in sentences, a skill which depends
basically on how the child perceives sounds. In addition,
using the classificatory skills he has developed, the child can
group words according to the function they serve in a
sentence. This grouping produces the general classes of pivot
and open words discussed earlier which make up a child's
basic syntactical structure and which are his first generalizing
rules governing the sentences he utters. Thus, we see that the
most basic skills involved in language learning are dependent
for their development on the sensory-motor experiences and
the subsequent 1.-.rmation of concepts and classificatory skills
the child acquire:

In the light of this information, it is possible to
delineate several considerations to be made in encouraging
language development in the child. First, the child's sensory-
motor capabilities must be estimated to determine how far
he can advance in language with the level of skills he has
acquired. For example, a child with low auditory skills can
be expected to have difficulty in distinguishing between
phonemes and in forming logical sentences. Second, the level
of concept formation a child has attained should be deter-
mined. Without concepts of form, color, size, etc., the child
can be expected to be retarded in classificatory behavior,
and this circumstance would impede his syntactical develop-
ment. Moreover, his labeling behavior is likely to be affected
since essential features of objects will not be isolated on the
basis of these concepts.

Developmental Dynamics

It is appropriate to begin this section with a quotation
from Jerome Bruner's Studies in Cognitive Growth (46, p.
44). He states that language itself is not imposed upon
experience, but rather "It is by the interaction of language
and the barely symbolically organized experience ;' the
child of two or three that language gradually finds its way
into the realm of experience". The important word here is
"interaction", for it is essentially through the process of
interacting with his environment, through sound, form and
touch, that a child begins to form an idea of reality and,
eventually, a systein of dealing with that reality through
language.

The child begins to use verbal signals to fulfill his needs
and desires and to avoid the things he does not want. He
learns to detect the signals of people around him that
facilitate the fulfillment of his goals. In the words of
Fowler (126), the infant "having repeatedly encountered

Reference (145), pages 747, 748.
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certain patterns of stimulus changes, tries actively to retain
or regain them." Gradually the child becomes bored with the
familiar patterns and seeks new ones. As Piaget (150) puts it,
"The more a child has seen and heard, the more he wants to
see and hear." This is the basis for what Fowler terms
"growth motivation". Ervin-Tripe upholds this statement
by suggesting that the more diverse a context in which a
contrast between forms of words is heard the easier it is for
the child to acquire these contrasts.

In this manner, then, through variety of context, In
sound, sight, and touch, the child comes to differentiate
between aspects of his environment. In the case of language,
where meanings were initially global and the use of the
holophrase predominated, the child now sees variety in

meaning. In syntax, he progresses from the basic structure S
= (P) + 0 to phrase structure and the use of transformation
rules in order to convey the variety of understanding he is
becoming capable of through his differentiating process.

At rust the child begins to discriminate between items
on the basis of random contrast**. He learns through a
trial- anderror method, as Carroll terms it. But with the aid
of early concepts and classificatory skills, he can begin to
develop a syntactical system with generalizing rules that
cover a wider range of experience with words. He begins to
generalize and formulate his words into classes that have a
definite structure. McNeil (154) postulates that the motive
behind the child's development of generalizing rules to
regulate structure in his speech is the need to economize and
to state precisely what he means. With the increasing amount
of differentiation between words and the expanding range of
experience that the child encot.' ters, he must evolve a more
suitable system to accommodate all this, in order to decrease
the pressure it puts upon his memory skill at this stage of
development.

To a certain extent researchers have explained the
child's acquisition of these processes through the technique
of imitation; that is, the child hears sounds around him and
imitates them, gradually becoming more and more skillful.
But imitation can be of aid to a child only to a certain
extent. Imitation is commonly observed in the early stages
but is no more grammatically difficult than what the child
spontaneously produces, hence, it introduces no new forms
and cannot advance the child's grammar. The child may
imitate what he neither understands nor uses, and he would be
likely even to imitate errors. Hence, it can be seen that
imitation itself is influenced by the child's memory span, his
comprehension of grammar, the generative programming
rules and limits of complexity the child has attained. Imita-
tion is truly valuable in aiding the growth of the child's
grammar only when the child can reconstruct a long
sentence by first recoding it correctly and recognizing and
remembering errors as well."*

*Reference (322), page 61.
**Reference (322), page 76.
Refererce (322), pages 80, 81.

Since imitation appears not to he a satisfactory system
of introducing new forms into the cl ild's understanding and
production of grammar, an alternative should be sought.
McNeil proposes that adult expansions of the child's
utterances are the primary route along which new forms
enter the child's understanding. The adultpresents a correct
model of language by operating upon a sample offered by
the child himself. From an example given by Slobin in
McNeil (154), the child makes the statement "Papa !Came
Papa", and the adult takes the same utterance and completes
it by saying "Papa's name is Papa, uh-hum." As can be seen,
the parent takes what the child says and expands it to
include structures that the child has not mastered. In this
manner, new structures are directly introduced into the
child's speech with a corrective model available for reference.
Combining the adult expansion with the element of
frequency could very possibly lead to continued differentia-
tion on the part of the child and ultimately to growth in
language skills.

In summary, the first language expression the child uses
is the holophrase. Then, with the aid of his base-structure
syntax, he begins to be more specific in his utterances. With
the acquisition of markers, he can structure his utterances to
give finer and finer discrimination between words. To this
tool is added increased vocabulary and experience. The child
appears to be motivated to constantly seek out the new in
familiar contexts and to be able to represent concisely what
he experiences through language. In the early stages of
development of speech, the child may simply imitate the
sounds heard around him. But in order to comprehend what
others are communicating and to repro4uce an utterance
independent of surrounding adults, the child needs to develop
and internalize a set of generalized language rules to govern
his speech.

Using a statement of Braine as reported in Ervin-Trip,
"The learning of higher-order structures is a kind of per-
ceptual learning, involving gradual differentiation." But what-
ever the basis, which is still to be unequivocally established,
we do know that children "make inductive generalizations
which go beyond what they hear, accounting for their
persistent idiosyncratic grammatical patterns."

Language and Thought

Vygotsky (406) states "Absolute correctness is achieved
only beyond natural language, in mathematics." Anyone who
has ever tried to express a thought is poignantly aware of
the difficulties encountered in hying to convey his thought
to someone else with any degree of correctness. The tool he
must use is most often language, and the utility of this tool
depends on three factors: the structural system of the
language that is available to the person, the set of connota-
tions of meaning which the person has acquired for his
words, and the manner in which he is able to use words to

Reference (322), page 81.
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mediate his thought processes. in turn, a person's ability to
acquire labels or words and a sound syntactical system de-
pends upon his early sensory-motor experience. Hence, even
at the earliest stages in a child's development the level of
thinking he will attain in the future is being determined by
the amount and quality of his sensory-motor experiences.

It should be clarified here that, while a person must
make use covertly of the above described language skills in
thinking, this is not to say that language fosters thought and
that a highly articulate person is extremely intelligent or vice
versa. Ervin-Tripp* points out, to the contrary, that concepts
and general thought processes take place in the young child
before he has a language system to express them. Neverthe-
less, the acquisition of language does help the mind to scale
to higher levels of abstraction. (239)

In order to see how language aids in transforming
thought, this section will consider how this process occurs in
the very young child. With this examination, perhaps, it may
be possible to determine how thought and language interact
with one another, what factors contribute to their inter-
action, and to what degree these factors depend upon one
another. In this manner, it is hoped that it will be possible
to formulate part of the criteria needed for judging the
normal growth of intellectual processes in the young child.

Verbal Mediation. In the discussion to follow, various
paradigms will be used as examples to describe how the child
learns to mediate his thoughts with verbal cues. These
paradigms are used only in an explanatory sense and are not
meant to describe actual neurological events.

Development. The learning of language is like the learn-
ing of any behavior. Characteristic of language learning, how-
ever, is that it gradually becomes regulatory behavior; once
learned, language becomes a tool to govern other forms of
behavior. (24)

In the beginning of learned behavior the child is stimu-
lated externally, which evokes some kind of response. The
child at the preverbal level is most stimulated by objectives
and events which appeal to his senses of sight, touch, smell,
taste, and hearing.** The objects he encounters are most
often represented to him by the actions he undertakes with
them seeing and handling them. (46) Bruner calls this the
enactive system of representation.

Following the enactive stage, the child learns to
represent the world to himself through images. He can begin
to abstract an object through an image of it away from the
direct environmental stimuli. (46) According to Bruner (46),
the image becomes relatively free of action around the end
of the child's first year.

'Reference (322), pages 84, 85.
"Reference (211), page 124.

At about 1 year of age the child pays more attention to
other forms of auditory sounds. This stage is commonly
called the labeling period, in which the adult gives common
names to objects in the environment. The child begins to
respond to these verbal stimuli more than to other sound
stimuli.

From the time he is two until he is three, the child
begins to make his own verbal response to stimuli. However,
this early verbal behavior is little different from other kinds
of motor response since he uses the verbal response to
communicate but not to regulate his own behavior.

Next, at the age of 3 to 4 years the child uses words
voluntarily to control his own behavior. He utilizes the set
of verbal instructions learned when adults used them to
regulate the child's behavior. (257) The child of age three to
three and a half can begin his behavior by verbal control but
cannot stop it. (257) This is the point at which the child
responds to the words as a "signal of a signal". He is no
longer responding directly to the stimuli immediately pro-
duced by the environment but rather to the whole class of
nonverbal stimuli evoked by the word. (24) The environ-
mental stimuli produce a verbal response in the child which
may be either overt or covert and which then governs his
motor response. This verbal response is what is meant by
verbal mediation. While it is originally overt in character, it
becomes gradually internalized that is, it is no longer
spoken aloud. (406) The motor response governed by the
verbal response may then be followed by another verbal
response, the verbal confirmatory response, which acts as
feedback to positively or negatively reinforce the motor
response. It may take the form of such words as "good",
"that was nice", or "bad".

As the child develops, there is an increase in the
number of events that will stimulate verbally mediated
behavior. That the use of verbal mediation is a develop.
mental process is evidenced by the mediation deficiency
found in young children when compared to older children.
According to Reese (317), this lack of use of verbal media-
tion may reflect limited development at an early stage, in
either concept formation or maturation. As noted before, a
child's verbal abilities depend upon his maturational level
and preverbal level of concept formation.

At about age 4.1/2 to 6 years, the child's internal
speech becomes more spontaneously produced, whereas
previously it often had to be prompted by adults. In a true
sense, then, he begins to regulate his behavior by speech, and
this self-directed speech becomes gradually internalized (i.e.,
thinking) as the child develops. According to Piaget, as cited
in Whiteman and Deutsch (108), the sensory-motor schemata
derived from physical interaction with the environment in
the early years becomes internalized through verbal inter-
action and the development of language skills so that the
mental structure can cope with the different kinds of stimu-
lation and problems it encounters.
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Finally, after a child has acquired some experience with
words, he develops a verbal response to the verbal stimulus.
lie learns that ono word e.g., apple is closely related to
another word, possibly fruit, The child is beginning to
develop an interconnecting, hierarchical network of words.
He learns how words relate to one another and, hence, how
they can be used together in sentences. Through this process
the child, in Bruner's (46) words, "learns the constraints on
the words' conceptual rather than perceptual range".

Factors Influencing Development. In Hunt's (370)
opinion, the child is motivated to retain the patterns of
stimulus and response he has encountered in his environ-
ment. This interest is most aroused by the discovery of
son: thing new in a famniar situation. This motivation, then,
would be easily aroused by verbal stimuli which follow
regular patterns but provide variety through the use of
different words. This may be a reason for the saliency of
verbal stimuli above other sounds for the child. It, most
significantly, points out the necessity of verbal variety for
the child's growth in a desire to learn.

When the child has advanced to the labeling stage, he
must have acquired certain abilities in order to learn the
labels properly. The child must be able to focus his attention
selectively. He must be able to select the element common
to all instances of a label to aid in the formation of
categories. (105) According to Bruner (46), during the first 2
years of a child's life, his perception is focused only on the
surface features oft an object, not on the deeper structure
that may be based on features common to a variety of
objects. Only when the child is able to perceive that deeper
structure is he able to label objects correctly, to show how
objects are different or the same, and how they form
categories.

Research has shown that verbal labels are more easily
learned if the labels are given with the referent object and in
a variety of verbal contexts. (223) This seems to verify
Luria's (257) contention that a label directly connected with
perception of an object isolates the essential features. It has
also been shown that the label is more quickly learned if the
child himself acts with the object being labeled by playing
with or touching it* and if perhaps at later stages, he
verbalizes the label himself (413).

When the child reaches the stage where he should make
a verbal response, he must have developed his vocal and
auditory skills so that he can make st.unds, and he must
have developed an adequate ph inological system to represent
these sounds as words.

When the child advances to the stage where he can
regulate his behavior by his own verbal responses, he must
be equipped with the inclination to label objects and events,
and he must have developed to the point where he can,

*Reference (211), page 128.

through speech, control his overt responses According to
Hunt, in Whiteman and Deutsch (108), the mental structure
is able to solve a problem only when there exists a match
between the internal schemata and the external problem.
Hence, the importance of a well-differentiated structure for
verbal mediation to be used in problem solving is evident
even at this early stage of development.

The child's ability to mediate will rest ultimately upon
how well he can relate spontaneously word to action. (231)
A child's ability to spontaneously use verbal mediation
increases with his chronological age and measured intelli-
gence. He must, first of all, have acquired correct verbal
mediators that is, a set of words applicable to a variety of
situations. Next, he must be able to produce spontaneously
these mediators when confronted with a problem.

Lastly, a child's ability to verbally mediate depends
upon how well he can relate words themselves to one
another. The strength of connections between words will
depend upon the degree of differentiation he mastered when
learning labels arid, ultimately, upon the set of circumstances
accompanying the words when the child first hears them
i.e., his total experience with the words. The strength and
number of connections between words are determining
factors on how well concepts are formed and utilized by the
child, as will he shown in our subsequent treatment of the
associative network.

Moreover, there is an extremely close connection
between the ability to form categories and to attach meaning
to labels and the development of a personalvalue system.
This connection is not shown in child-development studies,
but rather is made very apparent by the careful delineation
of the structure of value systems and the role of language in
developing the capacity to make judgments concerning
whether a thing is good or fair or bad, according to
Hartman. (181)

Advantages of Verbal Mediation. Verbally mediated
behavior has several advantages over the simple stimuli-
response behavior. First, if the child can respond with
different labels for different objects, it will be easier for him
to discriminate between them. At the kindergarten level,
Kendler, Kendler, and Carrick (232) report that, in a test of
inference ability, children were better able to respond
correctly if required to give labels to common critical
elements of two segments.

Second, when faced with a new task, the child does not
have to learn a completely new behavior if he has developed
a sufficient set of labels and can control the required motor
response. He is more able to generalize his response in
different situations. Even in nonverbal tasks the child is able
to identify critical invariant features through verbally
mediating his response. (105)
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It has beer. shown that a verbal label is easier to
remember than the visual image of an object* perhaps
because it may be accompanied by reinforcement (24).

Also, the child learns to furnish his own verbal
reinforcement, allowing for efficiency in learning. (24) For
example, in building a house with blocks, a child does not
have to build the complete house to see whether it will
stand. During stages of its structure he can judge the
position of blocks, saying internally "yes" or "no" and
proceed along the correct path. Here, verbal mediation helps
the mind orient itself when presented with a task; it does
more than just accompany action (406). In young children
(and lower animals) this process is limited but it develops
with age in the child. It is necessary that the child acquire
this form of verbally mediated behavior for reinforcement
since higher forms of learning depend on reinforcement that
is not directly connected to the physical environment.

In general, verbal mediation allows the child to act
more vigorously and rapidly and increases his ability to
receive information from the environment by recoding and
strong this information. (24)

It has been shown how verbally mediated behavior
develops in the child: the child first responds to the tactile
and kinesthetic aspects of his environment, and then he
responds to verbal stimuli. He learns to produce a verbal
response, uses this response to regulate his own behavior,
and eventually provides verbal stimuli within himself to
regulate behavior. These internal verbal stimuli are to a large
degree governed by the network of association that the
mediating words comprise. In addition to pointing out some
factors influencing the development of verbal mediation, this
section has stressed the importance of verbal mediation for
learning. At this point, the interrelationships between the
development of the associative network and the syntactical
structure of the language system and the development of
verbal mediation must be more closely examined.

The Associative Network. The associative network a
person forms is the network that connects words that may
not be directly related but which are more categorically
related. For example, an oak tree and a rose do not directly
correspond to one another, but they find a common
category plants. As can be seen, a more elaborate
associative network can relate words to a very fine degree,
connecting them by what are commonly referred to as
connotations. A rose may be associated with a young girl in
that both share the connotation of being young and
blooming. Luria (256) sees a word as a unit that passes on
the experience of generations as that experience is expressed
in a language system. With the acquisition of a word, the
child also acquires a set of connectives useful as a tool for
"introducing forms of analysis and synthesis into the child's
perception".

*Reference (211), page 135.

Importance in Problem-Solving and Concept Formation.
Jensen states that the formation of an associative network
b Important In all areas of prob em solving and conceptual
thinking.

In problem solving, a person is better equipped to
verbally mediate if he has a strong associative network.
Stimulus words are reorganized according to the verbal
associations they arouse in a person. If labels are related in a
subordinate fashion, as in the associative network, research
has shown that recall is facilitated. Previous verbal stimuli, if
incorporated into the network, can affect the direction that
subsequent stimuli will travel when they are introduced.
Fowler states: "All ensuing concepts formed serve as
cumulative constraints determining which Ligher order paths
to abstraction and which set of representations of reality we
come to comprehend." It Is clear that with such chains of
mediators more than one verbal association can be made
with a stimulus word."

As it was defined, the associative network connects
words in a hierarchical fashion. Hence, the topmost level of
the chain of words would embody the property or set of
properties common to all the words below it. This
corresponds to the definition of a concept an idea that is
generalized from specific instances. Thus, a person who has
developed a strong associative network of words, that is, one
that has a large number of connections and one that has
connections that are closely related can be seen to have
developed a strong set of concepts.

Development. Research using the wordassociation test
has shown that a person's associative network is a function
of age since, with age, the structural aspects of gramMar
develop and help to form the associative network and a
person thereby has an increasing amount of experience with
words which tend to enrich his network.*** As Jensen*"
states it, "Since the associative network is built up only through
verbal stimulation, its richness, complexity, strength of
connectives, and hierarchical elaboration and consequently
the effectiveness of its mediating and facilitative functions
will be detemithed in large part by the quality of the
person's verbal environment:' Ervin-Tripp*"* states that from
3 to 4 years of age reactions are generalized between words
ai.d referents but with little discrimination. Maltz (262) adds
that consistency in the meaning of concepts is not reached
until about the fourth-grade level, so that word meaning
does seem to be a function of amount of experience. The
linguist Roger Brown (42) states that meaning for a word is
the sum of all the general dispositions a person has for a
word and that these dispositions are a function of the
experiences the person has had with the word in association
with the referent.

*Reference (211), page 149.
"Reference (211), page 152.

***Reference (211), page 153.
****Reference (322), Page 84.
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When a child is able to relate objects on a nonsensory
basis, abstracted from direct perceptual experience with an
object, he is then able to match more closely the meaning
applied to an object or event as it is given by the adult, and
not merely match the objective reference of an object. (46,
406) Once able to do this, through increased experience with
words, the child is able to use his developing associative
network in problem-solving and concept formation.

Syntactical Mediation. According to the hypothesis of
Werner and Kaplan in Bruner (46), "language provides a kind
of inclination to form concepts of objects and events that
have a structure comparable to Close contained in words,
form classes, and sentences". If this is so, then our concepts
should follow a hierarchical pattern similar to that used in
language. The Soviet researcher Luria feels that once a child
has acquired a language he can, with his new tool,
restructure what he experiences according to the structure of
the language. His experience can now be systematized,
categorized, and stored. Let us examine, then, how the
structural system of a language, its syntax, helps mediate
thought processes and reorder experience.

Jensen* holds that the syntax of a language becomes an
underlying process that helps govern a person's verbal
behavior. Syntactic level does have an effect on learning, but
research has not as yet uncovered the means by which this is
accomplished.* However, it is known that a well-developed
syntactical structure increases the speed of paired-associate
learning. It has also been shown that, if words are given a
syntactical rather than random or nonsyntactical organi-
zation, paired-associate learning will again improve. (85)
Words not in syntactical order seem to have no effect on
paired-associate learning. (329) The type of syntactical
connective and degree of difficulty was also seen to facilitate
learning.*

The effect of syntax on learning seems to be slight at
the kindergarten level but increases with age up to the sixth
grade. Thus, it is vital that the child continue to master his
syntactical 1ructure to inciease his learning ability. It has
also been shown that children structure their mediators
according to syntax although that syntax may be, as yet, less
varied and complex than that of older children.

In the section on grammar, the development of syntax
in the child was traced. We saw, there, its importance in
relation to speech, and now we see its importance in relation
to thought processes. Hence, factors influencing the growth
of syntax experience with words, and ad expansions of
utterances in the young will eventually influence the ease
and skill with which the child uses language to think. In
addition, the child will be able to do syntactical mediation
only to the extent that he has formulated a set of verbal
mediators; the more mediators he possesses, the more skill-
fully he may use syntax in organizing thought and the more
correct his language will be in expressing thought.

Reference (211), page 155.
Reference (211), page 157.

Language Deficiency

In the previous section the development of language
skills in the normal preschool age child was outlined and it
was seen how these skills facilitate intellectual processes in
the child. This section will be concerned with delineating
areas of weakness in the development of language skills.

Research conducted on the level of language skills has
consistently found that lower class children are deficient in
the development of language skills when compared with
middle-class children. The results of research also indicate a
consistent pattern in type of deficiency. In addition to
differences in phonological development and specific errors
in conventional usage and grammar, investigators agree that
generally the lower class child and particularly the lower
class black child have not developed the level of syntactical
skill and the level of abstract and categorical use of words
that the middle-class child, black or white, has developed
(John in Bloom-72; Deutsch in Weaver and Weaver-410;
Deutsch-91; Ausubel-133).

Phonology

Even at the stage of phonological develcpment,
differences appear between lower class and middle-class
children. Trevin in Bloom (72) found that young children
from lower class homes produced fewer sound types than
children from higher socioeconomic status homes. He also
found that with children from 1.1/2 to 2.1/2 years of age
there was a difference in phoneme frequency when groups
differing it occupation of the breadwinner were compared.
In a study by Trevin, reported in Cazden (125), it was found
that, when lower status children were compared with higher
status children in phonology, the difference in development
first appeared at 18 months of age. In general, Weaver in
Bloom (72) reports that a study of lower class b!ack children
shows that they are weak in auditory-vocal channeis and
strong in visual-motor channels.

Conventional Usage and Grammar

Specifically, several elements in the usage and grammar
of the lower class and the black child can be stated.
According to a study by Bailey (13) the lower class black
child has difficulty with verbs. Tense is only optionally
expressed, and when it is indicated, it is done by the context
rather than inflection of the verb. In addition, this black
child rarely uses tht verb "to be", and when he does, here
again, either it is not inflected or only one inflection is used
to indicate all tenses. Loban (249), from a longitudinal study
on children from kindergarten through sixth grade, found
results similar to Bailey's. He found lack of agreement
between subject and predicate in the speech of lower class
black children, indicating noninflection of the verb. The verb
"to be" appeared to be 12 times more difficult for black
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Southerners to use than for white Northerners, In addition,
Lwan found that lower class children commonly make less
use of the linking verb. Bailey also found a deficiency in the
use of markers. Lower class black children did not use
possessive markers if sentence order indicated possession and
they did not use plural markers such as "s" if a cardinal
marker such as "three" or "eight" was expressed in the noun
phrase. Once again lack of agreement between subject and
predicate can be seen as the result of nonuse of inflections
and markers. Indeed, Henry (193) points out that "standard
English" and "ghetto English" differ in forms of predication.

In relation to vocabulary, John and Goldstein (105)
found that lower class children had the most difficulty with
action words such as gerunds, words related to rural living,
and, in general, words whose referents were perhaps rare in
the low-income home.

These deficiencies in usage and grammar seem to
indicate that the lower class child and particularly the tower
class black child will be quite limited in giving correct
expression to ktis words.

Syntax

Deutsch (91) has stated that the level of syntactic
organization is the primary area of difference between the
language skills of middle class as compared to lower class
children. Loban (249) found that there was little difference
between groups as far as structural patterns were concerned.
However, within structural patterns i.e., in the flexibility
and frequency of use of noun and modifying clauses,
infinitives, and verbals differences between high- and low-
status groups were significant, with the lower status group
performing consistently below the high status group. In
addition, the lower group was found to use fewer
subordinating clauses and connectives than the higher groups.

Bernstein (25), the English sociologist, has emphasized
the inflexibility of lower class speech by pointing out the
rigid syntax characteristic of lower class speech and the
limited number of possible variations which this speech has.
As McCandless in Bloom (72) has found, the lower class
child becomes more and more concrete and inflexible in the
use of language as he grows older. Cazden (125) adds that
the child from a group characterized by a nonstandard
dialect (e.g., the Negro) does not use the full range of words
and structures available, even in his own dialect. With only a
limited number of patterns and variations available, it seems
clear that the lower class child will develop only a rigid,
strictly defined syntax that will subsequently limit the
variety he is able to give to his expression and the flexibility
with which he will be able to use his language to verbally
mediate.

Labeling and Categorizing

In the previous discussion on language and thought, the
importance of the labeling period in providing the child with

verbal mediators was pointed out. The dependence of label-
ing skill upon the ability to discriminate betv, -en objects on
the basis of features common io the objects was also
emphasized. Research has indicated that the lower class child
and particularly the lower class black child does not develop
labeling skills to the same degree as his middle-class
counterpart.

John and Goldstein (105) found that lower class black
children paid close attention to the unessential features of
objects and had not learned how to locate the important,
common features of objects with the same name. According
to a study by Spain, as reported in Cazden (125), the black
child tends to give a concrete and idiosyncratic reaction and
lower class children at all age levels most often give func-
tional definitions. in a study of first- and fifth-grade black
children, John (215) found that, indeed, the lower class
children classified objects according to the function they
served and were only indirectly able to state an underlying
concept, whereas middle-class children were able to group
objects on the basis of categories that had class names.
Ausubel (133) states that the child from the low-income
groups tends to be more responsive to the "concrete,
tangible, immediate, and particularized properties of objects
and situations".

It appears that this child is still responding to stimuli
on the basis of perceptual rather than verbal saliency. The
child who has not learned to label objects on the basis of
essential, invariant features i.e., the child who has not
learned to recognize the deeper structure of objects, as this
lower class child appears not to have done will be less
skillful in classifying objects. Unable to categorize objects
and events on the basis of deep rather than surface structure,
the lower class child will be limited in the development of
the associative network, and consequently his ability in

problem-solving and concept formation will be affected.

This section has delineated a certain population of
children, the lower class and especially lower class black
children, who are consistently deficient in the development
of language. It was seen that these children are deficient in
auditory-vocal skills, conventional usage and grammar,
syntax, labeling, and categorizing. The importance of- the
development of these skills in order to provide tools for
expressing variety in speech and flexibility in verbal media-
tion was also stressed.

Factors in the Environment of the
Lower Class Child Which Influence

the Development of Language

It is clear that the lower class child has not acquired a
set of language skills that will provide him- with the same
opportunity to achieve that is afforded the middle-class
child, who represents the norm (and presumably the
majority) and for whose developmental levels the typical
school curriculum is ordinarily devised. This paper contends
that the reason for this inequality in opportunity is the
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inequality in environment experienced by these children.
This section will focus on specific characteristics of the
lower class environment that tend to influence the develop.
ment of language in the very young child.

Bloom (32) has suggested several variables in the
environment that may have an effect in intellectual growth
as a whole. These are:

The stimulation an environment provides for verbal

development

The degree to which affection and reward motivate
verbal-reasoning achievements

The amount of encouragement given to a child to get him
to interact with a problem, explore the environment, and
learn new skills

Adult attitudes relative to school achievement: the
significance education holds as a means of personal
advancement and achieving a better role in society.

The most consistent findings that present research has
to offer in relation to the above variables deals with the
amount and type of verbal interaction between child and
adult. Deutsch (98) states that the lower class environment
does not provide the child with "adequate and continuous,
sustained, connected and relevant verbal communication".
John and Goldstein (105) find that, when learning labels, the
child does not have the chance to take part in active

dialogue with adults. John and Goldstein emphasize that it is
perhaps the use of language rather than its quality which
differs most between high- and low-economic-status groups.
They postulate that action words are difficult for lower class
children to learn not because they have not experienced the
action but because language has not been used to represent
the action symbolically. Furthermore, Ausubel (133) points
out that the lower income class child is not provided with
corrective feedback by the adult when he learns rules of
enunciation, pronunciation, and grammar.

The attitudes of the surrounding adults themselves seem
to be determining factors in how the child behaves verbally.
Shipman and Ness (349) found, in a study of black mothers
and their 7-year-old children, that the maternal attitudes of
limited options and limited individual power were passed on
to the children. They found that the behavior in low-income
groups is mediated by authority rather than by verbal cues.
Consequently, the child behaves on the basis of immediate
reward or punishment. Strodbeck (139) finds that the pre-
vailing atmosphere in the low-income home is a sense of
threat. Too often the father of the family is not present or,
if present, his authority is undermined by his lack of ability
to provide substantially for his family. As a result he finds
he must exert his authority through physical discipline with
his family. As a result, the child learns that proper behavior
means keeping out of the way of adults by being physically

and verbally inactive. (139) Indeed, a study done by Terrill,
Durkin, and Weis ley (388) found teat lower class children
were most motivated to learn by immediate, material reward
(e.g., candy or toys) whereas middle-class children learned
more quickly when supplied with a nonmaterial symbolic
incentive (e.g., grades or verbal praise). This may be due to
two factors in the environment of the lower class child: the
lack of development in verbal skills and the resultant failure
to find significance in symbolic motivation; and the failure
of low-income adults to provide encouragement for "learning
for learning's sake" beyond any immediate, tangible goals.
This has obvious effects on the child's later achievement in
school, which operates primarily on the basis of symbolic
motivation.

Ausubel (133) points out that a variety of objects and
events in the environment stimulates the persons in that
environment more than a monotonous environment will
stimulate them. Here, too, the environment of low-income
groups fails. It does not furnish the child with a large variety
of objects to use as referents in label learning. (133) There is
also little excursion outside of the environment, and thus
circumstance limits the number of new experiences the child
may encounter. (98) Jerome Bruner (110) states:

In general, an impoverished environment, one with
diminished heterogeneity and a reduced set of oppor-
tunities for manipulation and discrimination, produces
an adult organism with reduced abilities to discriminate,
with stunted strategies for coping with roundabout solu-
tions, with less taste for exploratory behavior, and with
a notably reduced tendency to draw inferences that
serve to cement the disparate events of its
environment....

Deutsch (9$) states that the detrimental effects of these
environmental factors have thv most damaging results

through their cumulative interaction. Deutsch along with his
associates at the Institute for Developmental Studies in New
York City found a significant correlation between verbal
skills and a set of environmental variables which compose
their Deprivation Index. (108) The Index lists six variables
on each of which a child is rated 1 or 2 6 being the
lowest possible total score and 12 being the highest. Low
scores on the Deprivation Index were accompanied by low
scores on tests of verbal A child with a Deprivation
Index of 6 would be rated to have the following factors in
his environment:

(1) Less than sound condition of housing on the block
where the child lives, with complete plumbing but
in poor condition

(2) A parent that aspires to a college or less educa-
tional achievement level for the child

(3) Three or more children under the age of 18 in the
child's family
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(4) Nonparticipation in dinner conversation by the
child

(5) No anticipations of cultural experiences by the
child, e.g., visiting relatives, family, museums,
library, zoo, outside New York City, school or his
woik, for the coming weekend

(6) Nonattendance of the child at kindergarten.

These factors combined as they were on the Depriva-
tion Index, had a significant correlation with low perfor-
mance by children on tests of verbal ability.

Considering the environment of the low-income-class
child, one will not fmd it difficult to see why the child has
not developed a broad vocabulary, correct usage of grammar,
a flexible syntax, or a system of abstract categories for his
words and concepts, at least to the same degree as that of
the middle-class child of the same age. His environment
provides little stimulation in the way of a variety of objects
and events; thus, deprivation results in a low level of dis-
crimination between objects, and little incentive to seek out
the new in a familiar context. Of the lower class child,
Piaget might have said: the less variety a child sees and hears
the less he wants to see and hear. In such an environment, as
there is little verbal interaction between the adult and the
child, the latter is not exposed to a wide range of words.
There is little correction of the child's speech to alleviate his
difficulty in formulating rules of syntax and in dis-
criminating between objects on the basis of significant
invariant features. Finally, the child is given little motivation
to learn or to find the significance in nonmaterial symbolic
incentives. Such factors seem to have little to do with the
day-to-day problem of surviving.

Recommendations for Education

It is evident by now that the lower income class child
does not develop in the area of language to his full capacity,
primarily because of factors in his environment. Many
educators and researchers feel that it is imperative to reach
this child at the preschoolage level to ameliorate his diffi-
culties, especially in the area of Janguage acquisition, since
language is a cumulative skill, its quality dependent upon the
quality of previously acquired atilities. (108, 112, 133, 410,
55)

These researchers not only advocate preschool educa-
tion for lower class children, but also stress that the program
must be highly structured and aimed at developing specific
skills in the child before he is confronted with the formal
school situation.

First, compensatory education in language must identify
for the individual child the level of competency he has
reached and proceed from there. (133) Since language
acquisition is itself a developmental process, a program for

teaching language must be graded according to difficulty of
skill to be taught. (370, 98). Furthermore, the most bene-
ficial results of preschool compent atory education are
derived from providing education in interrelated areas not
just one. (108) Judging from the previous discussion of
language acquisition, one can see that a single-focus program
Is almost ludicrcus since language is highly related to
development in the areas of perceptual and cognitive skills
and motivation for learning.

The need for an education in interrelated areas is
emphasized by the programs outlined by researchers for the
preschool level. First, the child should be presented with the
opportunity to develop perceptual skills in order to be able
to discriminate between objects and events. (133) The child
should be provided with, and encouraged to use and play
with, a variety of objects to enjoy the experiences that are
perhaps ordinarily not found in his home environment, in
order to facilitate growth in discrimination and gradual
adjustment to the school situation. (112, 134) It is hoped
that through increased active participation with objects the
child can begin to relate and abstract ideas. (133)

Second, correct verbal communication must be en-
couraged. There is an obvious need for increased interaction
between the adult and the lower class child, and this inter-
action must include corrective feedback from the adult to
the child. (108) This is absolutely imperative since it is only
the adult who can provide the child with the generalization
and discrimination required for the acquisition of language.
(105) Since in a preschool program, the teacher is the adult
with whom the child must interac :t is necessary to insure
that teachers are properly and thoroughly trained in what to
expect of the lower class child and in how to handle the
problems these children encounter in language learning. (193,
112) The teacher should understmd the differences between
standard and nonstandard English and give value to both.
(129) Lloyd (131) advocates that the teacher use normal
speech patterns and familiar materials at the beginning and
use words in context rather than in isolation. In addition to
having constant and connected verbal interaction with an
adult, the child needs to have his syntactical system
correc: ; . refined. (133)

Finally, a preschool program should not overlook the
problem of teaching the lower income class child to want to
learn. According to Ausubel (133) these children need
teachers that are personally involver! and enthused about
their work and able ,o communicate this excitement to the
child. They need teachers that can respond to each child as
an individual in order to foster the growth of a strong
self-concept in each youngster. (112) The child must also
learn that he can explore his environment and expect reward
rather than punishment for this exploration. (112) It is
hoped that through increased development and use of
language the child will be more able to see the significance
of symbolic motivation in relation to himself. By providing
reinforcement for verbal tasks performed correctly, the
teacher can advance the child's appreciation of symbolic
motivation to a large degree.
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Later Effects of Early
Language Deficiency

As the child progresses through school, he is faced with
increasingly difficult tasks that require refinement of
previously acquired skills. If the child has not acquired the
skills requisite for a task or has acquired them but not to a
degree that he can be said to have mastered them, he will
not be able to handle the tasks he encounters regardless of
the environment in which he finds himself. Learning is

cumulative in development. Especially in language, as has
been shown, learning depends on the gradual acquisition of
skills over a period of years. Hence, a child who is deficient
in language skills at the preschool level can be predicted to
be deficient in these and related skills as he advances
through school. More than this, the increasing difficulty and
interrelatedness of tasks predicts that this child's language
deficiency will become more and more pronounced that
is, a cumulative deficit will result.

Indeed, Deutsch and his associates (107, 90) found a
significant verbal deficit, as shown through tests of verbal
ability at the first -grade level, that correlates with the
Deprivation Index, socioeconomic status, and race. At the
fifth-grade level this verbal deficit was seen to have in-
creased. In addition, on test of verbal ability (WISC
Vocabulary Test) the deficit correlated not only with the
Deprivation Index, but also with socioeconomic status, and
race; whereas, the nonverbal test (Lorge-Thorndike 1.Q.)
showed no significant correlation between socioeconomic
status and cumulative deficit. However, once the factors that
are given in the Deprivation Index are controlled, the
cumulative deficit associated with race tends to be
ameliorated. The older child with a low score in the Depriva-
tion Index shows more verbal deficiency than the younger
child with a low score on the Deprivation Index. In another
study, Deutsch (91) found that, while at the first-grade level
only three scores on tests correlated with low socioeconomic
status and race, by the fifth grade twelve tests used cor-
related with low socioeconomic status and race. Deutsch
summarizes that what results from an impoverished environ-
ment, plus minority-group status and 4 years of school
experience, are children who have less ability to handle the
intellectual and linguistic tasks in school than less dis-
advantaged children of the same age. On the whole, Ausubel
(133) finds that the consequence of early language

deficiency is a retarded and less complete change from
concrete to abstract thinking.

John and Goldstein (105) ri port that an early
deficiency in verbal skills produces a later deficiency in
covert verbal skills (i.e., verbal mediation) In addition, Reese
(317) found that if a child does not learn correct labels at
an early age, subsequent concept formation will also be
inadequate. A poorly established concept will result in re-
duced verbal mediational ability. Deutsch (98) adds that, zs
the level of difficulty of tasks increases, the requirements for
accurate labeling and categorizing skills also increases. Hence,
the child will encounter difficulty in matching new ex-
periences and tasks to the inadequate abilities he has.

Deutsch (112) has found that early failure in school
results in lowered self-concept for the child. Once a child
becomes aware of his deficiency, he is less apt to respond to
a challenge he does not think himself capable of fulfilling.
He withdraws from active verbal participation, and the value
of language as a tool for problem-solving recedes, with the
result that the child fails to see the .diue of school a
system which operates on the basis of symbolic motivation.

Summary

This section attempted to describe ',sow language is

acquired and its relationship to thought. Also included was a
discussion of how the development of language is tied up
with the sensory-motor activities, concept formation and
classificatirg behavior of the growing child. The important
point is that language plays an increasing role in the child's
success in school because it is at age six that the child begins
to break away from a reliance on an intuitive concrete form
of relating to his environment to a more symbolic, abstract
one.

Important as these considerations of the first two sec-
tiow are, however, in terms of the child's success in school
two other areas held similar importance and they are the
child's motivation for learning and the condition of his
health.

Accordingly, these two topics will be considered in
some detail in the succeeding section.
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V. THE SOCIALIZATION SKIMS OF YOUNG CHILDREN

Introduction

Socialization can be defined as "The p.ocess by which
an individual learns the alternative modes of behavior avail-
able in van - us social settings and the consequences of
adopting each mode."' When the child is very young he can
do little for himself and is dependent upon adults for the
satisfaction of his needs. Realization that his parents are
necessary and fear of losing their love motivate the child to
conform to their demands. Parents often make use of a
child's dependency to channel his behaviors into socially
acceptable forms and to teach him necessary social skills.
(271)

Between the ages of about 2 to 3.1/2 years children
begin to pass into a stage in ,vhkh they resist adults, assert
themselves, and become more independent. (271, 288, 320)
The overt dependency behavior decreases in frequency as the
child matures for a number of reasons:

Flom past experience, the child becomes less afraid that
his parents will cease to love him

His parents begin to reward independent rather than de-
p:ndent behavior, while continuing to satisfy the child's
dependency needs

The development and acquisitions of sensory-motor,
cegrutivt, and language skills help him to cope with the
environment and his successes strongly reinforce
independent behavior

With increasing opportunity fot contact with other
child-en, peers become more important, and they, too,
encourage the development of independence. (271)

With increasing age (and experience) children, also,
begin to behave in accordance with sex-appropriate roles.
fi88, 391) Children learn sex roles partly through observe-
ton of, and identification with, the same -sexed parent, and
partly through subtle reinforcement and pressure, which
comes from peen as well as adults. (288, 310, 323, 391) By
the age of two to four, girls show more interest in people
than do boys (288), and learning of sex roles continues at
least through the ninth rat (391).

SocWintion With Other Childrei

eopentive Play

At approximately the age of 1 1/2 to 5 years the chid
becomes more cooperative and friendly (271, 288, 391),
end, due to his licensing oppottunity for group patticipe-
tio0 he becomes more interested in his peen (319).
Refereft.er120, page 222.

Children, 2 and 3 years old, can maintain active ci
only one person at a time, but in later prescho
children usually play in groups of two to five.
With increasing age children progress from idlene,
play and onlooking behavior to parallel play', ac
group play, and cooperative activity for mutual b
(288, 391) Cooperative play is organized for some goal and
makes use of division of labor, differentiation of roles by
group members, and an organization of activity such that
children's efforts supplement one jnother, but there is little
true leadership. (288) With increasing age, interest in formal
groups increases. (391) Older preschoolers show a greater
desire to win the approval of others and avoid their dis-
approval. (288) Their social sensitivity and responsiveness
in :reases; they express more consideration, kindness, and
sympathy and do so on more appropriate occasions. (288,
391)

Aggressive Behavior

With increasing age, social interaction of all types
both cooperation and aggression increases, but cooperation
becomes more predominant proportionately. (320) Young
children learn to control the aggressive impulses in the
course of socialization (323), but their low frustration level
and immediate need for gratification often handicap them.
There is more quarreling over play materials and less quarrel-
Mg during dramatic play in which social roles are well
defined. Older children are less frustrated and engage in
conflicts less frequently (288, 391), but the conflicts last
longer. The olde children do 1.xs crying and screaming,
however, and more use of language is made in controlling
the aggressive acts of others. (288, 320)

Children become more competitive as they mature.
Two-yearolds, indifferent to the social situation of competi-
tion, are predominantly interested in the play materials.
Three- to 4-yen-olds exhibit some rivalry, but it distracts
them and diminishes their work output, and their main
concern is still with the materials and cooperative activities.
Competition becomes pronounced, however, in children 4
years old and above, at which age it increases their work
output. (191, 288)

Socialization Sills of
Poverty-Depressed Children

Parents from poverty depressed cultures usually are
more authoritarian and restrictive in the tearing of their
children. They explain rules less, and make use of fewer
symbolic rewards and more use of physical punishment.
Children from ouch homes tend to show slightly Notes
rcsional and social adjustment. (323, 324) Explaining mks
could offset these effects, but, in the lower socioeconomic

'Paying *one side aticitlier chid but not with limn.
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class and in large families, parents do not usually do so.
Punitiveness, also, increases children's hostility and aggres-
siveness. (323) tire of physical control as opposed to punish-
ment by withdrawal of love motivates the child to try to
escape punishment instead of developing inner controls,
which are more effective in regulating behavior. (271)
Children from more lenient, democratic homes probably have
a relative social advantage here because such rearing, though
it encourages aggressiveness and persistence, tends also to
promote friendliness, active social participation, and con-
structiveness (323) which are, however, positively correlated
with popularity. (319, 320) Thus, the social acceptance of
the lower class children coming from large families may be
hindered by underdeveloped interpersonal skills, too much
hostility or aggression, underachievement, and poor verbal
skills (perhaps due to less opportunity for interaction with
parent in large families) (323), all of which are negatively
correlated with popularity. (391, 320, 324)

Social-class membership itself may be a handicap. There
is a strong tendency for children to choose friends of their
own socioeconomic status partly because of proximity of
homes and possession of similar values. (319) When children
seek frknds outside their own class they usually choose
those of higher status, whereas young children ranking quite
low may be rejected. (324) Lower class children may also
feel less secure because their fathers possess less social power
(271), and the resultant anxiety, too is negatively correlated
with popularity (324).

Summary

The preschoolers who are most successful in relating to s

other children are those who have already r..astered the basic
interpersonal skills. (320) Unfortunately, those who are most
in need of social experience start at a disadvantage and are
likely to meet rejection. Since they have few social skills
they ge.serally react with aggression or 'withdrawal, either of
which increases their alienation from their peers and further
limits their opportunities to learn the socially appropriate
behaviors. (324)

Implications for TeachL g

As noted earlier, the teacher usually reacts negatively to
children with low social status, further lowering the child's
self-image. (319) He tends to criticize the boys, increasing
their hostility. (324) However, if he becomes aware of this
situation he can help to reverse it by changing his actions
toward the child. This would encourage the group to follow
his example. (320) Disciplining a child for negative behavior
tov.,ard the low-status child might also influence the other
children to treat the latter more kindly. (324) If he directs
his class democratically, there will probably be less scape
goating. (319) The teacher's praise increases the social

acceptance and perceived competency of the child whom he
praises. (319, 324) His attitude also helps to determine
children's response toward persons of other races in mixed
groups. (314) The low-status child may actually change his
behavior to meet others' new expectations. (319) ilowever,
if a child's social position is changed solely as a result of the
teacher's manipulation, it may revert when his influence
ceases. (324)

The teacher can assist the child by helping him to
develop skills that increase his confidence and raise his

ascendancy. (320) Ile can also arrange situations that will
provide him opportunities to increase his social awareness.
(324)) Placing children from poverty-depressed areas into the
same group will give them more opportunity to practice
leadership than they would have had in groups with more
dominant children. (320) He can strengthen children's par-
ticipation in the group by having members share materials,
giving them a concrete task (320), and rewarding and punish-
ing them as a group (319). A group member's response to
the group will be more positive if he is rewarded. (319)
When conflicts develop the teacher can help the children
learn how to deal with them by interpreting each other's
position to one another, explaining tights, and suggesting
possible solutions.
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VI. THE SELF-CONCEPT BEHAVIOR OF YOUNG CHILDREN

Introduction

A significant development in the young child is the
awareness of himself as an object among other objects in
space. (276) It is at this point in time that the child begins
to form hypotheses about his identity and attempts to test
them against reality. He develops knowledge of himself in
much the same way that he conceptualizes the world about
him. Hotrods (201) summarizes this process as follows:

From birth the human organism has the long develop.
mental task of building an identity with which it can
interpret and cope not only with its social and physical
environment, but also with itself as a functioning
physical organism. This is a gradual process occurring
over a long period of time, never really ending during
the life of the individual, although in its formative
stages the first two decades of life are the most trucial
and action-fraught. During these years an identity is not
only hypothesized, it is related to the surrounding
world of persons and things. The hypothesized identity
has to be tested against reality and must be modified
and changed as reality proves i' to be inappropriate or
ill-conceived.

This is a very important development step for the young
child and the extent and efficiency by which he is able to
differentiate himself from other objects in his world is

clearly dependent upon whether or not he has had the
opportunities to develop the perceptual-cognitive and kale
aspects of the language processes which would permit him to
distinguish the features of objects and then to compare and
contrast those features spinst his own.

Thus the beginning developmebd of the child's identity
is clearly a cognitive matter. Once the chid retches a clearly
defined identity of himself as a physical entity, he begins to
form ideas about what it is he is able to do (i.e., the
functional relationship as himself as an object). Th:s expres-
sion of identity is soon characterized in terms of an ability
to achieve of to do something successfully and the child
soon characterizes this property as having a "belongingness"
to him as a physical entity. There appear to be two sources
which contrkute greatly to this sense of achievement
identity in the young chid, namely, parental interaction and
a kind of discovery learning on she pad of the chid. As
noted tidier, the chid has a clriosity behavior and through
trial and error he soon learns that he is able to do certain
Mktg, and as a result develops first a propensity to learn and
then a sense of awareness that he can and does karn. In
addi:ion, the nature of parental interactioa soon begins to
play a significant role as they involve themselves in the
child's world of exploration and learning. they encourage
Ian to kat*, they help him to IAA objects, VAINOM

features, relate ideas, elaborate on his sentences; this
generally results in establishing a set of skills which in turn
permits him to benefit more directly from his encounters in
the environment.

More importantly, however, is the impact this dual
influence has on the child's identity concerning his "ability"
to achieve or do something successfully. White (289) char-
acterizes this notion of feeling capable in terms of a develop.
ing sense of competency. He states

Sense of competence can be seen as a cumulative
product of one's history of efficacies and inefficacies. It
comes to operate in new behavior as a kind of set; we
judge whether or not we can jump over a brook or
carry it a proposed task. It also comes to be much
cherished, so that we feel truly elated at new proofs of
our ability and deeply humilisiftd when we cannot do
something we supposed was witain our power. The
sense of competence thus has motivational backing,
doubtless from a variety of sources.

As Lazarus (244) points out, the ability to accommodate
and assimilate in response to demands can be thought of as
White's competence, and the feeling of satisfaction-
dissatisfaction in terms of a perception of what one is able
to do is clearly tied up with this notion of a sense of
competence. Success experiences, therefore, for the young
child are critical to this aspect of his identity development
and are, according to Hunt (138), a function of a match
between current levels of abilities and the situational
challenges the young child faces. Accordingly a mismatch
might become so overwhelming as to have the result of
depressing the notion of an atiity to achieve or a sense of
competency.

In summary, therefore, the child's development of
identity of "who I am" is characterized by a developing
sense of "what can I do and how well am I at doing it".
Thus, we have the beginnings of what appears to be a
pattern of achievement motivation (i.e., a drive to succeed)
which clearly influences the count of learning and is, itself,
.he result of successful past experiences in dealing with or
adapting to specific encounters with the environment.

The Development of Achievement Behavior

As McCandless' notes, an indisidual has as part of
his identity, data (.1 behaviors with which he is successful;
he seeks situations wherein success is probable and he tends
to avoid those wherein success is not probable: "success" is

Reference 12691, pies 353 to 392.
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idiosyncratically defined, and ideas concerning "probability"
of one's success arc largely determined by an individual's
general conception of himself in terms of key patterns of
what he can do. As Strom (115) notes, individuals do not
choose to compete when they do not see possibilities for
success. it can be seen, then, that achievement behavior and
identity development of a sense of cocci etency are in con-
stant interaction; Crandall's report of closer relationships
between expectancy of success and actual intellectual success
than between I.Q. and actual intellectual success bears
testimony to this fact. (III) If, therefore, the child has been
rewarded and encouraged for his achievement behaviors and
has therefore continued in his performance, and as the child
simultaneously becomes more aware of himself and his capa-
bilities, he through practice becomes more adept at
these behaviors and, concomitantly, is given favorable feed-
back; the net result is that the child begins to see himself as
competent (which is, in and of itself, rewarding) and thereby
acquires a certain store of internal achievement motivation
his achieving becomes somewhat self-sustained.

An area of increasing research interest concerning condi
lions which affect the achiev;sg behavior of children are the
parental reactions, attitudes, and values associated with high-
achieving children. Davis and Ilavighurst (88) noted that
middle-class parents place a very strong emphasis on assum-
ing responsibility for oneself and making individual achieve-
ments. In accord with the middle-class value on children's
achievements, the middle class is less permissive with its
children than is the ;owe( class, becoming involved in and
concerned with the children's achievements and making early
demands on the child for better achieving behaviors. (88,
331, 332) In the typical American middle-class home, the
future is seen as a bright time, delayed rewards are valued as
worth the time and effort (339) and individual achievements
are respected (88).

Parental training practices are generally consistent with
these values in the middk<lass home; mothers of high-
achieving children are actively involved with setting high
goals for the child and are willing and helpful in the realiza-
tion of the goals. %lien these goals are achieved, approval is
given; when not achieved, the mother tends to be rejectant.
Fathers of these same children are approving of successes,
but generally yield greater independence of goal setting to
the child. (332)

Rosen and D'Andrade (332) report that parental con-
fidence in their children is associated with the achievement
of the children. This is clearly in line with the study of
Rosenthal-Jacobson (373) suggesting the importance of
teacher expectation as they relate to achievement.

In addition to learning to achieve through rewards,
punishments and parental aloes and success experiences
some achievement behavior is thought also to be imitative.
Research at the Fels Institele shows patents' attitudes
towards their own achirrernent Minion to be related to
etek children's achievements. (138) Rosen and D'Andrade

(332) note that high - achieving sons' mothers are themselves
competitive and striving. Furthermore, Crandall (138)
observes that socioeconomic status is de-ermined in part by
the achievement behavior of the family' breadwinner; it is,
therefore, possible that the lower achievement of the child is
partially resultant of imitative behavior of adult figures who
are not achievement oriented. Ausubel and Ausubel (134)
note the significance of imitative behaviors of young children
to the adult, particularly in the more matriarchial family
structure of blacks. A very real identification problem exists
for the young male child because of the absence of an adult
male figure, successful or not.

In a summary of the research and literature in the area
of achievement motivation, Crandall (I i I) reports that that
which appears to create high achievement motivation in the
child is a high level of cross-sex, parent-child interaction
laced with some degree of pushing behavior from the parent,
especially the mother. Additionally, Crandall, et al. (76),
state that general maternal reactions are not necessarily
predictive of child achievement (e.g., affection); whereas
direct rewards of specific achievement behaviors is predictive.
That such patterns develop early in life are shown in
longitudinal studies reviewed by Crandall (58); although
children's achievement behaviors until age three were not
necessarily related to later behaviors, by the early elementary
school, the achievement behavior of children was quite
stable.

A comparison can now be made between the American
middle -class child and the lower class child on the basis of
some of the conditions mentioned. First, as has been noted,
the two cultures' value systems differ. In the lower class, the
future is not seen as being optimistic in terms of success
experiences and immediate rewards are sought (113, 339);
Riessrnan (74) reports a high value of the extrinsic rewards
of education, but not of educational activities in and of
themselves; the lower class child's acceptance at home is not
conditional on his school success (340); the material or
concrete is more valued than the abstract (133); influences
by the peer group are more precocious in the lower class
(134); children are reinforced by physically aggressive
behaviors (57); and parents more often att ibute failure to
external factors (340, 115); and Deutsch (340) notes that an
attrkute of low-class values is a freedom from self-blame:
misfortunes are attributed to external factors. the lower
class child may, therefore, he less anxious over failure than
his more advantaged counterpart, primarily, because his
acceptance at home is not dependent upon success. Deutsch
continues, however, by observing that this child's failure will
also be more final: The fact that he is not responsible for his
failures must also mean that he is not tesponskle lot his
successes. Thus, the development of "what I can do and how
well can I do it is not internalized as a part of this child's
identity.

An Impacted simdatity between the dazes exists,
however; both lower and middle class place a high ?liee on
educational success as a means to social mobility. (109, 131.
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340, 341, 74) In the lower class home, however, there exists
a lack of understanding of how to help the child to be
successful (340) and a more serious lack of time and
enthusiasm to give the child what he appears to need most;
approval, encouragement, and rewards.

Concurrent with the apparent lack of success with
lower class parents to train the child to be more achievement
prone and to develop a sense of competence through a good
match of success experiences are the amazingly high aspira-
tions which the parents hold for their children. (228, 74)
Studies reviewed by Bloom, et al. (74), show black aspira
tions to be even higher than white lower class goals. Stendler
(74) reports that parental expectations of their children
decrease in accordance with their socioeconomic status but
not enough to be realistic. Boyd also found that black
elementary-school children have higher aspirations for future
success than Caucasian children of identical age and socio
economic status. For example, Keller (228) found (in a
group of families onesixth of which had no employed bread-
winner) that a majority indicated that they hoped their sons
would be professionals (e.g., doctors, lawyers, engineers).
Eighty percent wanted their children to acquire college
degrees. Reasons for such unreality probably he in a

defensive reaction such as that studied by Rubins, reported
in llorrocks (201): it was shown that failure to develop a
positive identity resulted in any number of possible
reactions, these ranging from severe emotional conflicts of
withdrawal, aggression and denial to exaggerated self-

idealization. This latter, a tort of delusional system, is
probably explanatory of lower Bass aspiration levels in
general. Denial mechanisms also emerge as a result of not
being exposed to conditions which facilitate achievement
behaviors. The black child, for example, was found to be
sensitive to the fact that there are differences between him
and white children and he attempts to deny such differences
by rejecting his race. Stevenson (433) reports not only a less

realistic self-awareness of race in black children, but also a
higher tendency to reject one's race. Most black children
color drawings of themselves mot: lightly than is realistic
and have to some degree a prefernce for white playmates
over children of their own race.

The lower class child, however, does not experience
directly these expectations via parental interaction in the
torm of encouragement from home to achieve. For example,
in a study of lower class children from New York City,
Keller (228) found that less than SO percent of the children
ate at least one meal each day with at least one adult. In
addition, the opportunities for the development of the skills
which would permit the child to achieve are similarly not
available. Moreover, the lower class parent does not give
rewards, maternal or otherwise; reward seems to be defined
in these homes as "absence of punishment". (134)

Ausubel and Ausubel (134) describe lower class parents
as more "casual, inconsistent and authoritarian" resorting
more often to "harsh" corporal forms of punishment. As the
parents are not always present, the child is likely to be
differentially disciplined for identical behaviors at different
times. Additionally, the fact that poverty and lack of time
for the child does not allow for rewarding the child's
positive behaviors means that the lower class child is rarely
treated as successful.

Parents of the lower class home show some dissatisfac-
tion with their child's school performance (228), but they
do not know how to help him (340). The overlap here is
comparable to that mentioned in the section nn intelligence.
This does not detract from the premise that certain environ-
mental conditions in the home do affect the course of
development of a child's sense of competency in a rather
dramatic way.
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VII. NUTRITION AND LEARNING

The experience of learning, no matter how well planned
the program, presupposes the existence of a normal, healthy
young child. Although this report has emphasized to a rather
large degree the potent impact of environmental variables on
the young child's psychological development, it has not
focused attention on the biological needs of the young child.
Today, hoWever, there is widespread agreement that
adequate satisfaction of nutritional needs and of the need
for sleep or rest heightens the probability for learning.
Although many of the investigations concerned with
nutrition and growth are usually conducted by comparative
psychologists, a few studies have been concerned with mat-
nvtrit ion and the effects on learning with young children.

For example, investigators who studied protein and
calorie malnutrition in children found a heightened increase
in apathy when compared to normal children of similar ages
and socioeconomic background. The behavior of the children
was characterized by depression in both curiosity and general
activity. In addition, their responsiveness to all environ-
mental stimulation was sluggish and passive. (78) On the
other hand, when children who suffered this type of nutri-
tional difficulty were treated with a more adequate diet, the
early sign of recover', was reflected by the child becoming
more actively involved with his environment.

More importantly, however, are the follow-up studies
which have reported that the children never do fully recover
and thus their intellectual and academic deficiencies are
depressed. (52, 292) This phenomenon has been studied
more closely by Graviato and Rubles (79) using the Gesell
tests of growth and development. They were particularly
interested in the effects of malnutrition on the following
dimensions of adaptive behavior: perception of inter-
relationships and the separating of the whole into its com-
ponent parts and resynthesis. Their findings on the Gesell
developmental quotient for a group of chronically under-
nourished childre4 indicated that these children persisted in
low performance scores in tests of adaptive behavior during
rehabilitation.

There art other factors at work here since the children
are often born to parents who have restricted education:I
backgrounds, and whose environmental surrotmdings are less
than optimal in terms of sound perceptual-cognitive deselop-
merit. In terms of an Interactional point of view, however, it
is significsnt to note that a listless, passive chid would stand
to benefit Litie from environments regardless of their sound-
ness in an educational Setae. This fact is dittstrated in studies
by Craviolo, et at (78), width demonstrated that in addition
to the parsbity factor, nstailatelllefilS of visual, haptic", and
kineuhttks infestation ate also depressed by chronic but
moderate d.gtees malnutrition. The implications hot for
the chars sensuy-motor and subsequent perceptual-
cognitive development discussed in an earlier section should
nc4 need (infra elaboration.

'Relates to the sense of tough
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There is another important condition that directly
affects the basic condition of malnutrition and its impart on
the child's active involvement with his environment. That
condition is the frequency and chronicity of infection, which
also characterizes population groups in whom malnutrition is
indigenous. Repeated infection begins a circulatory effect
which increases metabolic demands but at the same time
inhibits the absorption of nutrients, resulting in a further
deterioration of the nutritional state of the young child.
(167) Thus infection and malnutrition have an interaction
effect on the child's ability to react to the sensory stimuli
from what probably is already an inadequate social
environment.

As noted earlier, the methodological problems do not
permit the separation of the effects of malnutrition from
infection and from environmental factors. Nonetheless it
suggests the need for an understar,iling that the development
of educational programs of direct benefit to children must
rest on factors in addition to intellectually stimulating
environments.

More curious, however, is a sit dy reported by
Breckenridge and Vincent (3), of children who had an
opportunity for the adequate early development of
perceptualcognitive processes but were later placed on a diet
inadequate in quantity and quality because of wartime
conditions. The result was characterized as having an effect
on the child's abqity to achieve, mainly upon his vitality,
energy. ant working capacity. The observations were con-
cerned with young German children during the First World
War. Teaches of these children were Interviewed and the
results revealed that the children who had been on rigid and
inadequate diets for at least 3 years developed the following
patterns: inability to concentrate, slowness in compre-
hension, poorer memory capabilities, inattentiveness, and
restlessness. As a result of those changes in behave. it was
necessary to lower the standards of school work. Even then,
a significant increase in the number of children failing
occurred, with a correspmding decrease in the number of
those children who had been doing superior work. More
significantly, harem, was the finding that obtained scores
on tests of intelligence were little affected. In terms of
school achievement, however, there was a real discrepancy
between their predicted behavior as measured by tests of
intelligence, and what they were actually accomplishing in
school. According to the author of the study the reason
underlying this finding was the inabiity of the children to
concentrate and mist fatigue. Other investigators' also
noted similar problems of behavior among malnourished
children. On the other hand, changes in the quality and
quantity of diets *pear to improve performance, In another
study repotted by Breckenridge and Vincent, changes made
M both the quality and quantity of breakfast diets of poor
school children resulted, after 10 days, in significant
increases in school performances.

111 l i ! ill I III
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Studies such as these hold significant implications for
the education of young children. If the child is unable to
become actively involved in the educational process because
of apathy, sluggishness, and a general state of listlessness

little learning will occur. On the other hand, even if he
has the requisite abilities to successfully achieve in school,
the quality and quantity of his del may be so oor as to
bring about lowered achievement in school.
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VIII. LEARNING DISABILITIES: THE EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL DEPRIVATION

The Empirical Dimension

The preceding sections attempted to logically relate the
importance of sensory-motor, perceptual-cognitive, and
language development to school success because the skills
defining these areas (i.e., visual and auditory discriminction,
concepts, classification, labeling and sentence structure) were
the skills measured by tests of intelligence like the Stanford
Binet and the Merrill Palmer Scale. It was also noted that
these kinds of skills csin be acquired by the preschooler.
Because tests of intelligence are related to school achieve-
ment, it was logically inferred that if preschool programs
were to provide for the development of the skills measured
by the tests, the lAelillood of success in school would be
similarly enhanced. Sections VI1, VIII, and IX support the
logic of this premise by noting what happens to the school
achievement of the children who are denied the experiences
for the development of these types of skills.

The purpose of this section is to examine in some detail
how the absence of certain features of an environment bring
about a depression of the skills needed for school success.

Perceptual Processes

Impact of Ernkorunent

Research shows differences In perceptual skills among
various groupings of indivivuals. The two which have
received the most attention are auditory and visual skills.
The vast majority of researchers relgted perceptual dis-
abilities to lack of sufficient prix stimulation. (22, 110,
212, 385, 7, 98, 109) It is observed that the child with poor
perceptual skills has often had no experience with pencils,
crayons, or paper before school (2S8), cornet from a
poorly lighted home (311), and may even be lacking urf
fkient physical energy because of nutritional deprivation
(22). Jensen (212) reports experiments in which rats ex
perienced physical changes in brain chemistry following early
differences in enviroturiental stimulation. According to

traissactiwn with the environment yield learning
(344); and Jensen (210) reports perceptual abilities as
"acquired very early in life through looking at listening to,
and handling a great variety of things".

Jensen (212) notes that differing sensory input can be
expected to lead to differing levels of perceptual ability, a
point which is well illustrated by the congenitally blind
individual who has undergone surgery for tortoni of
cataracts: No distinguish a triangle from a square, even the
most intefligent patients had to painstakingly went the
corners". It is, the*, apparent that various perceptual *Eh
are learned, and that learning appears to be at least partially
dependent on experience with relevant stimuli.

Auditory Discrimination

Lower class children have been shown to have poorer
auditory discrimination than that of middle-ciess children.
(98, 104, 64, 111, 410, 183, 210) Deutsch (97, 98) notes
that, although data do not exist to prove the rtatement,
investigations have advanced the hypothesis that a generally
noisy home leads to not only poor auditory discrimination,
but also general inattention: MccKintosh notes that these
children have not learned to listen (258), i.e., to attend
selectively to relevant parts of the background sounds. One
would expect more noise in an overcrowded home, and
overcrowding has been found to be a common characteristic
of the lower class home (101), as is the continuous din of
the tekvision (311, 228). A further factor which may be
affecting auditory discrimination is the failure of adults to
correct the child's enunciation and pronounciation. (98) It
appears, then, that in addition to observations by Deutsch
(98) and Jensen (212), a lack of variety of auditory stimuli
may also lead to poor discrimination and too many signals at
once may similarly lead to inattention, subsequently yielding
poor discrimination abilities (64).

Visual Discrimination

Although the literature notes that the environment of
the lower class child affects his visual discrimination (210,
183, 1 I I), this sensory modality does not appear to be as
significantly affected as audition; Bereiter (19), for example,
observes that blind children generally have average 1.Q.
scores, whereas the deaf are usually approximately 10 1.Q.
points below average.

Detection of errors In a pictorial-completion test has
been used as a measure of spatial visualization and a larger
number of errors have been found among lower class
children when compared to middle-class children (7). The
question arises, however, as to whethrr this indicates a lack
of visual skills stemming, e.g., from little variety of shapes
and textures in the home (98), or whether it is really a
measure 14 low perseverance and inattention (101).

A study of both visual and auditory skills found that a
higher reaction time is needed foe interspersing visual and
auditory stimuli. The authcrs state that "having to attend to
auditory and visual stimuli at the same time may require
different skills than attending to either modality in
isolation". (106)

Effects of Inadequate
Petrol's! Processes

Children fro" poverty-depressed environments have
poorer auditory discrists:4tion sills when compared to their
middle.class counterparts. (96, 98) Beftitet (19) has
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suggested that the absence of verbal stimulation In the home
may be related to t.iis problem. The significance here is that
auditory discrimination between words correlates sub.
slantially with range of vocabulary (104) and reading skills
(106). Grotberg (174) mentions studies by Sexton showing
that of all achievement scores, the very lowest for lower
class children is that of reading. The literature (23, 100)
reports that although they lack learning rather than the
ability to learn, up to 60 percent of all lowerclass children
are at least two years retarded in reading; this is true even of
collegeaged lowerclass individuals (291). Says Deutsch (97),
"Whatever characteristics are found in retarded readers will
be found in a larger proportion of disadvantaged children
than in middle-class children."

Some of the many other variables which do correlate
with poor reading skills are closely related to low auditory
discrimination (98); slow responding in various situations,
e.g., the individual may know the answer to a question but
requires more time to respond (97); inability to shift alien
lion between sensory modalities Is quickly (106); visual
discrimination between English words (106); and poorer per-
formance on a digitspan test, which measures attention and
short term memory (106). Lower class children also have
poor expression in their reading (39) and tend to be in.
articulate (368), a fact which could be due to covert teacher
disapproval of the lower class dialect (131).

Segments of the literature, however, refer to crynbina-
lions other than those of perception: inadequate education
(101, 344, 112, 36, 300) and low teacher expectations of
poor readers (171, 131, 326, 373, 341, 129. 109).

Cognitive Processes

Introduction

Studies of lowerclass children have often shown a
retardation of cognitive development (121, 335, 171, 166,
368) and educational readiness (243, 353, 204, 3SS). The
most bask specific example is what Blank has called the lack
of a "symbolic system for thinking" (28), a disability
essentially the same as that referred to by others in terms of
verbal handicaps (67, 274, 39, 18). The conceptually
retarded chad is alequipped for logical endeavors and Is
therefore less skilled with deductive than inductive
approaches (109); much of his experience remains Mon-
ceptualized (174); he has difficuhy drawing interpretive con-
clusions from contexts and pictuics (39); and he often
strives at school either unable to express or unaware of bask
information such as his name and address and number
concepts (98).

According to Schwebers (344) interpretation of
Leontiev, internal Mental ktiotu begin with "demonstrated
external action and the speech of the isdult"; this phis
interaction with the ensironment (290) yields cotteeptItt1

learning. And it is these things which the literature points to
as conspicuously absent from the lower class child's home:
communication in general with the parents (376, 98, 105,
22, 281, 385, 97); and what comminication there is of a
concrete nature, rarely referring to abstractions (134, 98),
logical sequences, or casual relationships (385). Additionally,
little feedback (112) and few explanations (382) are directed
at the child; he lives via a "pragmatic, concrete, personal and
physical learning style" (174), rather than a conceptual one.
Furthermore, as John and Goldstein note (105), "Learning
labels requires selective attention", another skill in which the
lowerclass child tends to be disabled. In short, the child has
inadequate habits of hearing, seeing, and thinking (183)
confounded with poor visual and auditory discrimination
ability.

Verbal Facility

Within the category of conceptual disabilities, verbal
handicaps are the most important. Deutsch et al. (104),
notes a very close relationship between language skills and
1.Q.; they also report that "socioeconomic status is a mote
powerful determinant of language behavior than is racial
membership". Not only does the lower class home lack
verbal stimulation for the child, but it also lacks referents
for new words. (98) The lower class child arrives at school
with an inadequate vocabulary (22, 104, 19): at grade two
his vocabulary is approximately one third the size of the
average middle class child's, and by grade six it is about one
half as large as what raight be expected of normal children.
(109) He learns many supposedly common words (e.g.,
"sink, chimney") 1 to 2 years later than the average middle
class child (149) and has especial difficulty with action
words (e.g., pouring) and word whose referents are rare in
his home (e.g., caboose) (103). Lower class first graders
show a lower total word output and less descriptive variety
(104); inaccurate word inflections, immature vocabularies,
frequent mispronunciations, a rare use of descriptive
language similarly describe the speech patterns of college.
aged Individuals from a lower class background (291).

Classifying behavior

One of the sleuth most basic to verbal 'bait), is that of
classifying or categorizing referents under specific labels. As
analyzed by John and Goldstein (105), the acquisition of
labels depends on stable word-referent relationships being
observable in the environment and corrective feedback from
more mature vet-1)110m. if a vord-referent relationship is
particbrty ambiguous, as, Ample, an action -word pair
which does not refer to a specifiable object, then there is
even a greater need roe corrective feedback.

Black children aged fora were found (103) to have
difficulty in identifying picture kraals of words the
referents of which were rate in the lower class home (eg.,
kangaroo) and action words (e.g., dining).
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Sigel, et al. (351), In asking children to group familiar
objects, found lower class children to make fewer overall
responses and also to group things more subjectively and
idiosyncratically than the objective, descriptive, representa-
tional mode of the middle class children. Both this study
and the picturereferent study indicate lesser conceptual
sophistication in the lower class child. Additional research
also points to poor conceptual sorting and classificatory
behavior. (215, 110, 385)

The literature seems to be largely in agreement with
John and Goldstein (105) as to conditions correlating with
immature grouping behavior: a combination of lack of st'in.
ulation and objects (referents) In the home (98, 19, 210,
385); and a lack of corrective feedback for the child's
incorrect labels (22, 281).

A further detriment to the child's classification be-
havior, i.e., choosing items which belong together and then
grouping them on the basis of some common quality, may
lie in the lower class mother's way of setting down rules: she
tends to give specific rules rather than principles-"simple
imperatives" without statements of explanation (382, 1%,
309); this would seem to add to the child's collection of
uncategorized specifics.

Verbal Mediation

Still another facet of verbal abilities is that of verbal
mediation, or the tendency to use language as an aid to
thinking and problem solving: in this sense, language is
unspoken excepting intraindividually.

One of the measures which has been used by
researchers as an indicant of verbal mediation has been the
success of the child in filling in words deleted from para.
graphs spoken by the teacher or by lower class peers (104);
afihough there were no differences between middle- and
{owe, class children in completing a lower class peer's state-
ment, lower class children were significantly less able to
complete the teacher's statements with words appropriate to
the context: Deutsch, it al., postulate that this may indicate
a language barrier between the teacher and the lower class
child. This study also showed that lower class girls were
more adept at these receptive language skill than lowet class
boys, though the middle-class children do not show simile,
sex differences; the fact of girls more frequently having a
sane-sexed identification figure in the home may be related.
(104)

Other specific disabilities seemingly related to verbal
mediation have been observed in lower class children: they
are poor at story telling (15) and show an inability to engage
in social-dramatic play (309); Smslatisky (364) states that the
ability to imagine situations which do not exist is critical fot
understanding in reading, geography, and other school

subjects, and Radin (309) postulates that this particular
inability may stem from the lack of pretending games
between the mother and child. Probe, ly part of the problem
results from the general lack of verbs I stimulation (19, 102,
97) and family conversation (22, 344, 281, 105,9).

Communicative Language

The most overt measure of a child's language skills lies
not in classifying, or verbal mediation, but in his actual gross
language patterns. Some state that the most obvious handi-
cap of the lower class child is the absence of a communica-
tive language. (258) Says Newton (290), "The standard form
of a child's native tongue may be a foreign language for the
child who has heard nonstandard forms throughout his
formulative years". The fact of socially and educationally
deprived parents (375, 134) leads to what Bernstein (128) has
termed a "restrictive form" of language as compared to the
"elaborated form" used in middle-class discourse. Also, com-
munications in the lower class home are more commonly
gestural (97), verbalizations tend to be temporally short ,rod
poorly structured (98), and language is used for concrete, as
opposed to abstract, purposes (127, 19). All told, then, the
!own class child lacks a repertoire of abstractions and trans-
actions! terms (127), is unfamiliar with "syntactical
regularities and normative frequencies of the language"
(102), and is accustomed to :hotter sentence length and kss
sentence complexity (174), all of which relates to the fact
that the lower class home is less verbal (97, 102, 385, 291,
22) and is, more specifically, less generous with feedback
(98, 105, 22).

Beyond the restricted vocabulary, the lack of good
language models at home, at school, and in the community
(291) further leads to shorter sentence length (19), difficulty
in ordering sequences (102), poor subject continuity (98),
poor syntactical organization (97, 98, 19) and "mumbled,
iniistinct speech" (22). Bennett, et at., note, in short, that
on almost all measured language dimensions, lower class
children perform on a par with an average child a year or
more younger. (I ?) in turn this, also, results in poorer
listening habits and inability to follow more complex direc
tons (39); and a rikully putting meaning into context
(102). Not only are such findings connected to the child's
unfamiliarity with "king, orderly, focused *.eibal sequences"
(102), but also to his own lack of active participation in
conversation in lieu of "receptive exposure" to language
(105).

Substantial evidence therefore is available to show that
general verbal disability is crierwhelmiftly present in the
lower class group: furthermost, the specific environmental
factors which swat to be most related to this disability are
the lack of verbal stimulation and adult.clidd interaction in
the home.
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Number and Time Concepts

Aside from the verbal, another large portion of con-
ceptual abilities may be classified under the rubric of
numerical skills. Judgments concerning lime and number
concepts have been found to relate to low socioeconomic
class. (174, 183, 132) The lower class child is frequently
unprepared to learn mathematics at the same pace as the
middle-class child (121), as he has little concept of relative
size (109) and a higher likelihood of lacking certain
rudimentary concepts such as nearfar, high-low, and number
relationships (98).

Additionally, the lower class child does not have a time
orientation as a "pressure source for task completion" and
activity boundary (99); he makes poorer time judgments and
displays lesser ability to meet time limits (98). Possible
antecedent conditions are the fact of little time organization
in the home and little adult verbalization connecting the past
to present. (98) Possibly the whole matter of (verbal) con-
ceptual unsophistication also relates to this inadequate
judgment with respect to these concepts of relativity.

Personality Characteristics

In addition to the perceptual, conceptual, and language
processes affecting personality factors such as low self-
concept, deterministic attitudes, poor motivation and

emotional instability also correlate with learning.

The Self-Concept

That lower class children suffer from poor self-concepts
is wellidocumented (335, 368, 67, 263, 385, 65, 102, 101):
they tend to equate socsal status with personal s7otth (173),
a tendency which is helped to materialize by the contrasting
status of figures seen on television (173, 134, 228, 311).

Evidence of the negative self concept can be seen,
lionkally, in compensatory grandiose behavior (65) as, for
example, the loud and boisterous lir style (u7) and
unrealistically high levels of expressed academic and
vocational aspirations (67), this unreality being more
extreme for lower class boys than girls (101). Other
manifestations of poor self-concepts he in the lack of
concern for personal hygiene, diet, and personal appearance
(39); the discoursgenstnt and feelings of finally (82); the
need for authority figures in the classroom due to distrust of
cutt's own ludvrients (109); the anxiety felt wet achieve-
ment (67); and the au of challenge (385).

An even pester sense of inferiority and humiliation is
felt by the black lower class child. (222, 228, 101, 7, 134,
51, 405) Early race awareness (386, 134) and gradual Per-
ception of the greater society's discriminatkis (134, 67,101,

attempts to resist identification with the black racial group
(405). Because of the generally matriarchal society and
absence of a male adult from the home, black boys show
greater unreality of occupational aspirations (101), suffer
from role confusion (67), and show consistently lower
achievement scores (101, 104) than do the girls.

Furthermore, a general societal prejudice toward the
lower class is transmitted to the child via the teacher, who
generally has low recognition, understanding, and
expectations of lower class children (109); as Rosenthal and
Jacobson (372) have found, teacher expectations appear to
act as self-fulfilling prophecies and probably, therefore, play
a role in maintaining lower class disabilities.

Further indications of the child's concept of self can be
deduced from looking at his other-directed attitudes: there
tends to be an "underlying attitude of depressive, and at
times hostile, defeatism" (335), reactions of lethargy and
suppressed aggression (67), a frequent lack of respect for the
rights and property of others (39), limited trust in adults
(385), a sense of external rather than internal causation
(325), and a belief that others are to blame for one's
misfortunes (109). In short, the lower class inflividual does
not feel in control of his environment but completely con-
trolled by it: this view of life is born early in the
authoritarian home, which legislates abruptly and without
explanation. (134, 309, 382, 67)

For the black lower class child, this sense of defeatism
is stronger and more reactive: the black child shows his
resentment and hostility by rejecting the majority group (67,
51, 385) and by additionally rejecting his own racial group
(67, 7, 134, 222). The fact that the child comes from a
home environment with little occupational mobility (95).
and a male Identification figure of a father who has not
often experienced rewards for his accomplishments (101)
only augments the child's feelings of alienation (420). Ile
begins to feet hemmed in and civets excitement (67); due to
his experiencing of early de-satellitation from the home, he
invests heavily in his peer group (134) and withdraws from
involvement in school (67).

Motivation

The manner in which these feelings of low selfesteem
and defeatism are related to kirniag disabilities is through
then reduction of the child's motivation. The lower class
child lacks initiative (180, 181, 335, 368, 67, 384, 98):
"getting by rather than getting ahead is the rule" (3&5).

Antecedent conditions related to low MultratiOn are the
lack of rewards having been give* to the chid for his
achievements (98. 101, 109); even more bask, the lower
class child - especially the mak Mach chid - has no
psychological concept of achierrenent resulting from effort
(98, 67, 101). As opposed to stated occupational aspirations,
whert concrete action is needed, the chid often shouts very
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Lowered motivation of lower class children is especially
conspicuous in the school setting: "rewards of schooling are
foreign to their experience" (101; besides, lower class
children seek immediate reinforcements (82, 385), and these
are not offered by school achievement. Although this child's
attitude toward school is essentially neutral upor arrival
(98), and although his parents do want to see him get ahead
(98, 385, 99), there is a lack of knowledge on the parents'
part as to how to help the lower class child implement
school success. Hess (195) notes that the rNild's orientation
toward school results from the mother-chil relationship and
communicational patterns; but, as has been noted, there is
hole adult-child interaction in the !ewer class home (98)
Fubsequently, the child experiences early school failures and
his parents lose confidence in the child's competence (98).

Another factor involved in lowered motivation is the
common nutritional deprivation, which yields a generally low
energy level. (22, 3) Additionally, the self-fulfilling
prophecies of lowered parental (98) and teacher (368. 101)
expectations serve to augment the situation.

Emotional Stability

Yet another psychological disability is the emotional
instability engendered by broken homes (67), lack of overt
affections (281), racial discrimination and segregation (54),
lack of relevant support from the home or school, and
greater l&elihood of early school failure (100). Overall, the
lower dass child is prone to i isecurity (82), emotional over
dependency (54), anxiety.withdrawal syndromes (67), lack
of restraints (67), extreme bitterness (67), and in
authoritarian personality (134).

It can be seen that low self-esteem, defeatism, emo
tional insecurity, and toweled motivation all serve to
augment one another and to further endorse the goal of
getting by rather than ahead. All the learning skills imagin
able can hardly override this one disability - the why-bother
attitude.

Impact of Learning Disabilities

Actual behaviors emitted by the individual can be
viewed as disabling to the extent that they inhibit successful
learning. Whether it is a disability or a purposeful action, the
lower class child is selectively inattentive. (210, 102, 258,
375) In the school setting. this child's unfamiliarity with
long and focused verbal sequences (102) and inability to
follow more complex ditections (39) yield serious learning
setbacks. If a child is to attend to a verbal stimulus, K must
relate Meassingfidty to his experience (97). often traditional
teaching does Mot, and thee: is a resulting shod attention
span for school-provided verbalizations (102).

Jensen (210) reports that "attention develops rough
visual and auditory stimulation in conjunction with the
parent-child interaction". The lower class home does not,
however, necessarily reward persivei ce (101), and, further.
more, Deutsch (98) stares that a noisy environment is ideal
for learning inattention; lower class housing is crowded,
substandard (95, 375), and probably noisier than typical
middle-class housing.

In addition to his inattention, the :ewer class child
tends to be hyperactive (210, 385), expressing his emotions
in movement rather than words (309). His feelings of being
hemmed in create a need for excitement and a resulting loud
and boisterous style. (67) Additionally, as a result of being
given specific rules at home without explanation, he lacks
individualized inner controls. (309)

Although some researchers note that the lower class
child lacks experience in disciplined group behavior (385),
training with organized games (22), and general mannerliness
(67), it appears nonetheless that the child precociously
desatellizes and involves himself with the peer group as a
family substitute (134, 67). As a matter of fact, Chit (67)
notes that due to the very earliness of peer-group
importance, the lower class child may reflect peer values
almost completely and have no sense of relating to the adrlt
world; this would seem to be especially possible if the family
involved itself in very little interaction, which the lower class
does. The subsequent lack of socialization plus strong peer.
group influence may together lead to the delinquent
responses which Willie (420) has noted to be more frequent
among lower class children.

A further behavior noted in the section in intelligence
an.l which seems to be very highly correlated with the
ski'd's disabilities in his lowered performance on tests of
intelligence when compared to his more affluent counterpart.
(2, 171, 104, 174, 1 t i. 103) The obtained differences in
performance are also related to race which increases in
significance with age (174, 101, 215, 171, 104) and also
with socieecohonle level (103). Perfontances on tests of
intelligence are also related to amount of serbal communka
lion In the home (134, 22); presence of a father in the black
home (103. 101); preschool education (103); sound dis
crimination, and total vocabulary ratty (104).

A progressive achievementdecrentent phenomenon is
also related to obtained scores on tests of intelligence (103,
210, l04, 126, 171), i.e., differences associated with avian
groupings (e.g.. SLS* or race) become more striking with
increasing age. Deutsch and Brown, for example, found that
preschool education is more successfully predictive of 1.Q.
differences in fifth grade than in first grade. (103) Actual*.
titian of deptirational tutors met time may be more
impartant than accumulation *Wan a time omit (107)

Sockieconontk Status.
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Because the performance on the test of intelligence is a
measure of specific achievements. it is not surprising that
socioeconomic class is generally related to di:!ljeVC1110111, with
all lower SFS children scoring differently from the norms
and lower SFS black children scoring significantly below the
lower SFS white children. (174, 98, 101, 180, 375, 171,
263)

The lack of school achievement is a further area of
disability for the lower class child because of its impact on
Iris sense of competency. (134, 109, 90, 174, 204, 101, 204,
99) Other pertinent factors relating to poor school achieve-
ment by the lower class child are little questionasking skill
(98, 109, 309), this disability stemming from little question-
encouragement from adults who have little time for parent-
child interaction (98, 22, 195, 382); low teacher expecta-
tions and parental loss of confidence (95, 109, 129, 341,

372, 131, 325, 171, 385, 98.99); poor school facilities (eg.,
science labs, lighting, health facility) (344, 39); lack of
communication between home and school (112, 99, 101, 98,
385); lesser physical health, i.e., either 1110Fe frequent illness
or malnutrition (95, 3, 347, 351); waste of much classroom
time (101); and lack of experience before and beyond school
(158, 109). The eventual result is a disproportionate number
of dropouts from the lower socioeconomic class. (216)

The literature seems to suggest, in summary, that the
single most important factor in perceptual, conceptual, and
personality disabilities and their relationship to learning is
the absence of extensive interaction with a verbally mature
adult.
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IX. THE CULTURE AND SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT

This section CV:1111410 the research findings concerning
the patterns of school achievement among children who have
developed disabilities for learning.

A survey of the literature was made and 53 articles
were reviewed. The breakdown of subject 'aieas is presented
in Table 2.

TABLE 2. CONTENT AREAS OF RESEARCH
ON PATTERNS OF SCHOOL
ACHIEVEMENT AND NUMBER
OF EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS

Subject Area
Experimental

Findings

Socioeconomic Status 10
Race 4
Self-Concept 8
Motivation 13

Intelligence and Abilities 9
Cumulative Deficit 11

TOTAL 55(a)

(a) The reason for the discrepancy between total
and the number of articles concerning experi-
mental findings is that several of the articles
overlap in content areas considered.

Findings

Socioeconomic Status

Several studies of socioeconomic status have con-
sistently found that as the level of socioeconomic group
decreases so does the level of school achievement of its
children. (68, 80, 86, 118, 198, 229, 284, 241) Dave (84)
points out that it may be what is done in the home more
than the actual socioeconomic status of the home that deter-
mines the achievement of its children. These influencing
actions in the home are given as follows: achievement press'',
language models in the home, academic guidance provided in
the home, stimulation provided in the home to explore
various aspects of the larger environment, intellectual
interests and activity in the home, and the work habits
emphasized in the home. It should be pointed out, however,
that while these variables are not functions of social class
status alone, different social groups characteristically have
different degrees of these variables.

*Dave defines achievement press as the attitude in the home
that motivates the child towards learning and expects certain
standards of achievement.

Several studies have designated sic eific areas of achieve-
ment that scent to be most affected by socioeconomic
status. (68, 80, 198, 241, 284, 352) Areas of greatest differ-
ence between low-status and high-status croups WOO 1'0110
in reading (68, 198, 241) mid problem solving (68, 198).
Other areas of differences were in geography' and history
(68), vocabulary (198), and conceptual ability' (352). There
was a difference of opinion concerning arithmetic skills for,
while Hill and Gianimatteo (198) found high-status groups 6
months ahead at the thirdgrade level in arithmetic skills and
Montague (284) found lower-status students showed the
lowest scores on the Arithmetic Concepts 1»ventr ry, Curry
(80) found that as intellectual ability decreased the effect of
socioeconomic status on alninnetj': aC7icvemeot did not
increase as it did in other areas of achievement.

Race

Evidence supports the idea that differences in race are
correlated with differences in scholastic achievement. (119,
228, 295) In one study differences in achievement matched
those in intelligence. (119) Osborne (295) found that the
differences in reading and arithmetic achievement between
white and black groups of children increased from grade six
to grade ten, with the white group performing near or at the
expected national norm. Another study pointed out, how-
ever, that no matter how strong the correlation between
achievement and race, there is still no evidence to support
the idea that there is a difference in innate abilities between
ethnic groups. (239)

Self-Concept

In the area of self-concept, researchers have found that
the lower class child has a markedly lower self-concept than
the middle-class child. (429, 228, 108, 74, 130) Not only
lower class children but black children as a group have a
negative self-concept. (119, 429) Moreover, self-concept
directly affects amount of achievement in school. (201, 109)
Horrocks (201) finds that the lower class child is given a
needed sense of status by his outside peer group who tend
to be a force against the school system. Thus, the lower class
child and the black child develop a rebellious attitude
toward school and will tend not to function within it; they
will not achieve according to its standards.

Motivation

A number of researchers have found that children from
lower socioeconomic groups are less highly motivated to
achieve in school. (133, 228, 331, 29) In addition, several
found that the level of motivation to achieve which a child
reached in school was often determined by the values of the
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school that he attended. (69, 422. 134) Hence, if a school
system is largely composed of children from lower income
groups, the Vd11011 for achievement in that school will
correspond to that of lower socioeconomic group, as a

whole. Tle depressant effek,1 this kind of attitude is l'Kely to
have on achievement is particularly prevalent itt sevegaied
schools. (134)

Parental values have also been found to figure
significantly in the formation of motivation to achieve in
school. (379, 380, 412) One study found that 90 percent of
the sons of parents who had an attitude of getting ahead
were motivated to go on to college, while only 27 percent of
the sons of parents with the attitude of getting by were so
motivated. (219) This latter attitude is characteristic of
lower income groups.

Motivation for further learning was also seen to be
founded on previous successful achievement. (133, 29, 3,55)
Hence, if a student has experienced largely failure in early
school achievement he will not be motivated for future
-achievement and in turn continue to experience failure.

In general, one study found that a highly motivated
student will achieve the most in the areas of arithmetic,
reading, and science, but riot to such a high degree in
language function and social studies. (267)

Intelligence and Abilities

Evidence exists to support the idea that there is a

strong relationship between achievement and intelligence as
measured by various tests (verbal subtest of the Lorge-
Thorndike Intelligence Test, California Test of Mental
Maturity). (238, 267) In addition, educational-achievement
differences between blacks and whites follow the same
pattern as intelligence differences between the two groups,
at though t here are greater similar; ties in comparisons
between black and white infants and young children. (119)

Additional evidence, however, shows that group intel
ligence tests do net predict accurately a child's true capabili-
ties so that ultimately they do not predict his ability to
achieve. (33, 142, 211) These studies point out that perhaps
children who may be classed as retarded have simply not
learned the specific kinds of skills required for school learn-
ing and the skills on which I.Q. tests are based. In fact, some
studies have delineated specific abilities that are deficient in
the child but are necessary for achievement. (308, 414, 224)
Poor readers were found to have difficulty in shifting atten-
tion between auditory and visual stimuli (224). making a
cross-modal shift (308), and discriminating between sounds
(414).

Cumulative Deficit

In the area of cumulative deficit it was found that,
once a child has developed a deficiency, this lefieiency is
likely to increase over the years, particularly if h: is a lower
class or black child whose environment is extremely difficult
to adjust to the right degree at such a late time in the child's
development. (241, 2951

The importance of the establishment of requisite skills
before tasks of increasing difficulty and complexity can he
handled by children was put forth by several researchers.
(30, 340, 234, 295) Bloom (30), Deutsch (340), and Kirk
(234) also stressed that by beginning as early as possible in
the child's education to teach fundamental skills on which in
build, much could be done to prevent an increase in
deficiency of any one skill and the detrimental effects likely
to accompany it.

Osborne (295) found, in comparing whiles and blacks,
that in reading achievement the difference between the
groups was two grades at the sixth-grade level but increased
to three grades at the tenth-grade level. In arithmetic reason-
ing the difference went front one grade at sixth grade to
three grades at the tenth-grade level, and in arithmetic funda-
mentals the difference increased from one grade at sixth
grade to two grades at eighth grade to four grades at tenth
grade. As can be seen, the black child not only fell behind
Iris white classmates, but he also made no progression over a
period of years especially in arithmetic fundamentals. In this
area, the black child was 1 year behind sixth-grade white
students and only achieved sixth-grade level 2 years later.
However, in another 2 years he made no advance at all,
remaining at the sixth-grade level while white students were
by now at the tenth-grade level.

What is most important for the purposes of this paper
were the findings that such low achievement, accumulated
over a period of time, leads to a failure of the school to
function for the child. (29, 340) It has been shown that
early failure in school leads to a negative self-concept, which
accumulates over time (135, 130), resulting in a child who
seeks status in his peer group often an antischool force.
(201) Ausubel and Ausubel (134) note that the typical mode
of child reaction is one of lethargy and submission to the
educational system once he is faced with continuing and
increasing failure. Deutsch (98) finds that with continued
failure the whole school experience becomes ric-,,atively
rather than positively reinforced for the child. Finally, one
study found that among factors contributing to a student
dropping out of school entirely, as early as the ninth-grade
level, was a low level of reading achievement. (29)
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Conclusions

The lower class child and especially the lower class
black child, enters school with low and unstable concepts of
themselves and low motivation for ichievernent in school.
These factors plus the amount of deficiency these children
have in basic skills result in initial railure to achieve in
school on the basis of all three factors. Group intelligence
tests have been found in tome cases tc, he non predictive of a
child's ability, but nevertheless, on the basis of early failure

and low scores on I.Q. tests, many children are claiscd as
retarded or slow at a very early age and remain so classed.
This may be, in fact, an artificial retardation in that the
child's actual deficits have not been discovered. Failure on
all these grounds has been seen to be cumulative over time
and selfperpetuating in nature. These children fall further
and further behind grade norms until, finally, the school
experience becomes meaningless to them and they withdraw,
either through complete rejection of the system by dropping
out, or nnissive nonparticipation in the learning process.
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X. CULTURES CHARACTERIZING DEPRIVATING CONDITIONS OF LEARNING

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to sketch a brief picture
of three subcultures in our society whose homes are

characterized by unemployment, poverty incomes, and low
educational status. Implicit in the discussion which is to
follow is the premise that a high probability exists that such
cultures because of the WI) nature of their level of socio
economic status, have large incidences of the conditions of
environmental deprivation which depress the development of
skills relative to school success. Accordingly, children reared
in the cultures also have a higher than normal probability of
accruing the sets of learning disabilities described earlier in
this report.

The intent of this section is to describe and document
samples of the conditions of deprivation permeating through-
out the cultures and to underscore the reality of poverty and
its potential impact on the development of the children. The
cultures to be described are the inner-city black, the rural
white, and the inner-city white. The conditions of their
existence are real and can easily be generalized to Ohio, an
industrial-Metropolitan-Agrarian state.

The reasons for selecting these cultures is because of
the incidence of poverty in Ohio's large metropolitan areas
and the economically distressed rural parts of Ohio. The
condition of the inner-city cultures as depicted in this
section can be found in Dayton, Columbus, Toledo,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, and other metropolitan areas in Ohio.
Moreover the conditions of rural poverty are not unlike
those in the southeast section of our state often called Ohio
Appalachia.

The Inner City Black

The Family

The family is the basic institution in our society and
the one which has the greatest influence, since it is here that
education begins years before other institutions reach the
child. Moynihan in I.;s report, Tire Negro Family, shows that
almost a quarter of urban black women are riot living with
their husbands, and illegitimacy rates account for one-fourth
of all nonwhite births. Presently females head one-fourth of
the households. (285) Elizabeth Herzog (285) summarizes
the reasons for the absence of the adult male from the home
as follows:

T110 Mall who cUuuut COIllnialla a stable job at adequate
wages cannot be un adequate family provider: the man
who cannot provide for his family is likely to lose
status and respect in his own eyes and in the eyes of
others including his family. His inability to provide
&aims Iurn of the will to struggle with continuing and
insuperable family responsibilities. It is an incentive to
desertion, especially if his family can receive public
assistance wily when he is gone.

Ilerzoit's interpretations are also supported by the bil-
lowing statistics given in Schuchter (343) concerning earning
power and education. In 1039, black wage and salary income
for all workers was 41 percent that of white workers. By
1960, it laid risen to 60 percent of white income. However,
the average income for a black family with a male head who
had finished high school was less than that of a white male
who had finished eighth grade. Black high-school graduates
get only 60 percent of the lifetime earning of white high-
school graduates: and black college graduates earn about 50
percent of the lifetime earnings of white college graduates.

Schuchter also shows that one-fourth of adult blacks
are essentially illiterate and that threefourths of the adult
blacks have had no high school education. Since few, if any,
middle-class educated blacks live in the ghetto, it is highly
probable that the ghetto child has little or no personal
contact with adults who have been educate: past the eighth
grade. It is likely that a person who meets with success in
any endeavor will leave the ghetto, tlu:s, baying the child
with people who do not clearly realize the importance of
certain types of interaction with the child. The child then
sees only black people whose patterns of success in the

subculture do not always reflect behaviors which, if imitated
by the child, would be particularly helpful in adapting to the
larger culture.

The absence of a successful adult model ;s not the only
condition which affects the normal development of the black
child. Radin and Kamii (310) report a study consisting of 44
lower class black mothers and 50 middle-class white mothers,
all of which had 3, 4, and 5year-old children, in which
several differences were noted in child-rearing practices. The
black mothers were anxious for their children to become
physically independent, that is to be toilet trained and able
to feed themselves. These mothers wanted physically
independent children yet they didn't want emotionally
independent children. They were very protective and

intruded upon the private life of the child. The black mother
had little respect or confidence in the child as an individual.
The black lower class, mother was shown to be suspicious of
the world arid didn't feel the child was capable, or ever
would be capable, of solving his own problems. The middle-
class mother on the other hand was found to be interested
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u exposing her child to challenging problems and encourag-
ing the child to cope with !Item. The middle- lass white
mother also had respect for the child's privacy. The lower
class black mother was characterized as a person who was
reluctant to acknowledge problems or problem areas. The
lower class black mothers were shown to be impatient and
seldom listened to their children. On the other hand,
Deutsch (98) reports that ghetto parents have the same
aspirations for their children as middle-class parents. The
only difference is that the lower class parents are not aware
of the operational steps which a child must go through to
become a success. When children ask questions, the parents
are often reluctant to answer due to their poor academic
background. If the child doesn't ask questions at home he is
less likely to learn the importance of this behavior in school.
If lie doesn't question his teacher when he fails to under-
stand something he will quite naturally fall behind.

Impact of Cultural Disparity

Another factor, that of the discrepancy between the
child's culture and the white culture has an impact on the
child's sense of identity. For example, the child is very
aware of the other world via TV especially and it is

obvious to him that he is not a part of that world. (71) The
child has difficulty accounting for the fact that white
children have big houses, green lawns, and the quiet, tree-
lined neighborhoods, whereas his surroundings are char-
acterized by dirty, noisy streets and overcrowded apart-
ments. In addition, to the perceived differences, black
parents confess to much anxiety over explaining to their
children what it means to be black. (301) Not only is the
parent implying to the child that he will be a failure he is
also readmitting his own failure. The children of the ghetto
are also aware of what failure is and its effects. When they
look at their houses, streets, children, and neighbors, failure
is evident. Black children are also aware of race differences
by the time they are three years old. (66) The many that
conic from fatherless [Pines also have special problems. It
has been shown that they tend to be less accurate in
identifying sex roles, judging time, less socially responsible,
less oriented toward achievement and very likely they will
become delinquents. (301, 353) The child's knowledge of
the world is also limited. This view of the outside world is
via TV and movies almost exclusively, lie has few oppor
(unities to observe landscape settings and natural beauty.
(98) The home he lives in is characterized by the constant
blare of the TV, few toys and books, little variety in stimuli,
and a language that is different from that of the larger
culture. (327)

Middle-Class Ethnocentrism

Another factor of importance, is the ethnocentric*
behavior patterns of white people. The white middle-classes'

*This refers to the tendency of whites to regard the values of
the white culture as superior to those values in other
subcultures.

racial status gives one the opportunity and position to be
paternalistic to give or not give. (66) 1 hose who have
tried to change the conditions of the ghetto and its people
have usually been missionary in their nature -- essentially
there is little difference between the nineteenth-cei tury
missionary and the midlwentieth century missionary. 1 hey
both have in common an ethnocentric base from which they
work. Mostly, those in the present day missionary work are
from the middle class. (435) This missionary work further
emphasizes the superior and inferior positions in our society.
The black child is well aware of his color and his consequent
rejection front the mainstream of society. This is reinforced
by the heavy burden superior people say he is putting on the
community. (65)

This notion of social class bias also extends to the
school. Most of the teachers are unaware of the ghetto
culture they are from the middle class and are unable to
communicate effectively with the lower class black child.
(314) The middle-class teacher has a different language
pattern than the child, he dresses differently and thinks
differently. (140) Teachers traditionally are expected to be
examples of middle-class virtues and abide by middle-class
standards. (314) The middle-class teacher and the ghetto
child probably experience the same amount of culture shock
when they first meet in the classroom. The teacher's effec-
tiveness in the classroom, especially in upper grades, is diffi-
cult and often diminishes their confidence in their ability to
work in the black-ghetto schools.

According to Kneller (140) the values taught in school
are alien to the lower class black child. Since his values and
the schools are not often the same, lie feels like an intruder.
The textbooks are written for middle-class students. The
subjects taught in school probably have little or no value in
helping him cope with the realities of ghetto life. In addi.
lion, parents have been found to view the school with
pessimism and suspicion. These parents have often had
unrewarding school experiences and feel that the same will
hold true for their children. It is questionable whether the
parent has the capabilities as well as the willingness to help
the child. Parents are characterized as feeling powerless in
the sense of helping the child educationally.

Health and Nutrition

The health and nutrition of the child is also of
importance. The black child has passed a major milestone
when he reaches age one, if one considers the high rate of
infant mortality among blacks. In 1962, infant mortality was
90 percent greater for nonwhites compared to whites. (430)
In the early years childhood diseases such as whooping
cough, meningitis, measles, diptheria, and scarlet fever are
the major killers. (301) The conditions of the ghetto,
poverty and disorganized families, crowded housing, little
privacy, fetid odors, and bugs are reasons given for these
diseases, (3M, 282) Of all the poverty areas in the United
States it is in the urban slums, with inadequate sanitation
and nutrition, that the toll is the greatest. (301) In a report
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by the Agriculture Department in 1968,.20 percent of U.S.
households were said to have poor diets the report com-
pared this study to a similar one in 1955 which showed 15
percent of U.S. households having poor diets. (147) In
another 1968 government report, U.S. households with in-
comes under 53,000 36 percent had poor diets and 27
percent had fair diets. (147) Incident and death rates range
far higher for the black than the white. While the following
figures are for all blacks it is safe to assume that the
majority are from the inner urban districts since this is

where the nation's largest percentage of blacks live. Death
rates for pulmonary tuberculosis are four times as high for
blacks as for whites, and incidence rates of active cases are
three times higher for blacks. (301) In addition, health care
for the black is described as often inadequate. (430)

Self- Concept

The impact of the conditions previously noted concern-
ing the black child is probably most significant in terms of
his feeling of inadequacy. Many children have fantasies of
being white. (65) Kenneth B. Clark (66) states:

The degree of whiteness that the Negro prefers may be
considered an indication of the intensity of his anxiety
and of his need to compensate for what he considers
the deficiencies of his own skin color.

On TV he secs white people who are a success. It should not
conic as a surprise that the child sees himself as a failure
before he even gets started in life. As one author put it, "It
is economically 'bad' to be poor and it is socially 'bad' to be
a black". (192) As stated earlier, the child learns the
disparities between his neighborhood and that portrayed on
TV and in the movies. These media have been found to help
reinforce the child's attitudes about himself. (66) The results
of seeing what others have and what he doesn't have results
in negative feelings about himself and his color. The follow-
ing are poignant examples. In a coloring test which asked
children to color male or female figures the same color as
themselves, 29 percent of the medium- to dark-brown-
skinned children colored the figures white, yellow, red, or
green, yet they were able to color correctly an apple, leaf,
orange, and mark the appropriate color. The researcher's
conclusion was "Because they wanted to be white, they
pretended to be". Allport (5) relates a study where black
and white children were given the task of distributing differ-
ent types of doll houses and doll clothing to white and black
dulls. The majority of both wnite and black children gave
the white dolls the better clothes and houses and the black
dolls the poorer clothes and houses. (5) In addition to the
black child preferring whiteness in himself (fantasies about
being white) he usually has negative feelings toward other
black children. (66) The black child is early aware of racial
differences but it is in the early school years he learns which
race is preferred and which rejected and assimilates these
into his system of ideas about hi.; society and his part in it.

(66) Goff (315) neatly sums this assimilation up and relates
it to behavior:

The aggressively competitive and stratified American
culture places value on personal achievement,
independence, liberty, and power. The esteem in which
the individual holds himself is directly proportionate to
his feelings of mastery of circumstances, power over
events and prestige and acceptance among men. Such
cultural demons, established values, have direct bearing
on personality, being in fact, motivators of behavior.

Rural White

Introduction

A report by the President's National Advisory Commis
sion on Rural Poverty (299) has found the following trends
affecting the employability of the rural white population. In
recent years new farming technology has increased total farm
production substantially. It has also decreased farm labor
rather dramatically. Farm labor has been the traditional form
of employment and now it is quickly vanishing. Industry is
usually not attracted to rural areas because of the low
education attainment of its populations, the lack and cost of
transportation facilities, and the scarcity of public services.
Coal mining used to be a major occupation but other fuels
and new technology have increased unemployment. The
result of this unemployment is that a substantial number of
rural Americans are poor. There is more poverty in the rural
area proportionately than in the cities. The metropolitan
areas have one in eight poor, the rural has one in four.
Approximately 40 percent of the Nation's poor are located
in the rural areas.

Level of Education

Educational attainment in the rural culture is low. A
very substantial number of rural adults have never enrolled
in school. (299) The rural adult male has on the average 2
years less education than urban adult males. (336) In 1960,
millions of rural youths, ages 14 to 24, had dropped out of
school before graduating. Millions of rural adults have had
less than 5 years of formal education and are classified as
functional illiterates. During the last census, the average
years of educational attainment for the urban population 25
years of age and older was 11.l years; the same population
for the rural area was 8.8. Very few rural poor have attained
ever this much education. In a study published in 1967
which compared 154 ninth grade rural youth with regard to
special educational needs to 169 ninth grade students from
more affluent cultures, the following was found (437):

"1 in 7 ninth grade students in rural Ohio high schools
was considered to have special educational needs"
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The greatest number of students were considered to be
academically handicapped, educational!) deprived, and
economical!), and socially disadvantaged.

Whereas kindergarten has been found to be a successful
addition to the educational process it is not represented in
the rural areas as in the urban and, for what facilities there
arc, the enrollment rates compare unfavorably with urban
rates. (335) Generally the rural school is not characterized as
having a high quality. (299) Better titan one-third of those
tested from Appalachia by the selective service fail the

mental tests. (357) Rural students an cited to be

scholastically behind urban students and less likely to attend
than their peers in the cities. (337)

Some of this low educational achievement can be ex-
plained. The National Advisory Commission Report (299)
finds that although approximately 20 percent of the Nation's
public schools are located in rural areas, the physical facili-
ties and teaching staff have not been equal to that of the
cities. There are still a large number of one-room school-
houses in operation today most of them are in rural areas
end many have outside springs plus no running water. The
percentage of rural teachers not certified is twice that of
urban teachers. In addition, educators feel that the schools
arc not equipped to teach and treat the special problems of
the rural youth.

Health and Nutrition

Another characteristic of this culture is the incidence of
illness and injury. (338) When illness and injury do occur,
medical facilities are net sufficient to treat the injured and
the sick, and a huger titan normal recovery time usually
ensues. This condition places an economic strain on those
involved. Complicating the conditions is the unavailability of
medical services. (299) Thirty percent of the U. S. popula-
tion live in rural areal but only 12 percent of the Nation's
doctors, 18 percent of the Nation's nurses, 14 I ercent of the
Nation's pharmacists, 8 percent of the Nation's Ndialricians,
and 4 percent of the Nation's psychiatrists live in those
areas. One-fourth of the rural poor have never Seen a dentist.
The rural area has tile highest rate of work-related injuries
with three out of five deaths attributed to accidents, Injuries
and illness often result in long unemployment and push the
family deeper into debt. Malnutrition, also, is widespread in
these rural areas. Results of this are well known and some
are previously noted in this report. Malnutrition itself can be
the result not only of unemployment but of simply over-
sized families which strain the meager incomes. The birth
rate for rural families is larger than the national average and
creates an additional hardship for parents and children alike.

In addition the Advisory Commission's Report (299)
cited previously found that the clean farm house of the

white is not characteristic of the rural poor. Most of the
rural poor don't even live on farms. A significant proportion
of rural housing has been classified as substandard. Running
water in the house is not a dominant condition with
approximately 30 percent of the rural population still using
the outside spring.

Personality Characteristics of
the Population

'file people are characteriiel as suspicious or strangers
and especially of government people, (306) The suspicion is
also directed toward the school. In many areas education is
not valued. (336) The majority of rural, low-income families
have little confidence in their own effectiveness and ability
to shape their lives. (299) They resign themselves to their
large families and the resulting burden, with the Sallie

fatalistic attitude they face in their poverty. (299) The
suspicious nature they have toward strangers and government
is probably a result of the lack of influence in structuring
their lives and communities. In a study to ascertain the
elements of family living which were satisfying to the low-
income families in the economically depressed rural arc as,
the majority didn't feel they were dissatisfied with their
family life. (438) The families studied were cited however to
have low aspirations for economic success. They were thing-
oriented and placed a higher priority on consenter goods
than on residence. The conclusion the investigator reached,
however, was that the families have adjusted their desires to
what is available to them.

Home Conditions

Within the home, the climate is not conducive to educa-
tional pursuits. Knowledge of the outside world is limited
and reading material scarce. Poor rural families do not
generally see education as being particularly beneficial and
this attitude probably has sonic bearing on how the young
interpret the utility of school activity. The older generations
in Appalachia were very often miners and earned livable
wages without an education. Many Appalachians today, both
young nod old, have a disregard for educational needs. (421)
These influences are probably especially strong in the many
families containing several generations in One household.
(299) A large number of household heads in the rural
poverty areas arc 65 years of age or older. (299) Kinship,
therefore, has been shown to be of great importance in rural
areas with great respect for the elder generations. Con-
ceivably, this would result in the depression of the value of
education on third-generation children. (336) This premise is
borne out with studies which indicate that children in the
rural poverty areas attain about the same educational level as
their parents, (383, 337)
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InnerCity White

Introduction

The anthropological data on the white, inner-city ghetto
is whet conspicuous by its absence. Most agree, however,
that the majority of them are Appalachian migrants.
Appalachians are leaving their homes and migrating north at
a reasonably large rate to the large metropolitan areas. (398)
They go where they hear work is available. They are
transient in the sense that they do not conic to stay.
Although they come north because there is no work at home
they are quick to rdurn if a job opens up at home. They
come usually with little money, no advanced job offers, and
lacking in marketable skills. Their backgrounds, school,
church, and family do not prepare them for the transition
front rural to urban life. (311) There are few if any
similarities between the rural and urban setting. In the city
they live in apartments but in the country they probably
lived in a house. Although the house may have been in poor
condition, it was not as confining as an apartment. No
matter how poor Appalachia is in material wealth for its
inhabitants, it is abundant in a natural beauty which is

lacking in the city. The city, especially the inner city, is

crowded compared to their sparsely populated homeland.
The disparities between the two environments coald be
extended still further, but the point has been made and it is
clear that the Appalachian migrant is disadvantaged when he
attempts to adjust to the urban community. Essentially he is
moving from one subculture to another. Ile cannot survive in
one because of lack of employment opportunities, and he
probably will not be able to survive in the other because he
is not equipped to take advantage of the opportunities which
are available. (312)

Employment

Employment is a major key to the problems of all poor
people, but it is especially important here since it not only
determines the families' housing, neighborhood, and nutri-
tion but in the case of the Appalachian migrant it often
means frequent moves within the city and also from city to
city. It is not difficult to recognize the effect these

numerous relocations can have on a child. Since the typical
migrants are from 18 to 30 years of age it can be assumed
that the children are often in their first years at school.
(398)

The migrant not only Is unfamiliar with the social
services available, but he often does not accept them because
he believes it is only a matter of time before the mines or
sonic other type of work will open up in his rural area. (10)
Because of his lack of educational attainment he not only
can't get a job but, he is in no position to call attention to
his situation. (398) Psychologically he never feels settled in
the city. A Vista worker wrote that a major milestone is
reached when a man signs a year's lease on an apartment and
stops renting by the week. (398)

Level of Education

The educational aspirations these parents have for their
Chit irell reflects mialalea concept of the utility of educa-
hon. One Chicago principal, whose main enrollment is

Appalachian migrant children stales that "the parents don't
encourage the imporuince of daily attendance". (10) Ile
tedorts that the attendance of Appalachian migrant children
is 10 p scent below that of the average attendance in
Chicago schoi ls. In a study of 46 white and black urban
children in poverty areas, it was found that the black parents
were inure concerned about their children's school work
than the white parents of similar economic status. (228)
Again this seems to imply that the Appalachian mi,_frant is
not trying to find his way into the mainstream of unbar)
society, but rather waiting for an opportunity to go hack
home. The pour black in the urban districts, on the other
hand, has aspirations to raise his status within the urban
culture.

Self-Concept

The effects of urban poverty on the child's sense of
competence are much the same as they are for the black
child, with the exception that the white child is free of the
problems associated with discrimination and color. Many of
the children living in this environment view their world as
hostile and untrustworthy, and deny and avoid
responsibility, a typical reaction to negative self-identity.
(260) They are alienated from the larger society and are shut
off from the rural society their parents talk so fondly of.
(333)

Appalachian children, like black children in this en-
vironment, are aware of their life conditions as compared to
that of larger cultures. TV and movies are vivid reminders of
what they don't have and they soon learn to see themselves
as being different in terms of what they have in a material
sense as well as what they have in terms of the abilities
which permit them to be successful achievers. One writer
feels that children brought up in the poverty environment
and consequential unfavorable developmental conditions are
very likely to have basic distortions of what it is they have
the potential of becoming. (260)

There is no doubt that the migrant child is dis-
advantaged but the nature of his learning disabilities and
how they compare with the poor urban black child is left
unmentioned in the literature. There are probably few differ-
ences in terms of the quality and the frequli,cy of parental
interaction with the child as well as other depriving condi
Bons which prevent normal development. Relevant to the
child's development, there are probably very few unique
differences, other than color, that distinguish the learning
disabilities the children develop as a result of being reared in
these povertydepressed environments.
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XI, IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION

The purpose of this section is to suggest what implica-
tions can be drawn for education on the basis of what we
now know about learning disabilities and school achievement
of children from poverty-depressed cultures. Consideration
will be given to three broad areas: schoolhome relationships,
teacher values, and measurement of student progress in the
classroom,

School-Home Relationship in
Poverty - Depressed Areas

Introduction

There has been little research as to how preschool
edlICation programs can be implemented in neighborhoods in
which children are surrounded by deprivating conditions.
There have been no studies which suggest ways in which the
cooperation of community leaders and parents from the
neighborhood can be elicited. Ilead Start, however, was suc
cessful in the eyes of the parents, and this finding may have
resulted simply because a commitment was made to get in
and do something. The effort was backed financially by the
Office of Economic Opportunity and the nature of the
commitment of funds could be made in advance.

Another factor affecting the success of the program is
one of human relations. When references arc made to the
conditions which surround the homes of the children as the
reasons for the children having difficulty in school, the
parents are quite likely to become rather defensive. It has
been repeatedly noted that people in the black inner-city
community, in particular, have high aspirations for their
children's success in school. It was also noted that they do
not accept failures as boing the results of their immediate
surroundings or themselves. They view external factots well
outside of their control tf, account for their failures and
those of their children. More often than not, the school is
the target of this kind of logic. These prevailing values
strongly suggest that direct references to deprivating condi-
tions in the homes as the causes of school failures of
children will be resented quite handily by the parents
involved.

Another factor is the probability that teachers who do
not thoroughly understand the culture and value structure of
the homes may well convince themselves that any efforts to
involve parents will not be particularly advantageous to the
school, the children, and the classroom. This problem is also
confounded by the attitude that the parents hold toward the
teacher. Patents from depressed poverty environments do not
feel a close relationship with the teacher and often view bins
as a person dealing with discipline rather than helping the
child with a learning problem. A study by [less (194) noted
that while a middle-class parent would probably develop the

concept of the teacher its a friend and a helper in the
learning process, lower elms parents on the other hand
would probably stress how to avoid irouhle with the teacher.
If a teacher treats parents it they Welt: .s.merested and
apathetic, then they may indeed behave that way in the
future. (208) This is like the Rosenthal effect* on the
performances of children. On the other hand, if the teacher
looks beyond the parental behaviors and onderAands theta
in terms Of the value structure of the culture, he takes a
crucial first step in ustablishing rapport with them. From
such an understanding, he will become more knowledgeable
in his view of the parents as potential contributors in the
educational process of their children. if he can then obtain
the information and knowledge lie needs in order to help the
parents succeed, he will have diminished considerably the
probability of discouraging the parents' efforts its this urea.

Three concepts would be derived front an objective and
knowledgeable understandirig of the culture. The first is the
possibility of reversing the tendency to attribute the failures
of the child to external factors. To overcome this obstacle
the parents must gain an understanding as to how the activi-
ties of the school contribute to the development of the
child. If they see and understand what the educational
process is committed to do at the preschool level and
observe some of its early successes, they will soon see rust
the development of the child is not a natural thing which
can occur independently of meaningful planned experiences.
It should be noted, however, that samples of the succesen,
or what the child has !earned to do, mug be something that
the culture agrees is of value to the children. Once this
concept is established and the parent rejects the notion that
failures are outside of his control they are more than likely
to begin to entertain suggestions from the teachers as to how
to reinforce and help the school realize its goals, Once they
see the fruits of their own efforts the cycle becomes com-
plete and a more positive attitude emerges through a 'nose
constructive way of behaving. This would be the first benefit
resulting front knowledge of the culture, the second would
be the acceptance of the school as a positive change agent,
and the third would be the added benefit of extending the
educational Frocess from the school culture into the home
of the child with the parent. The support of the community
and the involvement of the parents is crucial and the school
clearly has the responsibility to manage conditions which
makes this possible.

School-Community Relationships

Massive community-action programs are needed to in-

volve parents with the school program. Community programs
should involve not only the parents and scho, I personnel bat

he study found that the expectations of teachers concerning
how well children are able to do in school affects subse-
quently the raformance of the children.
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also business alid civic leaders and community. organizations.
Schools should strive to become the cultural center of the
community by initiating community self-analysis and better-
ment. (93)

A community-development program in a depressed

()overt!' area cf St. Louis undertook a program of presenting
parents with the facts of cumulative deficits in learning.
(160) The motto for the parents became "success in school
is your child's most important business". The school symbol
became "Mister Achiever" and teachers were instructed to
view each child as if he had superior ability. An effort was
made to build an image of the black man at work by visiting
various businesses where blacks were employed in semi-

professional or professional roles. Community members were
encouraged to report any suspected truancy. Parents were
encouraged to help their children find a place to do home-
work. Results showed significant gains in achievement for
the students involved in the project.

Re school could take responsibility for planning trips
to various places of interest in the city for the parents.
Museums, zoos, art galleries. sal other cultural activities are
rarely attended by the parents. Planning sessions should be
devoted to a description of their destination, how to dress,
and guidance for a variety of social situations.These Itipr
will often inspire parents to plan additional ones on their
own. The coordinator of such programs could also plan trips
to business establishments to increase parenial knowledge of
vocational opportunities and to learn what vocational skills
their children will need. Parents might be motivated by
talking to someone of their own race or culture who "has
made it".

An elementary school in Chicago prepared a booklet
entitled "Neighborhood Ai4s" for parents. (208) The book-
let contained lists of names and addresses of health services,
social-service agencies, legal-assistance agencies, nursery
schools, counseling services, and recreational and cultural
agencies in the larger community.

Doughteiy (83) reports a project in Chwago which
began programs to facilitate other areas of parentschool
cooperation. Staff mmbers included a school social worker
who made home visits and provided family counseling. A
home economist provided lessons in home management by
using the community as a laboratoty. Trips were made to
supermarkets, department stoles, school cafeterias, model
apartments in housing developments, and utility companies.
A youth-activities counselor increased patental involvement
in student activities. A parental-education counselor worked
with parents in school-oriented programs. She planned meet-
ings at local recreational centers in order to expose parents
to facilities that were available to them and conducted tours
of local business establishments to make them aware of
employment opportunities.

The school can be used as a vehicle to inform parents
of school-parent activities and entelfte. COMIllUnkiii0ed can

be sent home with P.T.A. volunteers can inform
parents of coming evL,

School-Parent Relatim,

School-wide froP,IA to be developed to hring
parents into closer cont:.,..; with school personnel 2nd educa-
tional programs. Parents (wing in the ghetto seldom become
involved in their children's school activities or in school-
parent groups such as P.T.A. Often their own experiences in
school recall feelings of rej,ction and failure. Hess (194)
pointed out in a recent -tudy that working-class mothers feel
that they can do little io improve schools and that they
have limited influence id determining school policy for
their children. The -1, may discover that many of
these parents want to 11,: their children but just don't

icasen it is very important that
di bridging the gap. Concerned

11,lig to traote time and energy
w It is up to the principal to

involve the school staff and
The aim of these programs

know how. (208) far
the schools take the 1.
school personnel who
are essential to am
organize programs i!

patents in cooperato
should be to

Help parents bet', .heir children far school

Improve the enoi d,tellectual environment of the
home

Help patents see t' 1)ie of school.

Fusco (208)
metropolitan areas
enjoyed some suciv

In Chicago
the parents, clot.'
enrollment. This
program and to es .1'

iawl- parent programs in large
ltimore, and Detroit) which

ave set up interviews between
personnel at the time of

itool to explain the learning
thy relationship.

An elementary schN.4 in Baltimore set up a series of
meetings to help parents better prepare their children lot
school. Under the guidance of the principal, a committee
consisting of teachers, school nurse, home visitor, and a
social worker conducted meetings consisting of btief
presentations followed by small group discussions. They
called attention to Ch"deeTtiOrMtni tasks and offered sug-
gestions for promot child activities that could be carried
on at home. The sokral worker and home vicitot informed
the parents of community resources.

An elementary school in Chicago used group confer
ences by grade level to help parents understand ways in
which they can teinforce school activities. Principals,
teachers, and pupil personnel were all involved in the
planning and implementing of these conferences. A Detroit
school conducted a series of meetings between pews and
school personnel which dealt with how parents can better
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prepare children for school and how they could deal with
child behavior they had not understood.

Oilier schools have developed programs to help parents
better understand school programs and show them how to
help their children at home by bringing the parents in to
observe and participate in school activities. A nursery school
class in Octioit respires that a parent for each child assist
the teacher. This 1101 only helps the teacher but also actively
involves the parents in learning activities. In addition,
monthly meetings arc held in the evening between the
teacher and parents to discuss early child growth and
development. The teacher will discuss parent-child activities
that can Le carried on in the home. The parents are
encouraged to share with others their personal accounts with
children in the classroom.

A program in Baltimore for preschoolers was established
to help the parents prepare their children for school. The
classes were held for 2.112 hours one morning a week for 30
weeks. Children could not attend unless accompanied by at
!cast one patent. During the classroom sessions, parents
would observe the activities and record their reactions. In
the final hour of the 2.1/2 hour session, an assistant teacher
would supervise Ore Childten while the regular teacher con-
ducted a discussion group with the parents. The parent kept
written records of his child's homelearning activities which
the teacher read and commented on weekly. Onr of the
supervisors of the program referred to it as "practice teach
ing in parenthood-.

In another project in Baltimore a school social worker
was added to a school in an effort to reach "unreachable"
parents. During visits to these homes the social worker dis-
covered that the pare really wanted to cooperate with the
school but didn't knox how to go about it. Aid was enlisted
from the Adult hducation Departmeat to set up a small class
for a group of 10 patents. Topics of discussion included
organi/ation of household tacks, meal planning and rodrition,
clothing construction, managing a budget, and frhlir.g in job-
application forms. The social worker also planned a sines of
meetings with tire teachers to provide them with ins:ghts
into the behavior of the children.

Parents can supplement the schools efforts by better
preparing their children for school. They should he urged to
read daily to their children and to disc-ass pictures in
maga,ines and books with them. Children should be into
discussions of every day happenings such as what they did at
school or play. It is very important that the parents con-
ttrhote wee to the child s language development. Patents
can help imptove the chitin cognitive development by
counting objects with him. they can also help their child
discriminate between colors, sounds, and shapes. Parents can
help develop the child's attitudes toward the teacher by
presenting her as a friend and helper, not lust as a

disciplinatian.

Parents should be trained in concrete ways they can
1121p their children prepare for school and achieve in school
once they have started. Activities to help the child prepare
for school can be taught through observation claws and
through home demonstrations. Teachers can prepare pro-
gpms to inform parents of exactly what and how their
children arc learning in school.

The Special Case of Teacher Values

Introduction

A very crucial characteristic of teachers is their under-
standing of. and reaction to. attitudes and values of the
culture. Public schools and teachers in general are middle-
class orientated and often find it difficult to reach and teach
lower class children. A study among teachers in Nov Mexico.
where many sociocultural differences among students exist,
pointed out a lack of awareness and sensitivity to different
social and cultural backgrounds. (397) Results showed that
the areas of greatest teacher awareness were to the over(
behavioral practices and artifacts of the different cultures
such as language development and home environment. Vet
they seemed to show little awareness of how tire sock)
cultural factors affect the classroom behavior of the
students. They felt all children regardless of background
should b° taught the same curriculum using the Mine
methods and materials. 'the teachers also showed very little
sensitivity to the child's psychological needs.

It appears imperative that teachers of the disadvantaged
not only have sufficient knowledge of the culture and home
environment of their children but also he able to apply this
knowledge to the classroom situation. Teachers must he able
to adapt their style to different student groups. Poserty
children can't be taught the same curriculum or with the
same methods used with middle-class children.

How Teacher Performance
Should Vary

A successful teas:het of the disadvantaged must become
a student of cultute, not a judge.(159) lie must look at the
culture hour an anthropologist's point of stew in which he
learns of the cultute's va ies and aspirations. and under-
stasis the reasons for its attitudes and actions. lie must
understand the reasons for the child's cumulative karning
deficit.

I ihnic-group membership will often determine the
chi!d's image of himself and his world. Parents with negative
identities of themselves will often pass these on to theit
children. A study reported by Goff OM chewed that the
poverty child's negative self-concept increases with increasing



age. Self-concept is dependent largely on adultchild inter-
action and. in the school, the initiation of effective inter-
action falls upon the teacher. (184) To foster a positive
development, the teacher must be aware of the factors
involved in the declining self concept both in school and out
of school. 1 he selffulfilling prophecy should be understood
and avoided. The way the teacher views the child will deter
mine in large part how he views himself. 1k should view
each child as being able to learn and should provide
ext.eriences of learning in which the child can feel successful.
These children have a great need for successful experiences,
antl the teacher should create a success context in the
classroom. Activities should be planned in which pupils w.11
have success regardless of their academic status. Learning
tasks should be provided that do not call for a single right
answer. Teachers should capila'ire on the individual child's
abilities. Goff (130) states ''that the school might recognise
the role of feelings of competence in physical activities from
the point )f view using these initial security reactions for the
development of generali/ed feelings of adequacy".

The children heed constant motivation but the teacher
must keep in mind that these children do not react to praise,
competitiveness. and prosaic as do middle-class children.
The children respond to rewards today, not promises for
future success. likewise in the area of classroom control the
teacher must he aware that the children respond differently
front their middle-class counterparts. (159) The teacher
should avoid the use of shame and guilt and should attempt
to set clearly defined rules and limits that the children will
understand.

Preparing Teachers for
11.e Schools

the inner-city schools, which need dedicated and well-
trained teachers, have the highest ratio of teacher turnovers
and are largely staffed by young, inexperienced teachers.
%%hat is desperately needed here arc teachers who volunteer
to serve in these schools and who are specifically trained to
work with the children. Kornberg (137) states "that the
teachers professional growth is the key to the staff problem
in the 'difficult' schtwils and must begin during his pieseivice
pars". 1. order to understand the cultures and what the
implications of their economic and social class status hold
for the kaiiiing process, prospective teachers need a broad
background in anthropology, sociology, and psychology.
They need early experience in the schools and communities
and could also benefit from discussions with experienced
teachers. Several colkges are now implementing internship
programs to prepare teachers better for their professioral
work. Two of these eolkgcs are (hunter College and Querns
t'olkge. The program at Hunter Colkge (130 stresses that
prospective teachers should be specifically prepared in
schaols where they eventually will teach. It is a voluntary
program and the student teacher would not have to stay in
this school after graduation. The program hopes to challenge
young people to enter such teaching posts voluntarily and to

stay in these positions because they lecognire their inherent
rewards. A student teacher in this program mould spend a
greater number of actual horns teaching. hive a wide contact
with community agencies. be included in weekly conferences
in the school between school and college personnd and the
student to tot and spend time observing administrative
and ser.ice personnel in the schk I.

The program at ()wens College (137) is called BRIDG1:
Building Resources of Inshuction for Disadvantaged

Groups in Lducation. One phase of the program is a teaching
and curriculum laboratory to study what is needed for
children in the poverty-depressed urban areas. Another phase
is BRI1XW groups in which college students work with small
groups of disadvantaged students who conic voluntarily for
help with school problems. The goal of these groups is to
dev'hop meaningful relations between the student and the
disadvantaged children.

These programs point out the need for both public
schools and colleges to LA( a greater interest in teacher
education. Cooperative programs should bring experienced
teachers into the college classrooms to tell of their
experiences and send college faculty members into the
inner-city schools to observe conditions. Not only could the
colleges play a better role in preparing teachers for the
instruction of these children but they could also help in the
development of new curriculum activities, teaching materials
and methods which arc approriate for this population of
children.

Measuring the Progress of Children

Introduction

hr recent years. an increasing dissatisfaction with
existing methods and procedures in measuring the growth of
young children has emerged. The reason for this dissatisfac-
tion stems from considerations of the following:

The inwpropriateriess of existing measures such as intel-
ligence tests io terms of their use with children lions
poverty -depressed areas

The apparent need for measures which translate useful
bodies of normative developmental information coNceming
the growth of children in the areas of perception, motor,
cognitive, language, and socialisation processes.

Testing Children in the
Pew etts -Depreord Areas

lot children who come from lower socioeconomic
levels, certain characteristics may be expected to affect lest
performance. The children are less verbal, kls motivated
toward school achievement, less competitive, less conforming
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to middle-class ri,trins of behavior, more apt to be bilingual,
less exposed to intellectually stinaJlating materials in the
home, less varied in recreational outlets, and less knowledge-
able :.bout the world outside the immediate neighborhood.
(246)

Considering these factor;, if an obtained score on
measures of intelligence is interpreted to mean that a child
ranks or will rank no higher in learning ab'lity than docc his
more affluent counterpart with a similar obtained score on
the same test of intelligence, such an interpretation might
well be erroneous. The fact that the children ate not
motivated, are unaccustomed to testing procedures, etc.,
influences the obtained score independently of whether a
child has learned to do certain things recognized by the test.

Thus, the children are further handicapped in the sense
that not only do they lack the experiences necessary to learn
the abilities sampled by existing tests of intelligence but, in
addition, their testtaking behavior is not as effective as that
of the middle-class child because of a lack of competitive-
ness, lack of motivation, etc.

Existing measures of intelligence and other related lists
of achievement, therefore, are uninterpretable for this popu-
lation of children regardless of the function which they
purport to serve.

Changing Concepts in Measuring
the Prog.ess of Children

In considering changes in the concept of intelligence in
Section 11, it was noted that qualitative as well as quantita-
tive concepts of intelligence characterized present-day think-
ing on the subject. This implied that children's capabilities
changed as a function of development and interaction with
the environment. The evidence presented in earlier sections
on the development of perception, cognition, motor,
language, and socialization pitons of young children adds
credence to this concept.

This leads to some very fundamental considerations in
measuring the progress of children which departs from the
traditional concepts of tests and measurements as they relate
to the classroom. Ilere we ate primarily interested in
"clinical" observation in the development of the children in
terms of observing the extent to which their behaviors

reflect the normal patterns of development. In this sense the
observations are entirely individualized and serve a diagnostic
function for determining areas of normal development and
areas in which the child clearly needs instruction. Such
information is not available in measures like the tests of
intelligence mentioned in the first section of this report,
although such tests do sample rimy of the perceptual,
cognitive, and language skills of the growing child.

They do lot, however, specify whether the child's
development character Tres what is considered to be nomtal
growth in these skills.

If one examines language, for example, there appears to
be a natural sequence of grammatical development and other
related aspects which can be observed and "clinically"
interpreted by the teacher. Perceptual and cognitive develop-
ment is much less reflected by an observable indicator like
speech. It must be infcired from various activities such as
the child's ability to sort and categorize along the physical
features of the objects. The important point, however, is
whether the ability matches the normal pattern of acceptable
development.

Clearly this type of observation is a form of testing but
it relates directly to the progress of an individual child with
respect to an external objective reference that is based upon
stages of development which have been empirically Mina
There is a need for translating existing bodies of normative
developmental informatiln concerning growth of such things
as language and cognition into procedures of classroom
observation and then to train the teacher in their use.

Need for New testing Concepts

In summary. therefore, this type of "clinical" obseiva-
lion releases the teacher from interpreting standardized tests
against a population of children for which the tests are
inappropriate, to a clearer interpretation of development
against an external reference consisting of normal qualitative
changes in development. Its emphasis of sewing a diagnostic
function removes the notion of innate ability to learn in
favor of one which emphasizes what kinds c ' expeeiences the
child needs in order to acquire abilities that permit him to
learn more efficiently and effectively.
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XII. ORGANIZED PROGRAMS FOR PRESCHOOLERS

!lead Start programs attempt to provide the nutritional,
medical, and educational advantages that children of more
affluent parents enjoy. Head Start was implemented in lune
of 1965, after being conceived as early as November of
1964. The programs ale tailored to meet the local needs of a
patticular community. The teachers are given very intensive
training prior to working directly with the children. The
training. although varied, appears to give the reacher greater
confidence and optimism. The teacher-pupil ratio was I to
13 and the adult-child ratio, 1 to 5. Thus, the opportunity
for Mdividuali/ed instruction was excellent.

One of the more significant aspects of Bead Start was
the establishment of the Child Development Center. The
concept of the Center was to allow for drawing together the
resources of the community which can contribute to the
child's total development. As such the skills of people in the
professions of medicine. health, nutrition, and social sciences
are brought together to provide a systems approach in

attempting to correct many of the disabilities that occur
normally as a result of deprived conditions in the home. In
addition, the program has tecognifed the importance of
neighbothixad involvement and the need to include families
lireetly, and adult volunteers in particular, to help with the
education, of the young child. One significant aspect of Head
Start was the smphilsis on parental involvement. Programs
generally dues tLd themselves toward involving the parents in
the educational process of the program as well as the means
of enlisting their involvement.

The goals of Head Start are not cognitive in nature and
most, it not all of the programs do not employ any
academic content, per sc. The goals !mortally include general
areas stub as impreving upon the health, confidence, self-
respect, dignity, and peer telatnans of the child. One area
that does receive some close attention is langtive. Programs
usually attempt to improve the language skills of tiro child
through varied social experiences.

Siree the goals are so broad. the Head Start programs
saty widely in their content and activity as well as in the
specify: objectives which they Firsue. As such, the success
claimed by various Child Ikvelopment Centers is wide and
satied.

One particulat area of concern to some hivestigatots is
the lack a systematic evaluation designs to test the efficacy
of any given program to reach its objectives. Many startling
claims have been made, but tigh experimental designs and
carefully controlled /ongiterdinal studies ate comp/elms by
their small number.

Impact of Ilea:I Start

One of the most extensive and exhaustive studies eon
ducted in the area of Head Stunt was recently completed by
the Westingliou.ie Learn* Collimation and Ohio University.
(200 In this study the issues and problems with I lead Start
were chatactewed and highlighted. The authors first begin
their discussion with a description of the mediodologieal
problems associated with testing the treatment effects of
special instruction.

Methodological Problems of Past Research. 1 hey point
out that, in previous research on the effects of Head Sr art.
none of the studies has been based upon the comparisons of
the subsequent development of heatment and control groups
randomly assigned to Ilead Start or non head Start status.
Unfortunately. this shortcoming was also inherent in their
study and acknowledged by them. Consequently. the authors
immediately qualify their findings with the statement that
unknowable biases may have been ititrodtteed into their
research design and that interpretations are necessarily

matters of judgment rather than fact.

Another problem with previous Head Start research has
been the lack of comparability among separate and

indeNneFint studies due to different enrollment criteria. pro.
gram treatments. designs. instrumentation. and schedules of
data priming. There has also been an absence in many
studies of any control or ecny,,son groups at all. many
studies were guilty of cOnifiring groups of different
chronological age or different socioeconomic status. Some
studies used too few cases frequently only those enrolled
at one patikular Child Development ('enter. and finally.
many contained geographical restrictions to a local or
regional scope.

The authors next point out that lower educational
status is usually associated with tenser class social status and
this connection is usually interpreted as the consequence of
various deprivations and, thus, arnenable to retnediation
through special treatment. They arc not vet) clear on what
they mean by "special treatment" or the mature of the
nurture. They indicate. herwever, that there is confidence
that such strategics exist. of may he developed, which will
alter significantly what would otherwise become a dtWkilWitt.11
course of development, kaming and functioning. This con-
fidence appears based upon sonic careful experinventation
that has shown that sonic, at least temporary. arresting of
kilning disabilities is feasible. ('t5. 4t2)

In the few stiretes that have used experimental and
control groups in the evaluation of Head Start versus non-
Ilead Shot differences, these two groups have not. un-
fortunately, been truly eqe.naknt in that patticipants bast
been necessarily either selfse :led or they have responded



differently to enrollment efforts by Head Start personnel. It
has been found that matching groups on one or several
criteria still leaves inequalities on other factors for children
and/or parents. Such research is essentially quasiexperimental
since participants and nonparticipants arc essentially differ.
ern. (272, 305) The authors' appreciation of this problem
led to the decision to match Head Start and non -Head Start
subjects on as many relevant variables as possible, and to
employ covariance analysis and other statistical means to
equate for socioeconomic differences.

The authors next look at the effects of head Start
within the program itself (pre- and posttesting) and the
effects of (lead Sian on the subsequent development of
children. They point out that the great weight of evidence is
that some upa displacement of test scores transpires
thmghout the ; of the Head Start program. However,
they qualify this L.y saying that all studies have not found
favorable differences in all casts and that observed differ-
ences I aye not always been significant statistically. It should
he noted that many objectives of Head Start probably
cannot be measured with any precision particularly in the
affective domain of values, appreciation, etc. It should also
be noted, however, that little if any attempt was made to
get some index of change in these areas. Another problem
consonant with the lack of specific measures was the lack of
explicit sets of objectives or intended results of instruction.

General Findings of Past Research. Concerning subse.
quoit effects of Head Start, research has ',nen largely limited
to measures taken in kindergarten and first grade only, with
very few of the latter. A common finding is the disappear-
ance of differences established earlier, which has been
interpreted as the result of a number of factors as follows:

An initial schooling effect, in which nonparticipants
rapidly Rahn the developments which patticipating
children readied earlier daring the Ilead Stall program

Consequence of teachers' preferential treatment of non-
Head Start children

Peet-group influence (non-Head Start emulate Head Start
classmates)

The "turning oft" of Heal Start children in the restrictive
setting of impoverished schools

I luctualions in learning rates.

In some miscellaneous findings and observations the
authors found that in almost all studies using a third
middleclass comparison group, Head Start and non-Head
Start subjects never reached the educational level of the
middle< isss group. Finally, some miscellaneous factors cvn-
sidernd in scattered Head Start research were teachet char-
acteristics, effect upon children's adjustment, set differences
and ethnic chatacteristics, parental satisfactions with !lead
Start, and speculations of later bloom" based apart latent
benefits.

In summary, the authors point out that first, no great
impact by Head Start has been clearly demonstrated. Where
the research has shown differences they have been quite
modest. Second, Head Start gradua es have not reached a
status comparable to that of their middle-class counterparts.

The Westinghouse Learning Corporation
and The Ohio University Study

The Design. The objective of the research was to deter-
mine whether children who had Head Start experiences did
better in the first 3 years of school than children who did
not have this experience. Samples of children were studied
from each of the first three grades in sehool.1 he success of
the research objective depended upon the degree to which
the Head Start and control groups were equivalent on all
relevan: variables. The authors attempted to make these
groups equivalent by carefully defining the Head Start (HS)
and Control (C) subpopulations in order to make them
comparable on certain key variables. Subjects had to live in a
target area from the time of their Head Start experience (or
lack of) to the time of the study. This helped guarantee
similar colt...mull:1.y and school environments. Both groups
had to meet the eligibility requirements for plead Start. They
had to attend the same school s)stem, approximating a
comparability of education experience subsequent to HS.
(The authors felt it impossible to obtain identical classroom
experience for both groups.) Finally. any attendants of other
IIS or similar programs were excluded from the control
group.

Although this controlled definition of IIS and C sub-
populations was seen as helpful in matching the groups on
some relevant variables, the authors felt that further
attempts to achieve comparability should be made with
regard to tta: samples drawn frvm the subpopulations. That
is, the authors did not feel that simple random sampling
from the two subpopulations would achieve comparability
on certain key variables. Consequently. samples for the C
groups were drawn so that they matched as well as possible
the IIS samples on sex, racial- ethnic-group membership. and
kindergarten experience.

They were not able to employ the same strategy w.th
socioeconomic status because school records did not pro ide
precise enough information, and because they felt that the
IIS experience of the children might affect the socio-
economic status of the child's family. Thus matching en this
variable might remove pact of the IIS effect. Consequently.
they controlled socioeconomic effects through the use of she
analysis of covariance with St S as the covariate.*

'This rationale appears qui:e strange since using socio-
economic status as a covariste will also wash out IIS effects
if the two are related in the way stated above The authors
later point out that this is probably not the case, but their
argument, based upon a migration study, appears quite weak.
The important point to note here is that socioeconomic
status thouli have been measured before the Its experience
instead of after.
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Sleasurn of Achievement. three nearing instruments
were employed to measure the effects of Head Start on
school achicvi:910-1 in the cognitive domain follovs-s:

Illinois les, of Psycho linguistic Abihties. kletropolitait Readi-
ness Test. and Stairl,--rel Achievement rests.

I bee instruments were -employed to measure achieve-
ment in the affective brain as follows: Children's Self-
Concept Index, ChOroom 5eliavior Inventory, and

Children's Attitudinal range indicator.

In order to peasure the long-term effects of Ilead Start
from the first yit'ade to the third gra'de, the tests were given
to children fix': all three grades in both HS and C groups in
the followiv,g nhinnei:

Test of l'scholinguistie Abilities 111 three grades

Metropolitan. Readiness lest list grade

Stanford Achievement lest-1 second grade

Stanford Achievement Test-II third grade

Children's `..elf- Concept Index all three grades

1(....assroom Behavior Iiiventory all three gr ides

Children's Attitudinal Range Indiceor all three grades.

IIypothesitcd differeoces in achievement between IIS
and C groups were tested by employing an analysis of
covatiance with one fixed experimental variable (HS versus
Cl and one random replications vatiable (W4 Head Start
Centers,. 1 he covatiate was a SCioeconomic index based
upon occupation and education of he head of households
taken from the Patent Inteiview Qiestionnaire. The analyses
WM` performed for both summit r and full-year programs
separately and also for breakdowns into smaller subeoups
based upon geographic area, si e of city, and racial/Oink
composition of the Center. :\o analyses were carried out
where dicte were loser than !ix centers (replicates).

Results. As mentioned earlier. the data were considered
separately for summer and full-year programs. Only the
results based upon tol scores for ihre-e measures are
considered in the folowing summary. although identical
analyses were perfornied on the subscores of each measure.
Accordingly. the res,,Its arc as (511155 5:

Summer progrrms appear to be relatively ineffective in
producing an persisting gains in cognitive and affective
development that can tr'.! detected by the tests used to
measure aelrevernent in grades one. two. or three.

Full-year programs appear to be marginally effective in
produeirg gains in cognitive development Vial can be
detected ii grades one, two, or three when viewed in trie
overal: analysis. The most ..ignifreant gain, ho- ever, was in
the ability to adjust to the 014,01 culture. Eull-yeat p;o-
pitt appear to be ineffective in regard to affective
development as measured in the study.

HS children, ,ellether from 511111111ei or full-year programs,

still appear to be in a disadvantageous position with
respect to national norms for the standardised tests of
language development and Owl istie achievement.

HS appears to have had a positive effect on the parents of
its enrollees: They voiced a strong approval of the
program and its influence on their child.

The results of the study made by the Westinghouse
Teaming Corporation and 1 he Ohio University are certzinly
disappointing. It is significant to note, however, that the
study did find the I-year programs probably more effective
in the sense that sonic gain in Ms persisted through grades I
to 3. More Sign . however, was the fact that the
children showed a substantial gain in the area of adapting to
a completely different culture such as the school. The fact
that hIS tends to acclimate childrel front less affluent homes
to the school setting is notable. Aiso encouraging was the
favorable impact the program had on parents.

The Importance of Well-Organised
Educational Experiences

Vi rat can the maximal effects be when a program for
the children is thoroughly conceptualized in terms of what
we know to be relevant in the development of young
children? A study of Van de Rid. et al. (401), suggests that
the initial gains can be substantial and persist dramatically
through the first grade if the training program is derived
from a consideration of what is now known concerning the
deVCIONTICIlt of the child's sensory-motor, cognitive,
language. and socialisation skills. The Van dc Kid project
incorporated this knowledge. In the study, a group of N
children from lower socioeconomic homes was brought into
a sequential rogrem of planned and guided learning
experiences. A matched control group was exposed to a
traditional rrivam, and a second matched control group
received no preschool program.

The progra "r departed from traditional preschool pro-
grams whkh emphasised emotional-social development and
readiness sic Ms. The curriculum was designed on the basis of
developmental tasks. whkh emphasised manipulating.
organising. arid classifying things. that led to internalised
thought and effective verbal expression. More importantly.
however, was the decision pre-e-ss leading to a selection of
what kinds cif tasks should be provided. To do this the
authors turned to the research that points out that a child
goes through stages of development and that at each stage he
has characteristic ways of organising and assimilating infor-
t-ration from the environment.

The content of their program became a carefully
planned sequence of experiences that followed what research
has revealed concesning the course of percepturbcognitive
daclopinent of young children. The sequence also was made
to meet another requirement: each part was to have some
continuity with the learnirg that was to follow. The program
was organised on the assumption that the sequence proceeds
from motor. to perceptual, to symbolic aspect' of COplitke
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functioning. The curriculum progressed through a planned
sequence of tasks designed to move the child from a stage of
dependency on manipulation of concrete objects to the
point where he can internalize and manipulate without the
presence of concrete materials.

In his study Van de Riet (401) provides a description
of the type of activities used in the program. lie states

Near the beginning of the sequence in exploring
numbers and space is a series of activities designed to
teach spatial concepts. To teach the concepts of longer,

closer, luau, etc., a small chair is placed
about three feet from a wall and a large chair about
five feet beyond the small one. The child walks to the
small chair and then to the large one; he must express
whether it took him longer to walk from the wall to
the small chair or from the small chair to the large one.
When he can make this discrimination, he repeats this
sequence blindfolded (without visual cues). After he
learns the meaning of longer, new terms (e.g., shutter,
closer and further) are introduced and repeated in a
game using j plastic board with six "roads" of varying
lengths. The "roads" arc indentations on the board
along which the child can run his finger or a toy car.
At first he is asked to discriminate between two roads
which differ considerably in length. Finer discrimina-
tions are made in successive turns. Then he is asked to
discriminate diffetences in the lengths of more than two
toads. Finally he learns to discriminate using only visual
or only kinesthet cues. More abstract games of space
and numbers which require the concepts and dis-
criminating abilities learned in these early games follow.

The instruments used to measure the effects of this
type of training on developmental characteristics are pre.
sented in Table 3.

The dramatic results of this planned program under-
score the inipottance of what can be done with children
deprived of conditions known to be related to early develop-
mental characterization of a sensory-motor-percoplual-
cognitive nature (if the programs themselves are based on a
knowledge of what these characteristics are and sonic of the
conditions which lead to their development). The posttest
after the first year revealed large differences on all develop-
mental measures which would have occurred on the basis of
chance only 1 in 1000. Furthet, the results persisted to the
end of the first grade. More important, as far as the thesis
of out report is concerned, was the obtained difference of
1.0. points between the experimental and control groups.
This difference was reported to be as large as 21 points as
measured by the Bine! test at the end of the preschool
program. This difference persisted at the end of the first
grade, also.

TABLE 3. DEVELOPMENTAL MEASURES

Characteristics

Perceptual-motor skills

Gross motor coordination

Spatial abilities

Concept formation

Vocabulary development

Language comprehension

Verbal reasoning ability

Idea-expressing ability

General intelligence

School - readiness skills

Instruments

Bender Motor Gestalt Test
(Koppitz, 1964)

Rail Walking Test (Kephart,
1960)

Seguin Form Board Arthur
Revision (Arthur, 1947)

The Test of Psycho.
linguistic Abilities
(McCarthy & Kirk, 1961)
Visual-motor association
subtest

Vocabulary ,abtests of the
Stanfor-l-iainet

The Illinois Test of Psycho-
linguistic Abilities
(McCarthy & Kirk. 1961)
Visual decoding subtest

The Illinois Test of Psycho.
linguistic Abilities
(McCarthy & Kiik, 1961)

uditory-vocal association
subtest

The Illinois Test of Psycho.
linguistic Abilities
(McCarthy & Kirk. 1961)
Vocal encoding subtest

Stanford-Binet Intelligence
Scale. Form LM (Tillman
& Merrill, 1966)

Iluman Figure Drawing
Mattis. 1963)

Peabody Picture Vocabutaty
Test (Dunn, 1959)

Metropolitan Readiness Test
tllr}dreth. Griffiths. &
SieGauvran. 1964 )

School Readiness Screening
Test (Sp",k, 1966)
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Kindergarten

1 he purpose of this pall is to present a review of the
literature concerning the overall effectiveness of kindergarten
as a sigifieant contributor to school success. The intent of
the review was 10 examine what research had been done
which compared the educational achievements of children
who had attended publicschool kindergarten programs versus
children who had not.

articles were selected for review covering a
period from 1920 to the present. The articles were

distributed in two categories: Experimentri Lvid:nce and
hofessional Consensus.

Esperimentat Evidence

lwenty-two the articles selected illustrated research
in which the investigators provided objective quantifiable
measures of student achievement in one or more specified
content areas to support their interpretations of kindergarten
effectiveness. 0: the 22. 17 were longitudinal studies in
which a control group was provided. The remaining 5 studies
used pre- and posttest measures of achievement to interpret
the effectiveness of a given instructional kindergarten pro-
gram in bringing about desired student changes. No control
group was provided for these studies.

Professional Consensus

The remaining 2S articles concerned professional expert
opinions of educators who had an intimate knowledge of the
philosophy and practices of kindergarten programs.

The breakdown of subject areas and the number of
articles in each are presented in Table J.

Bindings

Reading. Professional consensus held that meaningful
educational experiences and play materials could be intro-
duced informally into the kindergarten situation and would
result in positive benefits in reading achievement during the
early formal school years. (II, 73. 122, 377, 418) The
research findings also generally support this position.
(liildren with kindergarten experience obtained significantly
higher sc -ores on all reading tests than children without such
training. (123. 148. I 8. 233. 277, 3961 However, it was
also found that when resting procedures were carefully used
with long-range rather than short-range interpretations made,
the initial advantages soon dropped out, (153. 3671 On the
other hand, it was found that the kindergarten child could
benefit from reading experiences and sustain initial ga.ns if
stepped up instruction followed in the later grades. (48. 2351

TABLE 4. CONTENT AREAS OF RESEARCH ON KIND
AND NUMBER OF ARTICLEF,

Subject Area
ExP06flollal

Findings
Nolosi°11j1

Consensus total

Reading 10 5 15

Language 3

Mathematics 6 6

Intelligence 3

So.-jail/mil:1n

Personal Adjustment 7 12 19

Socialisation
Instructional 8 S

Total 290) 28 56

(a) the rej,011 for the diviepancy of this total and the total
number of articles concerning expctimentil findings is that
several of the wicks overlap in terms of the content areas
considered the respective studies.

Language. Here the findings were inconsistent. In
articulation, word meaning, verbal facility, and comprehen-
sion of language, several investigators found no significant
differences from those of children with no training. (21,
298) One rather comprehensive study, however, found a gain
which favored the children with kindergarten. (2771 Con-
cerning professional consensus, lioVicVer, the opinion was
widely held that educational experiences at this level in the
language ants speaking, listening and writing could be
effectively introduced. 1400)

Mathematics. Concerning arithmetic. the findings
Suggest that kindergarten children surpass nonkindergarten
children mote in the area of arithmetic reasoning than in the
manipulation of numbers. However. there was a marked
difference in working with numbers also. (21. 124, 153.176,
277, 3961

Intelligence. As with language. surprisingly little (April-
ment.,1 evidence had been accumulated concerning the
development of intellectual capabilities. The studies which
were conducted however, showed significantly higher scores
on intelligence measures for the kindergarten children than
those without the training. 133. 277. 3301 This was also in
line with the professional consensus that the performance eof
children on tests of intelligence could be increased through
kindergarten. 1141, 4271
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Socialization Personal Adjustment. A great majority
of the articles concerning professional consensus pointed to
the advantages of kindergarten in the development of the
child's socialization patterns. The articles, however, differed
concerning their emphasis on the amount of readiness

experiences which should be introduced to promote the
development of the child's reading, language arts, and mathe-
matical skills in addition to his socialization patterns.

The areas in which they found agreement, hov.ever,
were extensive. They firmly agreed that one of the primary
purposes of kindergarten is to help the child adjust to a new
authority figure, get along with other children, and generally
adapt to new and different experiences. In kindergarten the
child must learn to establish ways in which he can initiate
and sustain satisfying relationships with other children. lie
must adjust to a new adult, his teacher, whose ways may
differ significantly, from those of his parents. He most
successfully accomplish many new and different kinds of
experiences. Ills success at mastering these challenges was
thought to be significant in affecting his attitude toward the
school environment. the teacher, other children, and himself.
There was a clear consensus among many of the educators
that, above all else, the socialization of children in the
kindergarten had been realized. (56, 185, 189, 190, 205,
240, 245. 393, 416, 428, 431, 389)

in addition, the research findings clearly demonstrated
that children could learn to develop good patterns of
socialization early in life and that teachers perceived this
difference of adjustment to he significant to progress in the
first grade. (;78. 367) The findings suggest rather stiont,'y
that these kinds of kindergarten experiences made a

significantly great contribution to the social adjustment of
firstgrade children. (227, 277, 286, 348, 396)

Socialization Instnictional. The emphasis in the

socialization and personal adjustment described in the

previous topic has been challenged, not in terms of its
importance, but in terms of its emphasis Some educators
SAW the feasibility for having the child master experiences
related to successful achievement of first-grade-content
material. They also concurred that learning must still main-
tain a relaxed atmosphere of fun, but attempts should be
made to ptovide the child with experiences helpful in dealing
effectively and efficiently with the learning tasks of the first
grade. Unfottunately, little experimental evidence concerning
the type and nature of readiness experiences for kindergarten
children was available to add credence to lb^ educators'
views. Hence, none of the professional consensus articles
delineated with any ckar confidence what readiness

experiences might be helpful and how they should be intro.
duced. They did, however, make a very strong case for
utilizing the kindergarten experience as an opportunity to
help the child ready himself for a variety of specific first-
grade tasks. (14, 47, 60, 144. 248, 266, 417, 402)

Summary, Conclusions,
and ImpticaCons

Much of the research which compnes achievement of first
grade children who attended kindergarten and those who
did not clearly favors those with kindergarten experience.
No research evidence was found which offered a counter-
indication. The surprising finding, however, was the
limited number of longitudinal studies conducted to deter-
mine the extent of the impact of kindergarten experience
in teims of later formal-school achievement. The studies
which were conducted, however, were favorable.

There appears to be some evidence, particularly in the
area of reading, that the initial benefits of kindergarten
may be removed unless some relevant follow-through
activities occur during the early formal-school years.

The disappointing results found in the area of language
development are understandable in terms of the great
emphasis placed in the development of socialization skills.
The children are understandably reinforcing one another's
speech patterns. This suggests that more should he done
to provide interaction with an adequate language model
and -rimmatieal training to offset this natural occurrence.

Concerning socialization. the general consensus among
teachers and other sources of research evidences was that
children with kindergarten were more mature in their
relations with other children, their attitudes toward the
school, and their participation in work activities, etc. The
apparent and far-reaching advantage here is that the first-
grade teacher can proceed along a rational schedule for
student learning without having to tend extensively to the
problems of personal and social adjustment of his
children. This advantage to the first-grade teacher can be
realized, however, only if all the children have had the
experience of kindergarten.

There via; a surprising lack of research dealing with the
development of sets of educational practices linked to
achievement in specific content areas in the first grade.
and with way shy which they can be effectively introduced
to an informal setting such as kindergarten. The reason for
this apparent dearth of research appears to be the result
of a resistance among educators to the introduction of
planned educational experiences at the kindergarten level.
There appears to be a strong adherence to the philosophy
of providing for the development of socialization skills.
This attitude may unnecessarily retard the discovery of
the kinds of experiences the kindergarten child should be
exposed to in order that his potential for lain karning be
fully realized.

Kindergarten advocates tend to play down the importance
of conducting follow-up studies to accumulate evidence
concerning the scholastic achievement of these children
during the early formal school years. Educators appear to
rely on their persuaske-argurnentativt powers to stay off
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the critics of kindergarten and to promote its worthiness.
There is a movement in this country, however, that clearly
emphasiies the dramatic importance of early (raining in all
areas of the childrens' Ils and capabilities. Educators
will soon be called upon to show more substantial proof
that the kindergarten child is receiving the maximal bene-
fits to which he is entitled.

Nurse), School arid Day Nurseries

Introduction

Definition. Day nurseries' main concern is to subiitute
for maternal care and meet preschool children's basic needs
white their parents are working. and they operate for most
of the day. Children who attend come from families of
lower than average socioeconomic level. Nursery schools on
the other hand generally attempt to provide preschoolers an
educational experience suppt:mentary to home experiences,
and they are open for a shorter period of time. In the past,
children attending the nursery schools have been drawn
mostly from homes of aboveaveage socioeconomic level.

Historical Origins. Day nurseries in this country were
first begun by welfare workers over 100 years ago. They
were given impetus during the war years, when manpower
shortage and need for national defense drew women into
industry.

America's first nursery schools were begun in the

1920's by colleges and universities doing research on
development, education, and methods of child care, and they
focused on teaching habits and promoting health. Many
nursery schools were begun under the W.P.A. programs in
order to provide jobs for unemployed teachers.

trends. Recently the old distinctons between nursery
schools and day sale centers hive become more obscured. As
more professional women begin to work, an increasing
number of upper middle.clas, children are attending day care
programs. and enrichment programs being offered to children
from povertydepressed homes have brought about a larger
increase in nursery schools. As the impottance of the pre-
school vetrs is realized, both programs eic drawing from the
satne developmental principles in an effort to provide an
environment suited to the development of the child's
percepluakognitive, language, and social skills.

interest in pleschtvl programs has risen lately due to
usersl factors: increasing emphasis on social adjustment,
attainment of intelketual potential and success in school,
and a rise in employment of women. Forty percent of all
mothers with children under IS years old have jobs. partly
because women now have better opportunities to work and
partly because of the 33 percent jump in the rate of divorce
sod illegitimate birth betaten 19(0 and 1967. More than

200.000 children in Ohio would probably use day care if it
were available, but ceitified programs can handle only
11,200. (439)

Adsantages of Attending
Nursery School

Intellectual. Several researchers at the Iowa Child
A'elfare Resestch Station during the I930's through the
1940's reported I.Q. gains among Aildren au:riding nursery
school (356), but investigators at other institutions (215, S.
27, 293, 217, 242, 164) have failed to duplicate these
results. Olson and Hughes (293) found that among privileged
children those who were in nursery school showed no greater
intellectual growth than those who were not. Walsh (409)
found that children attending nursery school exhibited more
curiosity about their environment than those who did not,
and one would expect this kind of curiosity to stimulate
intellectual development. However, generally the results of
research in this area have appeared contradictory and
inconclusive.

Language Des elopment. Smith (366) found that
children used longer sentences and more advanced language
patterns when conversing with adults than with children, and
McCarthy (265) suggested that, for children from higher
socioeconomic levels, nursery school probably raised the

proportion of their contacts that are with children rather
than adults and might even hinder language development.
Dowever, a highly planned training program by Davit (89)
was successful in causing language and conceptual growth
among orphanage children who otherwise had little contact
with adults.

Physical Development and Motor Skills. The hope that
providing children space, equipment. health routines, and
stimulation by peers would improve health and physical
ability was unsubstantiated except for those special skills
whose development through practice was available only in
the nursery program. (225, 242.355)

Social Development. Walsh (404) found children attend.
ing nursery school gained more than those who did not in
initiative, independence, self-assertion, selfreliance, curiosity,
and interest in the environment. Kawin and llocfer's 1225)
study indicated nursery school attendees eliminated more
infantile and dependent habits than matched nonattenders.
Jerold and Fite's (213) study showed those who had been in
nursety school longet watt mote sociable in tht beginning,
but by the end of the )-eat the new children had caught up
with them. Resistance to others demands was more closely
related to krigth of time in nursery school than to chrorro-
kgical age, according to (alike. (53) 1,0.0 (146) and 1.11:
(103) studied children in nursery schools over a retied of
time and found, respectively. timid children becoming more
aggressive, and antisocial aggression becoming less common,
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but these studies were done without controls. Other studies
done without controls showed more outgoing behavior, more
successful use of social techniques, and greater maturity and
independence developing during nursery school attendance.
(261, 9, 200, 214)

Sonic researchers have followed the children as they
entered elementary school and attempted to determine what
effect nursery school had on these later experiences. Van
Alstyne and lialtwick (399) felt that children who had
attended nursery school tended to show slightly mu., leader-
ship in the early grades although the evidence was not
strong. A study by Bonney and Nicholson (34) found that
sociometrie scores in the early grades were significantly
higher for those who had attended nursery school than for
those who had not. Allen and Mas ling (4) found nursery
school children received the higher mean in 14 of 15 com-
parisons, although the difference between the groups was
significant only in second grade and not in kindergarten or
first grade. Ilere classmates saw former nursery-school
menders as more prestigeful, spontaneous, and intelligent.
Studies by Walsh arid Cushing (81) showed similar results.
However, two other studies by Bonney and Nicholson (34)
and another by Brown and Ilunt (41) found no significant
difference. Results are not definite. but there is evidence
which suggests that nursery school helps to develop social
skills, and in some cases these effects last several years.

Emotional Adjustment. There has been concern that the
separating of children from parents for periods as long as
those involved in day nurseries might harm them
emotionally. Glass (157) studied this issue and discovered no
es ;dance that such children had more problems than those
%silo stayed at home, except problems !elate.' to situations at
hone which had already existed. Ileinicke (191) compared
the behavior of kwly institutionalized children to that of

Iren beginnit g day care and found that although both
g, . ips showed some disturbance the lust few days, she
day-nutsety children were soon able to make a quite sail.-
factory adjustmint and respond normally to their patents,
while the institut.onali-cd group continued to show massive
physkal, emotional, yid behaviotal distutbances. Apparently,
shorter but regulat coolacts with patents was sufficient to
maintain the necessary telCionship.

Priority

Nursery school varies in its educational benefits depend-
ing on the otganiPation of the program, the training of the
staff, and the population of children being served. it is safe
to conclude, however, that all children can benefit fions
welTorgani/ed educational programs. particularly when the
school provides opportunities for growth which are rot
experienced at home. (320,179)

It is reasonable to eyed, however, that children frorn
less-advantaged homes haw more to gain from such
programs. This assumption has been substantiated

consistently when the programs for these children derived
their substance from a careful consideiation of what is

known about the ;muse of developmen. of 5 ou rig children.
1234, 264) This statement should not be :unsuited, however,
to imply that children Iron, more advantaged homes do not
also gain. The matter is srmply one of degree.

The major issue, however, is to are that all a. Ohio's
children reserve the experience for developing fully their
sensory-motor, cognitive, bingur,ge, and social skills. One
must out of a consideration of funds. staff, and facilities.
however, determine plimiries and the research would seem
to suggest that a very prudent beginning in the development
of organimd educational programs for preschoolers would he
with the children from the povetty-depiesscd areas of the
state. As time, money, and staff become available, the pre-
school programs should he extended to include all of Ohio's
children.

Nurseries as Deprived Ensironments

Care into be exercised to prevent day 171IoNirieS from
becoming another poor environment as harmful as a deprived
home. A poor program can hinder the child's later per for -
manse in ichool, as well as his social and emotional develop.
meat. Sonic of the poorer day nurseries in Ohio, when not
an outright threat to the children's health and safety, use
extreme and restrictive punishment such as slapping them in
the face for talking, :lying, wetting Nub, or leasing dial,.
or locking them in a closet. Mans' are tIVCritOWLii4 or lack
equipment. At one, 814 children were under the supervision
of two adults. Sikh circumstances certainly do not benefit
children, and may well cause them additional harm. (43'1)

The areas in which contradictory results were found for
the nursery schools and"or day care programs arc a function
of the problems of matching programs and than evanlinitig
their effects on separate random simples of children. As in
kindergatten and Head Start, school-readiness factors svlikh
include socialization skills appear domi,,ant. This is not
sutplising since all three ernpliasi/e this asfiNt of develop -
trrcnr a criterion for success.

Summary'

It appears clear, however, from a consideration of these
three organized ograms lot the preschooler that significant
results can be made in the child's development, if the pro-
grams are rationally conceived on the basis of what we know
to be the developmental pattern of ylung children. Van de
Riot, et al. (401). supported this contention quite nicety.
Ont significant result of all the studies indicates the
immtarrce of duration of the educational training. pat.

Item preschoolers coming from homes with
deprived conditions. Another important inference was made
concerning the concept of day care centers. The notion must
newt be lost that any experience for the growing child at
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this age level is an educational one. All organized programs
or institutions caring for children of this age must have
well-constructed programs not only to assure the healthy
development of the children but also to reduce significantly

the probability of deprivating conditions. We have seen the
effects these conditions have on the development of learning
disabilities and the resulting cumulative-deCicit phenomenon
which shows up in later patterns of school achievement
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XIII. PRIORITIES IN THE EDUCATION OF PRESCHOOLERS

Introduction

The purpose of this section is 10 assign priorities in the
establishment of organized preschool programs for Ohio's
young children. Clearly the population of children who hold
the greatest promise for improvement in terms of educability
and training are those who have not had sufficient oppor-
tunities for the development of skills known to be highly
related to academic achievement during the early years of
formal school. The report has emphasized the kinds of dis
abilities these children may develop and how these sets of
learned behaviors affect dramatically the course of school
achievement, resulting, more often than not in total with-
drawal from the educational process. Thus, there is an educa-
tional opportunity to arrest the learning disabilities of these
children through early intervention programs beginning at
age three. This is clearly in Ohio's interest as it permits the
full educational development of a very valuable resource, its
young children.

The evidence presented throughout the report clearly
implies that the more deprived the environmental conditions
in which a child finds himself, the greater the impact of a
sound program of preschool education.

First Priority

Accordingly, Ohio's top priority in the area of early
education should be the establishment of a policy to assure
that children concentrated in the poverty-depressed areas of
the state receive the opportunities to participate in the type
of quality preschool education programs that the state of the
art, as evidenced this report, clearly permits Ohio
educators to develop.

Number of Children

Sufficient information is available to identify numbers
of children to whom this policy should be directed and in
what regions of the state they are located.

About 17 percent of Ohio's children aged 3 to 5 years
are living in families with incomes below $3,000, a level of
income identified as essential to maintain minimally accepted
standards of living for an average-sized family. (440) This
represents a total of over 100,000 children. (See Table A-1
in Appendix A).

It is estimated that, during the past 8 years, the number
of children living in low-income families has been almost
halved, resulting from an auspicious combination of
economic and demographic factors. The economic factors
include the prolonged period of sustained economic growth

experienced by both Ohio and the rest of the nation This is
manifest in a general increase in per-capita income and a
dramatic reduction of the proportion of families with low
incomes. Thus, for the United States as a whole, 19 percent
or almost one out of five families had incomes of less than
S3,000 in 1960 (1967 constant dollars); by 1967, this figure
had declined to 12.5 percent. (441) Data on employment
and earnings suggest that Ohio has participated fully in this
period of economic expansion. (442)

The demographic factors bearing on the reduction in
the number of children living in poverty in the state are the
sustained decrease in the number of births since 1960,
experienced by Ohio and many other states (443), as well as
the sharp reduction in migration to the state since 1960
(444). Both of these factors have tended to reduce sharply
aggregate population growth in the state, but more par-
ticularly they have resulted in absolute declines in the size of
some age groups.

Table 5 shows, for example, that children aged 3 to 5
years numbered about 670,000 in 1960; by 1968, it is

estimated that this group numbered about 590,000 and it
will stabilize at this level through 1975. On the pessimistic
assumption that the rate of reduction in poverty-level
fatuities will be zero during 1968.1975, the projections

TABLE 5. ESTIMATED NUMBER CHILDREN AGED 3,
4, AND 5 YEARS BY POVERTY STATUS
FOR OHIO, 1960,1968,1970, AND 1975

Age 1960 1968(b) 1970(c) 1975(c)

Al] Children

Total 671,463(a) 591,792 570,575 586,903

3 years 226,679(a) 188.650 185,204 200,918
4 years 223,455(a) 201,070 190,444 195,541
5 years 221,329(a) 202,072 194,927 190,444

Children in Pour Families

Total 111,341(h) 57,804 57,056 58,690

3 years 37,587(b) 18,328 18,520 20,092
4 years 37,053(b) 19,652 19,044 19,554
5 years 36,701(b) 19,824 19,492 19,044

(a) Census of Population, 1960, "Ohio", U.S. Bureau of the
Census.

(b) Estimates prepared by Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus Laboratories.

(c) Projection prepared by Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus Laboratories. For a discussion of the esti-
mation and projection method logy, see Appendix B.
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indicate that about 58,000 children in Ohio will be lising in
families with less than Spoo income through 1975. lf, on
the other hand, increases in per-capita income continue at
rates exhibited during 1960.1968, the number of these
children will decrease from 57,000 in 1968 to about 40,000
in 1975.

Table A-1, shown in Appendix A, shows the estimated
distribution of preschool age children (3 to 5 years) cur-
rently living in low-income families. This is depicted

graphically Figures A-1 and A-2. Figure A-1 which shows
the distribution of the number of indigent children,
indicates, not surprisingly, concentrations of this group in
the large metropolitan areas of the state, i.e., Dayton,
Columbus, Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Toledo. In the central
counties of these areas about 5,000 to 6,000 preschoolers
are in families of very low incomes. Figure A-2 shows the
relative number of these children in each county, that is,
poor children taken as a proportion of all young children.
Concentrations are in the economically distressed parts of
Ohio, notably in the Southeast (characterized as Ohio
Appalachia) and other rural and semirural areas.

Estimates and projections of the number of young
children living in low-income families for Ohio counties were
developed by applying standard demographic techniques to
publicly available information on births, migration, and
family income. The estimates and projections are subject to
the limitations imposed by the quality of the primary data
and by the validity of assumptions regarding the persistence
of observed demographic and economic trends. A description
of the technical procedures employed may be found in
Appendix B.

Second Priority

Kindergarten

Introduction. Sufficient evidence has also been pre-
sented which suggests that children who attend kindergarten
do better in terms of school achievement in the first grade
than those who do not attend kindergarten. Accompanying
this statement of confidence in the young child's potential
to benefit from formal education at age five is the fact that
throughout the United States there are only six states which
do not have elther permissive or compulsory kindergarten
stat utes.

National Trends in Kindergarten. A survey was con-
ducted among the fifty states, the District of Columbia, and
five territories, including the Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto
Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Samoa. In the survey, the
following questions were asked:

Do you have compulsory kindergarten statutes for the
State?

Do you have permissive kindergarten statutes for the
State?

Do you have compulsory kindergarten statutes, but
optional attendance?

Do the school districts receive state aid for kindergarten?

Do you have bills pending regarding compulsory kinder-
garten statutes?

Do you have bills pending regarding compulsory kinder-
garten, but optional attendance?

Table C-1, shown in Appendix C, shows the results. The
survey revealed somewhat of a surprise in that there were no
states with compulsory kindergarten and compulsory
attendance. Seven have statutes for compulsory kindergarten
and optional attendance. (This means that each school
district is required to provide public kindergarten.) These
seven were: Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and the Canal Zone.

Forty-three states or territories have permissive kinder-
garten statutes. These have legislation allowing the school
districts to provide public kindergarten. Thirty-seven provide
state aid to the school districts for kindergarten. Eighteen do
not provide any financial aid. Six with neither compulsory
or permissive statutes regarding public kindergarten are

Alabama, Idaho, New Mexico, Samoa, Puerto Rico, and
Guam.

In regard to impending legislation, Georgia, Maine, and
Ohio are requesting compulsory offering of kindergarten;
Alabama and Guam are requesting permissive legislation to
enable the school districts to offer public kindergarten; Iowa
is requesting permissive legislation for preschool for 4 and
5-year olds they presently have permissive legislation for
kindergarten; North Carolina and Texas are requesting state
aid for public kindergarten.

imesota had legislation for compulsory kindergarten
that di2d in committee; Montana's legislation for state aid
failed the last session; Idaho's legislation for permissive
kindergarten has failed the last three sessions.

States having kindergartens and public preschool pro-
grams (or pending legislation for preschool) are Washington,
D. C., Wisconsin, Iowa, and New Jersey.

The growing interest and realization of the importance
of early-childhood education was shown during the process
of this survey. This was reflected by the amount of literature
sent to us as well as verbal and written comments.
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The survey reflects that kindergarten :bn a nationwide
basis is now thought to be an integral part of the formal-
educational system. In view of the evidence concerning the
efficacy of kindergarten and the widespread acceptance of it
throughout the United States, the next priority is to
establish a policy which assures that all 5.year-old children in
the state of Ohio share the opportunity and the right to
attend formal educational programs at the kindergarten level.

Third Priority

Prekindergarten

The evidence provided throughout the report and the
research conducted with nursery and day-care centers sug-
gests also that children from middle- to upper-class homes
can benefit from organized programs of preschool educa-
tion. The need for prekindergarten among those homes is
not as great since there is a high probability that many of
the experiences which a child needs for the normal develop-
ment of perceptual-cognitive and self-concept behaviors
already exists in these homes. There is no guarantee, how-
ever, that some significant deprivating conditions might
occur as a result of changing conditions in the physical and
psychological environment of time children's homes. For
example, the sophistication of the home's automatic
machines and devices and children's toys are reducing the
opportunities for the practical manipulation of objects and
things which is critical to the development of perceptual
processes in general, and visual discrimination, in particular.
Another factor is the reduction in the number of parks, play
areas, etc., which is beginning to characterize even the
suburban areas. In addition there are trends that more
mothers are better educated and are seeking careers along
with raising a family. Evidence also suggests that even with-
out Ldvanced educational skills the tendency for both
parents to work is increasing.

All of these trends suggest a slow emergence in the
development of deprivating conditions of some significance
to the child's development. Accordingly, it would be prudent
for Ohio to establish a policy which permits the availability
of prekindergarten programs to be offered. The policy

should characterize considerations that encourage the
development of programs at this level in much the same way
as kindergarten was permitted to merge in Ohio. This
investigator does not see the necessit; for a policy decision
concerning immediate implementation since the emergence
of deprivating conditions in the homes of most of our young
children is only beginning to develop. Accordingly, this
priority is the lowest of the three present, 9 in the section.
Ohio, however, should advance its policy to accommodate
the possibilities of a future need for organized prekinder-
garten programs for all of its children.

Projecting Supply and Demand (Preschool)

Availability of Teacher Manpower

The delineation of priorities and subsequent policies
concerning preschool education cannot be made inde-
pendently of the considerations involving the availability of
teacher manpower in the State of Ohio. The necessity for
such a discussion comes from the need to know to what
extent Ohio can match the suggested priorities with projec-
tions of available teacher manpower. There is a high proba-
bility that teachers with primary certificates (K-3), primary
certificates (1.3) and those with elementary certificates (1-8)
will be called upon to teach prekindergarten or the kinder-
garten programs according to the Elementary and Secondary
Standards Division of the Ohio Department of Education.
This is the procedure that is normally pursued. However, the
supply cannot be determined and for many reasons. The
exact number of presently employed teachers with either
primary certificates and/or elementary certificates is not
known and projections of available manpower cannot be
made. Projection into the future also requires other
information which is not available. First of all, one must
assume an operative pupilteacher ratio. in Ohio. there is no
agreed upon pupil-teacher ratio for kindergarten. Since there
are no formal, prekindergarten programs, there is, of course,
no pi pil teacher ratio available here.

There is a need for overcoming these kinds of problems
concerning the projection of supply and demand of tea -her
manpower in preschool education.
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XIV. PRESCHOOL EDUCATION

Ohio Day Care Legislation

The legislation added a separate section 5(04 to the
ktvised Code, legislating regulations specifically for day care
centers and removing them from the domain of previous
rules for "institutions" and "associations" caring for
children. It changed the definition of the latter to simply
one of several kinds of organized groups caring for and
receiving children for two or more consecutive weeks, remov-
ing the condition "for periods of four or more hours per
day", and put then) under the auspices of the Department of
Public Welfare.

Definitions

Child day care is defined, in Substitute Senate Bill No.
105*, as "administering to the needs of infants, preschool
children, and school-aged children outside of school hours by
persons other than their parents for any part of the twenty-
four hour day, for part or all of at least two consecutive
weeks, but does not include the care of children in places of
worship during religio.is services"." A child day care center
is "any place in which child day care is provided for five or
more infants, preschool children, or school-age children out-
side of school hours in average daily attendance, other than
children of the owner or administrator of the center, with or
without compensation". Average daily attendance means
"the maximum number of children cared for at one time
each day the center is in operation during a quarer year
period, divided by the number of days the center is in
operation".*** Infants are defined as children less Clan 18
months old still using diapers, or not yet steadily walking.
"Administrator" and "child-care staff member" are also

defined.

Application for License

Day care center operators must apply for a license to
the Director of Public Welfare if they are operating on
January 1, 1970, or if they establish a center after that date.
No center may be operated without a license after July 1,
1970. The procedure of applying for a license, examining the
center, and issuing a license are prescribed. Licenses are good
for one year. At the time of application, centers having both
morning and afternoon programs and an average daily
attendance of 30 or more will pay a fee of $100, and other
centers will in), $50, and all centers will pay $25 upon
application for renewal. Provisional licenses may be issued
for periods of less than 1 year to allow centers time to meet
licensing requirements. The license must be posted in the
center and state the names of owner and administrator, the
center's address, and authorized attendance for infants,

*Lines 77 to 84, page 4.
"Lines 85 to 91, page 4.

***Lines 92 to 96, page 4.

preschoolers, and school aged child 'en. The license is valid
only while the conditions specified t n it are

Enforcement of Licensing Regulations

Centers must be inspected at least once a year without
interference. The Director may issue orders to comply with
the code, and after a hearing those found in violation may
have their license revoked. They may appeal, as can
applicants denied a license. At the Director's petition the
Court of Common Pleas can grant injunctions against persons
operating centers without a license.

Safety Requirement;

After investigation and inspection the Director can
grant the center a license if it complies with the following
specifications: neither the owner nor the administrator has
been convicted of a felony or a crime involving moral
turpitude; buildings meet the construction, equipment,
safety, and sanitation regulations; fire inspection within the
previous year has found the center free from conditions
hazardous to children's safety; the center has a license to
prepare meals or lunches and meets the requirements for
foodservice operation if meals are served to children other
than those of the owner and administrator; and the conic.
complies with chapter 5104.

Program

Centers must provide 35 square feet of indoor space
regularly available for day care for each child they are
licensed for. There must be 60 square feet of outdoor play
area for each preschool and school-aged child, surrounded by
a fence at least 3.5 feet high. The program must supply both
quiet and active play suitable to children's age levels and
abilities, and provide play materials and equipment and a cot
for each preschool child. Children may not be permitted to
sleep on the floor, and furniture, materials, and equipment
must be sanitary.

Employee Health

Administrator and employees must be "of good
character and mentally and physically able to perform their
duties". Empbyees must be examined by a physician 30
days before employment and annually while employed, and
must have on file in the center a statement signed by the
physician certifying that they are free from communicable
diseases (including tuberculosis), physically fit for such

employment, and immunized ageinst polio and diptheria
unless they lime tiled with the center a written request for
exemption from the latter.
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Children's licdth

Each child must be annually examined by a physician
and have on file a sicned statement that the child is free
from comMlInicable eisease and is immunized unless the
administrator waives this at the parent's request. The Stale
Department of Health will establish the age at which the
infants need be given tuberculosis tests and immunizations.
The center must have 3 written plan to cover medical
emergencies. In such a case, patents must be notified as soon
as possible. A person trained in first aid by a doctor, nurse,
or approved training program must be readily available at all
times. Each child is examined every day by a person trained
to recognize symptoms of disease, and, if illness is suspected,
he is isolated (before he can entor the group) in a special
area where an adult is alvslys available. Children who
become ill during the day are promptly turned over to
parents, and no medicine, vitamins, or special diets are given
without the specific prescription of a physician.

Staff Size

Whenever children are present, two responsible adults
must be present. Children are organized in small groups and
the maximum load of children per staff member is 8 for
children under 18 months old, 10 for children 18 months to
3 years, 15 for those 3 to 5 years old, and 20 for 5-yearold
and older children. If children of center personnel are

present at the center they are included in these calculations.

Education of Personnel

The administrator must have a highschoul education
and by December 31, 1971, must have 2 years of higher
education or of experience with young children and their
parents. By that date all staff members must have a high-
school education or have completed a special training
program.

Miscellany

The administrator interviews children and parents
before admission, supplies information, and permits parents
to visit the center while in operation. He keeps confidential
records of basic data about the children and employees'
health certification. Child-care staff members are responsible
for children's safety and discipline. A menu for the week is
posted and any child except infants in the center between
11:00 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. is served a nourishing meal
(dietary requirements are listed) and, in addition, those
present all day receive a nutritious snack. Center facilities are
to be considered separately from those of any associated
living quarters.

Infant Care

Infants must be cared for in a H-sttloor room separate
from older children, which complies with building regula-
tions. Rooms must be ventilated, but there must be no
direct drafts on children. Infants shall be arranged in units of
eight or fewer, and handwashing facilities must be avaihible
in the area. Formulas are to be prepared by parents if
possible, or prepared according to written directions of
parent or physician and clearly labeled and refrigerated.
Cribs should be sturdy and have close bars, a firm mattress
covered by waterproof material not dangerous to children,
clean sheets, and no restraining devices. Diaper changing,
storage, and laundering shall be done by methods which
meet the approval of the Departments of Public Welfare and
Health. Infants are to be cared for primarily by the same
adult every day as much as possible. They must be removed
from the crib and held or placed in a chair for all feedings
and removed from the crib at other intervals during the day
for individual attention. Each day they are to be allowed to
move about comfortably and play in accordance with their
developmental stage in an area apart from time sleeping
quarter.

Director's Responsibilities

The Director of Public Welfare may set higher but not
conflicting requirements for tax- and community-supported
centers and develop standards as required by the Federal
government for programs supported by Federal funds. He
shall offer consulting services to help communities, agencies,
or centers deal with problems related to day care programs
and encourage training programs for child-care employees.

Day Care Advisory Connell

A Day Care Advisory Council shall be formed to assist
in the administration of these regulations and in developing
child day care services. It will consist of 18 members
appointed by the Di:ector of Public Welfare subject to the
Governor's approval, plus the Director of Public Welfare, time
Superintendent of Public Instruction, the Director of Health,
and the Director of Industrial Relations as ex officio
members. Six members will represent the various types of
day care centers, at least three will be parents of children
attending centers, and the rest shall be representatives of the
teaching, child development, medical, and nursing professions
and other individuals interested in child welfare. One third
of the initial appointments shall I.," for 1 year, one third for
2 years, and one third for 3 years, and subs-Trent appoint.
ments shall be for 3 years. Vacancies when there are

unexpired terms will be filled. This council will advise the
Department of Public Welfare on licensing and regulations of
centers, and make an annual report. Council members will
receive no pay but be reimbursed for necessary expenses.
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Penalties for Violations

operating a center without a license may be
fined a maximum of 5100 for the first offense and $500 for
each subsequent offense.

Day Care Centers and Early Education

Child day care, whether or not it explicitly
acknowledges an educational function, nonetheless involves
the child in an educational process. The important considera-
tion here is the provisions affecting staff qualifications.
Legislation as it affects minimal standards for health and
medical services, safety, 'arid nutrition is sound. The qualifi-
cation proposed for administrators: a high-school education
and 2 years of higher education or 2 years' experience with
children, does not appear to be adequate for administering
such a program, even though it may be the only practical
way to begin. The report has emphasized the complexity
concerning the young child's growth in such areas as

sensory-motor, perceptual-cognition, language, and socializa-
tion skills. Only under a set of random conditions, would
any administrator meeting these standards ever hope to
obtain the necessary knowledge of child development which
this report clearly reveals as essential in establishing quality
educational experiences for the growing child. More
important, however, is the very high probability that, in the
absence of such knowledge, deprivating conditions could well
occur. The report has documented unequivocally the fact
that such conditions lead the child to developing disabilities
in learning that result in a cumulative-deficit pattern of
school achievement. The idea of special education for staff
members is not clear in terms of what that education should
be, its content, or its duration. The conditions of providing
sanitary play materials and equipment, specifications for
indoor and outdoor play, and considerations for active and
quiet play suitable to children's age levels and abilities are
significant provisions. Also, significant is the appointment of
an Advisory Committee consisting of a cross section of
professional and lay people directly involved and concerned
with the enforcement of the regulations.

Significant as these two provisions may be, however,
the emphasis does not appear to derive from a consideration
of the educational process per se. This is clearly revealed in
the composition of the Advisory Committee. Out of a corn-
mince of 18, references made seem to imply that the par-
ticipation of the teaching profession and the profession of
developmental psychology is not substantial. The State
Department or Education should seek a larger representation
on this very vital committee.

The significant impact that the programs hold for the
child's development has more direct ramification or implica-
tion for the educational enterprise itself. In terms of the
present naticnwide trends, shifts are now being made to
place programs such as Head Start, whose conceptualization
parallels many of the proposed provisions of day care

centers, within the jurisdiction of State Departments of
Education. Important as welfare factors are, when compared
to the potential benefits or liabilities that can be accrued in
an educational sense, these conditic is diminish in compari-
son. In summary, this investigator applauds the efforts to
upgrade the rules and regulations covering Day Care Centers.
It is a significant improvement over previous legislation.
However, since the State of Ohio is now making it its
business to look out for the welfare of its preschool-aged
children, this legislation should be regarded only as a first
step. Clearly, the need remains to assure that the young
child's experiences in such centers enhances his opportunity
for developing the skills needed for future success in schools.

Kindergarten and Prekindergarten
Legislation

In terms of priorities previously discussed the proposed
legislation in this area was a definite step in the right
direction. The requirement for compiil.ory kindergarten for
the districts was sound in terms of making programs
available for all 5-year olds. The requirement, however,
should have been extended to include compulsory
attendance. The inclusion of permissive prekindergarten is
also a sound move in terms of generating the conditions for
future development of these kinds of programs throughout
the state.

There has been a tendency with new programs such as
Head Start and older programs such as nursery and day care
centers and kindergarten, to go off in many separate direc
tions. Clearly, the State Department of Education should
provide quality leadership in the area of kindergarten via
minimal standards. It should also provide quality leadership
of an advisory nature concerning prekindergarten programs
to assure that such programs are based on sound educational
concepts of child development. In other words, the State
Department of Education should give its implied approval of
any district's proposals for prekindergarten before the pro-
gram becomes operational. To be sure, flexibility is needed
in order that local needs are met, but balanced programs are
also needed and should not vary significantly from district to
district any more than necessary. Leadership at the state
level must be brought forward to assure a continuity of
development for prekindergarten and kindergarten. Such
leadership would soon place Ohio as the nationwide leader in
preschool education.

There is a problem, however, in the exercise of advisory
leadership in the formal education of preschool-aged children
and that problem lies in the establishment of standards. The
State Department of Education has no legal mandate to
develop minimal standards for kindergarten since the pro-
gram is not compulsory. Neither do they have any legal
authority to develop standards for prekindergarten since this
responsibility lies with the Child Welfare Board. In short the
essential first step in educational leadership establishment
of minimal standards for quality education cannot
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logically be conducted by the State Department of Educa-
tion at this time.

In addition, the State Department of Education cannot
develop a professional staff to provide the leadership in
preschool education because it does not legally fall within its
jurisdiction.

Thus, until legislation is passed which will place the
legal responsibility for establishing minimal standards for the
quality education of preschoolers and staff to promote and
help implement the standards, Ohio's progress in the formal
education of preschool-aged children cannot be substantial.
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XV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions and recommendations stated for each of
three priorities concern curriculum, teacher training, welfare
of the child, parental involvement, and other related
administrative aspects.

First Priority

The research findings suggest that preschool-age children
reared in depressed poverty areas are exposed to a higher
incidence of deprivating conditions than their more affluent
counterparts resulting in the development of sets of learning
disabilities which depress significantly their pattern of school
achievement. There is evidence that this pattern of school
achievement is characterized by a fanning -out effect in which
deficiencies between children from homes in poverty-
depressed areas and those children reared in affluent homes
steadily increases over time. Thus, a cumulative-deficit effect
appears to be developing in which the child's ability to
achieve steadily decreases throughout the school years.

Recommendation is It is therefore recommended
that the State Department of Education place as
its highest priority in preschool education, the
establishment of a policy concerning the education
of children reared in the poverty-depressed metro-
politan, rural, and semirural areas of the state.

A second recommendation concerns the subsequent
school years of these children, particularly, the first three
years of elementary school. It must be remembered that
regardless of how substantial the impact of a carefully
developed preschool education program in the development
of the children's capabilities, the deprivating conditions
which characterize their environment will probably not
change in a qualitative sense.

Recommendation 2: Accordingly, it is recom-
mended that the policy of education for these
children be extended to include special considera-
tions for educational planning during the first
three years of school.

Curricular Programs

Children reared in depressed poverty areas appear to
develop disabilities of learning which involve departures from
normal patterns of development in the perceptual-cognitive
and language processes. The deviations from the norm were
found in perceptual processes involving the child's ability to
distinguish objects on the basis of their concrete and abstract
features and to use various classificatory skills to categorize
and sort the objects and things either on the basis of their
resemblance or functional features. Concerning language
process, departures were found in the ability to us: auditory

skills with which to discriminate souni s, label the properties
of objects and events, classify objects on the basis of other
respective labels and use vocabulary, syntax and grammar to
communicate arid mediate thinking.

Recommendation 3: It is recommended that the
State Department of Education set up a commis-
sion of certified K-3 teachers and developmental
and education psychologists to establish guidelines
foc the development of curricular program mate-
rials and methods, etc., which are needed to
educate these children at the preschool level.

In accordance with this objective, guidelines are sug-
gested in areas as follows:

Perception-Cognition

To provide opportunities to observe, touch and manipu-
late a variety of both two-dimensional and three-
dimensional objects (e.g., artwork, clay, building blocks)
in order to allow the development of visual perceptual
processes and an awareness of the invariant nature of
objects themselves and their displacement properties.

To provide story materials to be read to the children and
musical recordings to which they may listen in order to
develop the auditory discrimination skills of the child.

To provide sets of concrete objects and play materials in
order to help the child recognize the ways in which
objects may be distinguished one from another (i.e., form
or shape, color, size, and functional use).

To provide a series of concrete objects and play materials
of various forms, colors, and sizes in order to develop
classificatory skills which involve sorting the materials on
the basis of their physical properties (e.g., form, color)
and on the basis of their functional properties (use).

Language

To provide a standard model of the English language for
the purpose of interacting with children such that they
learn to label objects and events, to promote and increase
their vocabulary and to use syntax and ;rammar to
regulate the expression of language.

It is important that the materials develrred match some
of the experiences of the child based upon hia culture rather
than the experiences of the general culture at large.
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Measuring Progress

Closely aligned to the concept of curriculum is the
concept of observing the student's progress.

Recommendation 4: Accordingly, it is ICCOM-

mended that the commission undertake a study
with child developmentalists and specialists in the
"clinical" observations of young children, concern-
ing the development ot procedures with which to
measure the child's ability to develop the
normative pattern of skills characterizing his
perceptual, cognitive, and language processes.

The methods should include a clinical observation of
the child's abilities to do certain things in its normal
sequence of development rather than place the child in a
test-taking situation. The emphasis should be diagnostic and
individualized to identify areas in which the development of
the child departs from the norm and areas in which he does
riot.

Teacher Training

Arresting the trend towards a cumulative deficit for
learning is within the state of the art for these children. It
clearly requires a very careful development of curricular
materials which derive their substance from the nature of the
disabilities being accrued and the conditions which tend to
prevent the normal development of the child's perceptual-
cognition, language and self-concept processes. It also
requires a very extensive and complex training program for
teachers. Equipping a well-trained person with the most
modern tools that the state of the art can provide enhances
significantly that person's confidence in doing his job. On
teaching the population children defined "First Priority",
this is particularly significant in lieu of the effect leacher
expectations have on the subsequent performances of the
children.

Recommendation 5: It is recommended that pre-
service or on-the-job training of teachers include
provisions for allowing the teacher to develop skills
that increase his capabilities.

Implementing this recommendation would involve
teachers capabilities to accomplish the following:

To become a student of the cultures in which he is
teaching in order that he may understand rather than
judge the values of the children and the subsequent
impact that these factors hold for his learning.
Specifically, the teacher should learn skills ofan
anthropological nature to understand more thoroughly the
structure of the culture in which the child is developing.
The teacher should be aware that the child is, in fact,
surviving in a subculture and that there is no standard
correct or incorrect way of behaving. There is rather the
necessity to develop the capabilities and skills which per-
mit him to operate effective', and efficiently in both
cultures.

To become sufficiently acquaintal in the use of the
curricular materials with the children, rather than team
about them in the child's absence There must be provi-
sions for a continual interface thi.mghout the teacher's
training between the teacher and the students he will one
day be instructing. The results of experience in working
with the materials and the children simultaneously will
increase both the teacher's confidence and skill in improv-
ing the children's capabilities. It will further increase the
probability of seeing that the children experience success
because the teacher is skilled and knowledgeable enough
to know not only how significant the success experiences
are in promoting the development of achievement
behavior, but also how to provide for its systematic
development.

To become proficient in the knowledge of child develop-
ment in the growth of perception, cognition, language,
and self-concept processes and to see their relevance in
terms of both the curricular materials and the interaction
process with the child.

To become sufficiently proficient in the motor develop-
ment of young children, particularly as it relates to the
development of the visual perception in tactile and practi-
cal manipulation processes.

To become sufficiently proficient in how socialization
patterns develop to assure that children learn to get along
with one another and to assure that the teacher does not
attempt to develop socialization skills whose complexity
might fall well beyond the child's capabilities.

To become sufficiently proficient in the principles of
learning, particularly in the use of operant learning condi-
tions of reinforcement. The purpose here is to equip the
teacher with the skills of how to stabilize the capabilities
being developed by the child through the judicious use of
reinforcers and how the latter can be identified.

To develop a sufficient understanding of ways to check
the progress of the child. Here we are interested in a
"clinical" rather than an objective testing situation in
which the teacher learns how to diagnose areas in which
the child's growth along certain dimensions departs from
the normative pattern of development.

Recommendation 6: Further it is recommended that
the commission look into the possibility of developing
Preschool Education Programs in Colleges of Education
throughout the state with particular emphasis on the
development of teacher skills at this level for children
from the depressed poverty areas.

Welfare of the Child

Research on nutrition and learning was seen to
influence the child's learning in a number of ways: less able
to attend and because of a low level of energy, more easily
fatigued in the complex and demanding task of learning. We
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also noted how the "infection" of many types and varieties
confounds and adds to the conditions affecting the energy
and metabolism of the child. Aside from the biological needs
is the high probability that problems in seeing, hearing, and
so on 'night go unnoticed and, as such, inadvertantly intro.
duce a deprivating condition of a sensory - stimulation type.

It appears clear that the ,,.Boot has a vested interest in
the welfare of the child in terms of his basic needs and
should undertake the responsibilities to see that the needs
are Met.

Recommendation 7: Accordingly, the commission
should undertake to examine ways in which cloth-
ing, meals, and medical examinations can be pro.
vided for the child and to examine ways in which
the agencies responsible for the services can be
coordinated efficiently and effectively through the
State Department of Education.

Parental Involvements

Inner-city parents hold high aspirations for their child
in education and tend to view with some positiveness com-
mitments to early education: Head Start being a prime
example of this positiveness. The favorable attitude probably
emerges not so much from the program in terms of its
successes which were relatively few, but from the commit-
ment made to do something. When Head Start was aimed for
a particular community, answers were immediately available
to questions raised from the parents and community leaders
such as "What are you prepared to do?", "What kind of
ubjectives are in mind?", "What resources are needed and
what resources can be provided?", but more importantly,
"What is the financial commitment you are able to make?"

Recommendation 8: It is recommended that the
commission appoint a committee of lay people,
parents, and social scientists to find out how to
enter a community with an active oriented educa-
tional program of high merit and considerable
benefit to the children in a way that predisposes
that community towards a favorable attitude
towards that program and its implementation.

Administrative Aspects

Pupil-Teacher Ratio. Preschool-education data are not
now available to project teacher supply in the area of pre-
school education. One of the problems is establishing pupil-
teacher ratios. Establishing ratios is difficult since we are at a
period of entering an era of preschool education. However,
some attention should be given to what desirable pupil-
teacher ratios should be.

Recommendation 9: Accordingly, the commission
should study and define what optimal teacher and

adult ratios are desirable and then examine what
types of data are needed to project supply (i,e.,
number of certified kindergarten, primary, and
elementary teachers, number )f teachers available
for part-time employment, etc.), in order to
examine the extent of manpower shortage.

There are some alternatives in addition to adding a
preschool curriculum in the colleges and universities.
Judicious use can also be made of qualified parents and
other auxiliary personnel. Accordingly, the commission
should spell out 'what aspects of the child's preschool
experiences can be handled by these two population groups
under the supervision and direction of the teacher.

Intensity of Program. It is important to note that when
significant achievements were found for Head Start, it was
with programs which ran 9 months to I year. There is little
doubt that the summer programs do not bring about endur-
ing capabilities and skills,

Recommendation 10: Accordingly, preschool pro-
grams for the children should run the entire year.
Opportunities for outdoor summer activities involv-
ing trips to zoos, museums, etc., should be
included.

There is also one other advantage here and that con-
cerns the daily duration of the program. There is good
reason educationally to keep the children for most of the
day, particularly since it is both possible and desirable to
build in some flexibility in the programs concerning rest and
play activities. More important, however, is the fact that a
high probability exists that mothers of these children will
want to work. In additiol to giving mothers a chance to
work, a day-care preschool program will not only expose the
children to a more stimulating educational experience but
will remove them from deprivating conditions which are not
conducive to normal growth and development.

Recommendation II: Accordingly, it is recom-
mended that the preschool programs for the
children be established to include a full days'
activities, 5 days a week, rather than some com-
bination of half days, full days, every other day,
etc.

Facilities, Health Standards, and Eligibility. The report
did not address itself to the problem of facilities per se, nor
did it directly consider who should attend.

Recommendation 12: The commission should
identify what guidelines should be established con-
cerning facilities in terms of space, safety, and
sanitary conditions and then attempt to determine
what facilities might be available for leasing,
purchasing, etc.
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Recommendation 13: The commission should
undertake a study concerning the criteria em-
ployed in [lead Start and to examine what, if any,
refinement in the statistical procedures might be
made to identify target populations of children.

Day Care Legislation

The qualification of the staff and composition of the
advisory committee does not reflect a substantial commit-
ment to the educational process per se. There appears to be
little in the way of controls concerning the types of educa-
tional experiences the child is provided. The jurisdiction
appears to have been misplaced. The experiences these
children have may or may not offset the potential learning
disabilities which they may be acquiring at home.

Recommendation 14: Accordingly, it is recom-
mended that the Day Care Centers be phased out
of the Department of Public Welfare and into the
jurisdiction of the State Department of Education
at such time that this department has developed its
policy concerning preschool education in Ohio and
is ready to begin implementation.

Second Priority

Kindergarten

The second priority in the area of preschool education
concerns kindergarten in the state of Ohio.

Compulsory Attendance. The evidence concerning
kindergarten is somewhat scattered but conclusive. The re-
search which compares achievement of first-grade children
who attended kindergarten and those who did not, clearly
favors those with kindergarten. National statistics presented
show no more than six states which do not have state
statutes concerning kindergarten. The Elementary and
Secondary Education Division of the Ohio Department of
Education reports that over the past decade kindergarten
enrollment has increased 41.3 percent. Approximately 70
percent of all Ohio's elementary school systems now offer
kindergarten.

Recommendation 15: In view of the national and
Ohio trends and evidence concerning the benefits
of kindergarten, it is recommended that the
attendance in kindergarten be made compulsory
for S-year-old school-age children.

Recommendation 16: It is recommended that the
commission develop a procedure to determine the
exact number of employed teachers with primary/
kindergarten certificates and/or elementary
certificates.

Recommendation 17: In addition, the commission
should develop minimal standards concerning
curriculum, pupil - teacher ratio, and other consider-
ations normally included in the elementary
standards.

As part of the minimal standards, guidelines for
curriculum should be established to ensure continuity of
programming throughout the state and to ensure the
experiences provided are linked to the skills required for
successful achievement in the first grade. The guidelines for
kindergarten should therefore be based upon the premise of
increasing the liklihood of success in the first grade rather
than replacing kindergarten with first grade objectives.

Third Priority

Prekindergarten

The evidence conducted with nursery schools suggests
also that children from middle- to upper-class homes benefit
from organized programs of preschool education. The need
for prekindergarten among those homes is not as great since
there is a high probability that many of the experiences
which a child needs for the normal development of skills
needed for success in school, already exist in the home.
Trends are appearing which suggest that, in the next decade,
increasing demands might be made on the concept of
preschool.

Recommendation 18: Accordingly, Ohio should
implement permissive prekindergarten as the first
in a series of developmental stages in anticipation
of the future needs for prekindergarten.

Recommendation 19: It is recommended that
,uidetines be established concerning the qualifica-
tions of teachers, pupil-teacher ratios, facilities and
space, health standards and curriculum to help
school districts establish their prekindergarten
programs.

Many of the guidelines for curriculum and staffing can
be derived directly from the report. Other information can
come from the commission studies suggested in the discus-
sion on recommendations and conclusions concerning the
First Priority.

Staffing. To carry out the recommendations of this
report, it will be necessary to develop a staff with expertise
in early education.

Recommendation 20: Accordingly, it is recom-
mended that the State Department of Education
be provided sufficient funds for expanding its staff
to include specialists in this area.
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Recommendation 21: It is recommended that the
staff be utilized in a leadership role that would
include the counseling of individual school districts
in the conceptual development and implementation
of kindergarten educational programs.

Experimental and Demonstration Programs. Repeated
references made in the report documented unequivocally

that a carefully conceived program would benefit greatly
pi:school-aged children, particularly those from the poverty.
depressed areas of the state. A need remains, however, to
Jeve lop curriculum materials and to test them empirically.

ommendation 22: Accordingly, funds should
be provided to the State Department of Education
for experimental and demonstration programs.
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TABLE A 1. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF CHILDREN AGFD 3, 4, AND 5 YEARS BY POVERTY STATUS(a)
FOR COUNTIES IN OHIO, 1968

County

Estimated Percent
of All Ohio
Children(a)

MI Children Aged Children in LowIncome Families Aged

Total
3

Years
4

Years
5

Years Total
3

Years
4

Years
5

Years

Adams 34.4 1,492 437 512 543 513 150 176 187

Allen 11.4 6,820 2,166 2,331 2,323 778 247 266 265

Ashland 10,5 1,870 564 631 675 196 59 66 71

Ashtabula 11.0 4,738 1,527 1,611 1,600 521 168 177 176

Athens 21.5 3,870 1,132 1,307 1,431 832 243 281 308

Auglaite 12.4 2,052 685 726 641 254 85 90 79

Belmont 15.3 3,156 1,066 1,121 969 483 163 172 148

Brown 24.5 1,400 435 512 453 343 107 125 111

Butler 8.0 10,135 3,299 3,408 3,428 811 264 273 274
Carroll 15.0 609 236 215 158 91 35 32 24

Champaign 15.5 2,176 659 716 801 337 102 Ill 124

Clark 10.0 11,611 3,629 3,886 4,096 1,162 363 389 410
Clermont 8.9 5,544 1,734 1,884 1,926 493 154 168 171

Clinton 18.1 2,740 780 900 1,060 496 141 163 192

Columbiana 11.8 5,032 1,663 1,670 1,699 593 196 197 200

Coshocton 15.6 2,248 691 779 778 351 108 122 121

Crawford 10.9 3,777 1,111 1,261 1,405 411 121 137 153

Cuyahoga 7.1 79,804 26,662 27,207 25 ,935 5,666 1,893 1,932 1,841

Darke 15.9 3,110 964 1,077 1,069 494 153 171 170

Defiance 11.4 2,277 720 777 780 260 82 89 89

Delaware 11.8 2,637 726 978 933 311 86 115 110

Erie 8.3 5,695 1,724 1,902 2,069 473 143 158 172

Fairfield 12.2 5,172 1,513 1,756 1,903 631 185 214 232

Fayette 18.9 1,679 516 561 602 318 r8 106 114

Franklin 8.4 58,020 17,826 19,668 20,526 4,873 1,497 1,652 1,724

Fulton 12.8 2,412 751 825 836 309 96 106 107

Gallia 23.5 1,357 381 461 515 319 90 108 121

Geauga 7.1 4,919 1,493 1,670 1,756 350 106 119 125

Greene 8.0 8,250 2,506 2,857 2,887 660 200 229 231

Guernsey 18.4 1,709 498 596 615 315 92 110 113

Hamilton 9.1 47,759 15,610 16,459 15,690 4,347 1,421 1,498 1,428

Hancock 11.7 4,363 1,342 1,448 1,573 510 157 169 184

Hardin 19.1 1,726 511 617 598 330 98 118 114

Harrison 17.9 795 248 285 262 142 44 51 47
Henry 13.1 1,428 456 496 476 187 60 65 62
Highland 25.6 2,142 614 732 796 548 157 187 204
Hocking 18.9 1,182 357 376 449 223 67 71 85

Holmes 22.5 1,250 434 423 393 281 98 95 88

Huron 11.4 2,992 954 1,008 1,030 341 109 115 117

Jackson 21.1 1,086 354 361 371 229 75 76 78

Jefferson 10.0 4,336 1,458 1,448 1,430 434 146 145 143

Knox 12.9 2,293 715 805 773 296 92 104 100
Lake 4.1 14,958 4,559 5,048 5,351 613 187 207 219

Lawrence 16.8 3,739 1,204 1,281 1,254 628 202 215 211

Licking 10.6 8,770 2,558 2,943 3,269 930 271 312 347
Logan 15.8 1,416 479 487 432 221 76 77 68

Lorain 7.3 17,330 5,493 5,799 6,038 1,265 401 423 441

Lucas 8.5 20,137 6,832 6,820 6,485 1,712 581 580 551

Madison 13.9 2,035 601 701 732 283 84 97 102

Mahoning 8.3 7,791 2,947 2,666 2,178 647 245 221 181

Marion 11.2 4,192 1,335 1,417 1,440 470 150 159 161
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TABLE A1. (Continued)

County

Estimated Percent
of All Ohio
Children(a)

All Children Aged Children in Low-Incoi le Families Aged

Total
3

Years

4

Years

5

Years Total
3

Years

4

Years

5

\'ears

Medina 8.0 5,566 1,690 1,873 2,003 445 135 ISO 160

Wigs 29.3 1,066 336 324 406 312 98 95 119

Mercer 14.5 2,822 885 929 1,008 409 128 135 146

Miami 10.4 5,541 1,703 1,846 1,992 576 177 192 207

Monroe 25.8 1,368 411 472 485 353 106 122 125

Montgomery 7.5 31,130 10,150 10,567 10,413 2,335 761 793 781

Morgan 22.4 868 275 289 304 195 62 65 68

Morrow 13.9 1,831 561 612 658 254 78 85 91

Muskingum 13.4 5,139 1,625 1,727 1,787 688 218 231 239
Noble 25.8 528 175 192 161 137 45 50 42
Ottawa 9.4 1,848 600 597 651 173 56 56 61

Paulding 14.7 1,474 446 498 530 217 66 73 78

Perry 18.3 1,310 415 440 455 240 76 81 83

Pickaway 16.4 3,097 934 1,050 1,113 518 153 172 183

Pike 25.2 1,085 339 365 381 273 85 92 96
Portage 8.0 9,020 2,699 3,023 3,298 722 216 242 264
Preble 13.7 2,389 742 832 815 328 102 114 112
Putnam 17.0 2,143 696 715 732 364 118 122 124

Richland 8.1 8,070 2,523 2,767 2,780 653 204 224 225
Ross 15.5 3,523 1,132 1,215 1,176 545 175 188 182

Sandusky 10.5 3,072 1,042 1,019 1,011 322 109 107 106

Scioto 18.3 3,766 1,200 1,299 1,267 690 220 238 232
Seneca 11.0 3,015 1,016 1,050 949 332 112 116 104

Shelby 126 2,715 884 916 914 341 111 115 115

Stark 8.1 18,717 6,169 6,302 6,246 1,516 500 510 506
Summit 6.8 30,497 9,681 10,318 10,498 2,074 658 702 714
Trumbull 7.3 11,335 3,723 3,782 3,830 828 272 276 280
Tuscarawas 12.0 3,692 1,169 1,291 1,232 443 140 155 148
Union 16.1 1,084 341 381 362 174 55 61 58
Van Wert 13.7 1,055 349 353 353 144 48 48 48

Vinton 27.1 281 106 82 93 76 29 22 25

Warren 8.9 7,546 2,202 2,601 2,743 671 196 231 244
Washington 17.4 4,002 1,240 1,369 1,393 696 216 238 242
Wayne 11.5 5,530 1,630 1,873 2,027 635 187 215 233
Williams 13.0 2,283 698 765 820 297 91 99 107
Wood 9.5 4,386 1,344 1,583 1,459 417 128 150 139

Wyandot 14.6 956 334 328 294 140 49 48 43

Total 591,792 188,650 201,070 202,072 57,804 18,328 19,652 19,824

(a) Living in families with less than $3000 annual income (1960 dollars).
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Number Low-Income
Children, 3 to 5 Years
of Age

FT] 1,000 or more

L 1 500.999
L 1300 -499

Less than 300

FIGURE A-1. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF YOUNG CHILDREN IN LOW-INCOME FAMILIES

BY COUNTY FOR OHIO, 1968
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APPENDIX B

TECHNICAL PROCEDURES FOR PROJECTING CHI! 1" EN
BY AGE FOR OHIO COUNTIES

Estimates by county of the number of chi'dren aged 3,
4, and 5 years are based on the number of b:iths recorded
by county of residence of parents for the re.spective cohorts.
For births through 1967, this information was available from
the Ohio Department of Health, Division of Vital Statistics,
Columbus. Ohio. Thus, children aged 3 yors in 1965 are
approximated by the number of children horn to persons
living in the appropriate county of residence in 1965, plus
an allowance for net migration in these age groups. For
children not yet horn, projections were made by assuming
that birth trends after 1968 in Ohio will parallel those
projected by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for the Cnited
States as a whole.

No allowance was made for mortality from birth to age
five, since over 97 percent of all children born in the United
States currently survive to this age." To the numbers repro.
sented by each birth cohort, allowances were made for
changes due to migration into or from the birth cohort.
These estimates assume that trends in net migration observed
for each county during 1960-65 continued through 1968.
The age distribution of intercounty net migrants in Ohio was
based on the distribution observed for the United States
during 1966-1967."" Thus of the total net migration, all
ages combined, observed during 1966.1967, approximately
2.5 percent was represented by single -year age groups under
S years of age, such as children aged 4.04.9 years.

Estimates of Young Children
in low-Income Families

Data are not available for individual states or counties
on the number of children Irving in lowineeme families by age
of the child. However, such data are available for the United
States, by place of residence by color, for 1960. On

U S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
P-23, No. 381, "Projections of the Population of the
United States, by Are, Sex, and Color to 1990",
December, 1967.

S. Department of Health, t'clucation, and Welfare,
Public Health Service, United States Life Tables 1959-
1961. MIS Publie!t:on No. 1252,1 t 11, December, 1964.

**Rosenberg, op. cit , March, 1967.
* I 'U.S Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,

P-20, No. 171, -Mobility of the Populatios of the
United States, March 1966 to March 1967", April,
1968.
U S. Bureau of the Census, 1960 Census of Population,

(20 - 4A, Subject Report, -Families', Table 13;
and PC (21 4B. "Persons by Family Characteristics",
Table 10a.

this basis, a statiol r.J itionship was established between
(1) children undo irs of age living in families with
incomes of less t! '00 in 1')59 as a proportion of all
children under 1960 (taken as the dependent
variable), and t. .11 incomes of less than 33,000
in 1959 as a piop, l fatmlies in 1960. The relation.
ship, established by classical least.squares linear regression,
can be expressed as follows: Xi = ..0077 + 1.1081 X2. Of
the variation in the dependent variable, 98 percent was
cxpiainN1 by the independent variable.

Thus, given the proportion of families with low incomes
for any area, a state or county, the expression provides a
relatively re'iable method for estimating the corresponding
number of ) oung children in fami ies below the poverty
level.

Projections of family income assume that trends the
reduction of poverty observed since the late 1950's through
1966 will continue through 1968, and will remain at that
level through 1975: illustrative figures assume a continuation
in the downward trend at the 1950.1966 rate. While it is

true that economic growth has not been uniform throughout.
Ohio since 1960, we have assumed that increases in family
income during this period have been experienced at the same
rate throughout the State. Refinements of this assumption
would n vt substantially alter the tesults of this study.

U S Bureau of the Census. Current Pcpulktion Reports. P-60,
No. 54. "the Extent of Poverty in the United States, 1959.
19667, May 1968.
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